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From stem to stern, education’s about the people. And as educators, we are in 
the people business. It’s not about the school. Or the classrooms. It’s not about 
the curriculum. Or the technology. It’s not about the math. Or the science.  It’s 
about the people. It’s the superintendent who communicates her vision within a 
community, inspiring parents to become active participants. The principal who 
partners with his teachers, creating an environment of trust and commitment. The 
teacher who watches her students’ eyes to confirm the “ah-ha” moments. With all 
our new technology, new teaching methods, new tools and directives, it still comes 
down to this: teaching and learning is a people business. 

It’s my pleasure to introduce our newest columnist and one of the truly 
inspirational people in education, Dr. Joni Samples. I met Joni some time ago 
when I needed a national thought leader for an article on family engagement in 
SEEN Magazine. Joni is a life-long educator and former County Superintendent of 
the Year in California. We became instant friends. She helped me understand the 
importance (and amazing potential) of family involvement in the education process, 
and I became a big fan of her work. When you read her columns, you will see why.

Bob and Megan Tschannen-Moran have made it their mission to help school 
leaders coach educators to inspire positive change. This coach approach starts from 
the assumption that people are both motivated and able to design and develop their 
own learning programs. It is an approach that facilitates self-directed learning and 
growth. As a school or district leader, you’ll want to read this powerful article. When 
you adopt a coaching stance as opposed to a training stance, you’ll be amazed at how 
quickly your people begin to move (and in the right direction).

As administrators and educators, and in many cases – both, we have the 
responsibility of making sure that all our students have full and unfettered access to 
the kind of education that will prepare them for a very different future. Indicators 
point to a future where STEM skills, math and science in particular, will be 
paramount. Even knowing this, we as educators seem to be dropping the ball. Too 
many boys of color and girls of all races are lagging behind in math and science. If 
this trend continues, a lot of kids are going to be denied future opportunities. I asked 
Doug Hatch, president of Core Learning whether digital curriculum could be part 
of the solution. You’ll find some very keen insights in his article.

With all the wonderful learning opportunities that digital curriculum and 
new technologies offer, it’s sometimes easy to forget just how powerful in-person 
experiential learning is. Class trips to museums, aquariums, theme parks and even 
entertainment venues have a way of energizing our students, making learning 
relevant and creating interests that last a lifetime. At SEEN Magazine, we believe 
strongly in student travel and encourage our districts to include substantial travel 
opportunities in every budget. With that in mind, I’m pleased to welcome two of 
our newest travel partners, Cedar Fair Entertainment Company and Madison Square 
Garden. Both add to the tremendous learning experiences in our Educational Travel 
and Experiential Learning section.

And to our readers, thanks for all you do. It’s been one heck of a year as we 
continue to fight the good fight. For you, it’s time to begin to wrestle down those 

2014/2015 budgets. Enjoy this issue you have in your 
hands. It contains a lot of resources to help you in your 
budget process. For us, we’re working on some great 
topics for the Fall Back-to-School edition including 
Gifted Education, Public/Private Partnerships, and 
the Globalization of Education. All good stuff to be 
sure, and I can’t wait to get started. We’ll talk again 
in late August. If you need me before then, you can 
email me at charles.sosnik@seenmagazine.us or call 
704-568-7804.
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Standards. Visit www.
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com for more 
information.

  FAMILy ENGAGEMENT      With Dr. Joni Samples

Parents, Common Core, 
and Assessment

Just putting two of the three article topics together sounds 
like an explosion — parents and the Common Core or parents 
and assessment or assessment and Common Core. Putting all 
three together seems like courting a nuclear reaction. However, 
nuclear reactions can be used for good as well as blowing things 
up. Mixing these ingredients of parents, the Common Core 
standards and assessments can also have good results. We just 
need to be careful of why and how we are mixing them.

Let’s start with why. First, why would anyone want to put 
parents and the Common Core standards together? Educators are 
having enough trouble wrapping their heads and hearts around 
these new standards. Shoot, just when we were getting used to 
the old ones, now we have this new stuff to deal with and we 
want to put parents in the mix? Why ask for more headaches?

Because engaging the families in whatever children are learning 
has been proven to work. The research is clear, when parents 
are engaged, children do better in school (Epstein, Henderson, 
Mapp, et al). It doesn’t matter what we’re teaching — textbook 
curriculum, state standards, or Common Core. When we engage 
the parents in the children’s learning, the children do better. 

If our intention, the why of engaging parents, is to create 
better learning environments for children and families, then our 
thinking and actions will follow our intention. If our intention 
as educators is simply to get the children to pass the tests, then 
we may have fewer followers. To use our nuclear reactor analogy, 
if scientists want to use nuclear reactions to create power to light 
homes, there will be any number of people who will want to 
literally plug into this idea. If the scientist’s intention is to blow up 
other countries, then there may not be as many interested parties 
or at least it will be a different group of followers. The analogy 
is strong specifically to make the point that it is your intention, 
the why you choose to engage families, that is so important in 
the outcome. Be clear about your intention for engagement 
and the rest, including the Common Core, are much easier.

I would suggest then, that the issue we often deal with after 
the why we should involve the parents, is how to engage them. 
Usually an educator’s first reaction is to tell parents how to do 
homework with their child or how to teach their children math 
skills. This is an area where we can begin to build in assessment.  

You wouldn’t meet your newest neighbor by quizzing them on 
the most recent Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (CC&Rs) 
in the community. You’d probably stop by and say hello or invite 
them over to have coffee or join in on a neighborhood bar-b-cue. 
You’d get to know them, find out what they like, who they are, 
and what they do. You’d develop a friendship, a trust, and perhaps 
collaborate on a neighborhood project or two. The how to involve 

parents in learning gets a little easier when you approach them like 
a neighbor, someone with whom you’d like to develop a friendship.

Here’s where the assessment starts, but in this case you are 
not assessing whether or not they know the Common Core 
or even if they know how to read or write. You are assessing 
your involvement with each other. Do you believe there is a 
relationship developing and how can you foster that relationship? 
Do you need another coffee or are they willing to help with a 
school project? The development of this relationship is the key 
to nuclear reactors producing energy rather than bombs. The 
development of this relationship between the school and the 
parents is the key to the success of the students and the school.

When your relationship is on a friendly footing, you can 
begin to jointly identify how to define success in learning. 
When parents and schools can sit down together and create 
a vision for their children, then it’s possible to see how any 
learning curriculum — textbook, state standards or Common 
Core — can provide a necessary link to the children’s learning.

Here’s an example. An elementary school in inner city 
Sacramento in conjunction with their parents decides that their 
children are going to college. The school’s test scores aren’t high 
and neither are their initial aspirations, however, an intention is 
set. Parents and school staff agree to believe the kids are college 
potential, the vision is for children to have the skills to go to 
college. The school staff meetings are around how to help kids 
learn, using the tools at hand, to help the children get ready. 
The children are taught that this is their goal. The parents agree 
and reinforce the college-going thinking. Parents are provided 
workshops on how they can help their children learn so they 
can reach their goal. Teachers provide morning and afterschool 
programs for both children and teachers to help those who might 
be struggling. Everyone applauds successes. Within five years 
their test scores are near those at the top of the state. Scholarships 
are being found at the local high school and kids are attending 
college. That same success can happen in any community. 

Intention, relationships, focus, and results are parallel to 
vision, parents and schools and Common Core, assessment. 
Attitude, intention, belief always comes first. Creating a 
common vision around what you wish to achieve creates the 
impetus and motivation for developing the relationships and 
choosing the tools with which you will achieve your purpose. 
How well you achieve your goals, your assessment is determined 
by how close you come to what you’ve jointly decided success 
is. As Michelangelo put it: “The greater danger for most of 
us lies not in setting our aim too high and falling short; but 
in setting our aim too low, and achieving our mark.”
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Beginning the process of combining parents, 
Common Core and assessment with the intention 
to create better environments for children’s learning 
means the school and parents get to decide jointly 
how best to do that. Learning happens both at 
home and at school. If we want learning to be 
supported in both, we must support the players 
in both the school and the home. The guides 
we have on hand to use are the Common Core 
Standards. How we implement them is up to us.

Tests are one assessment, however the success of 
our children is the most important assessment we 
can use. Success will be determined by the child and 
the parent even more than by the school. Why not 
do this together? Why not make it a joint effort in 
designing what success looks and feels like? Why 
not include the parents in the education process and 
jointly determine how both home and school can 
use the tools available, the Common Core among 
those tools, in making this vision of success a reality? 

As you approach a more inclusive model for 
learning, the assessment moves from relationship 
development to jointly determining how well 
your ideal of success is playing out. The winners 
in the scenario are where the winning belongs — 
with the students.
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 With Larry BiddleCELEBRATING IMPROVEMENT

Larry Biddle is 
considered the founder 
of Jostens Renaissance. 
He has been a student 

of the impact of 
recognition on individual 

achievement for two 
decades. He served 
as vice-chairman of 
the South Carolina 

Governor’s School for 
the Arts and Humanities, 

as well as a member of 
the Coastal Education 

Foundation at CCU.  
Dr. Biddle 

currently serves on 
the Board of Trustees 

at Coastal Carolina 
University.

Transforming Staffulty
Dr. John F. McEwan, a friend and 

fellow Jostens Renaissance National Hall 
of Fame educator who passed away in May 
of last year, always opened his part of any 
presentation with a reminder for educators 
to follow corporate research because 
they have the time and the funding for 
extensive investigation. In his honor I 
want to direct you to a 10-year study of 
200,000 managers and employees entitled 
“The Carrot Principle” by Adrian Gostick 
and Chester Elton.  The study delineates 
how the best managers use recognition 
to engage their people, retain talent and 
accelerate learning and performance. 

Another personal insight came from 
Marriott executive chairman, J.W. “Bill” 
Marriott, Jr. Their expansion team was 
in a due diligence posture regarding 
construction of an ocean front hotel 
in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. At a 
wonderful dinner at The J.W. Marriott in 
our nation’s capital, I asked Mr. Marriott 
for the key secret to their worldwide 
success. He said, “We realized that if we 
take care of our employees, they will take 
care of our guests!”  From that tenet came 

my Renaissance designation: Staffulty 
… go ahead … Google it! Staffulty is a 
creative word for faculty and staff … staff 
comes first because they are the support 
group that underpins the entire teaching 
and learning process: parent volunteers, 
clerical staff, substitutes, cafeteria staff, 
custodians, bus drivers, foundation 
members, college teacher interns and any 
other community members that assist 
our teaching faculty and administration. 

“The Carrot Principle” findings reveal 
a challenging simple truth: “Show us any 
leader who sets clear goals, communicates 
openly, respects people and treats them 
fairly, holds people accountable, and 
creates trusting relationships and we’ll 
show you a leader who’s almost got it 
right. Oh no! Not almost!  What we need 
is an accelerator!” They remind us that 
in the workplace there is no accelerator 
with more impact than purpose-based 
recognition. We must go far beyond 
our standard “Good job!” compliment. 
The simple but transformative act of 
a leader expressing appreciation in a 
meaningful and memorable way is 

the missing accelerator that can do so 
much but is used so sparingly. When 
we couple this all-important concept 
with the VTW of Jostens Renaissance 
(Visible, Tangible, Walkaroundable) 
the results are off the charts. Why 
wouldn’t we provide business cards, 
lapel pins, portfolios, custom logo 
shirts for the entire staffulty? They too 
are integral members of the team. Our 
first premise is always Excellence for 
all Stakeholders. For this reason also 
remember to include the Staffulty in 
your celebrations, rituals and ceremonies 
because their respective contributions 
enhance the success of every student.  

From the creative business mind 
of Seth Godin his piece on Entropy, 
Bureaucracy and the Fight for Great 
applies to our most important businesses 
for the future — our schools:

Here are some laws rarely broken:
As an organization 

succeeds, it gets bigger.
As it gets bigger, the average 

amount of passion and initiative of 
the organization goes down (more 
people gets you closer to average, 
which is another word for mediocre).

More people require more formal 
communication, simple instructions 
to ensure consistent execution. It 
gets more and more difficult to say, 
“Use your best judgment” and be 
able to count on the outcome.

Larger still means more 
bureaucracy, more people who 
manage and push for conformity, 
as opposed to do something new.

Success brings with it the fear 
of blowing it. With more to lose, 
there’s more pressure not to lose it.

Mix all these things together 
and you discover that going 
forward, each decision pushes the 
organization toward do-ability, 
reliability, risk-proofing and safety.

And, worst of all, like a game of 
telephone, there will be transcription 
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errors, mistakes in interpreting instructions 
and general random noise. And most of the 
time, these mutations don’t make things 
wonderful, they lead to breakage.

Even really good people, really well-
intentioned people, then, end up in organizations 
that plod toward mediocre, interrupted 
by random errors and dropped balls.

This can be fixed. It can be addressed, but 
only by a never-ending fight for greatness.

Greatness can’t be a policy, and it’s hard to 
delegate to bureaucrats. But yes, greatness is 
something that people can work for, create an 
insurgency around and once in a while, actually 
achieve. It’s a commitment, not an event.

It’s not easy, which is why it’s 
rare, but it’s worth it. 

Speaking of Greatness, “Building the World’s 
Greatest High School,” co-authored by two 
outstanding educators, personal friends and 
colleagues – Renaissance Hall of Famer Richard 
Parkhouse and Dr. Guy E White, exceptional 
teacher and author – teaches how to recognize 
and develop the gifts, talents and skills of all. The 
principles and concepts are really applicable to all 
schools from early childhood to graduate schools. 
From their daily on-campus experience, Park and 
Guy state, “We stand at a pivotal moment in the 

story of public education, where we will be soon 
deciding on one of two very different paths: 
one ever-focused on scored, bubble-in tests and 
the other focused intensely upon the quality of 
human beings emerging from our schools. The 
way our lives will be carried out as educators will 
depend greatly upon which of these two paths 
we choose. Our collective presence in thousands 
of schools in North America has led us to believe 
that when our staffulties choose to improve their 
individual lives, and seek to improve the lives that 
surround them — this is the most powerful shift 
that can occur within a school. Few are talking 
about creating the kind of school that delivers 
the individual success of each student, educator 
and community member. Why does so much of 
the literature on school reform shy away from 
focusing upon the personal transformation of the 
educator required to allow change to happen? 
This leading edge book calls for our Staffulties to 
transform themselves to transform their schools.” 

At an education summit in Columbia, the 
South Carolina Council on Competitiveness 
unveiled TransformSC, an initiative to transform 
public education in South Carolina. A stellar 
line up of education innovators and innovation 
supporters energized and motivated a packed 
conference of over 300 business leaders, school 

superintendents, school administrators, school 
board members, and many other parties 
interested in rethinking public school in 
South Carolina. Response to the summit was 
overwhelmingly positive with statements from 
participants that “A movement has begun.”

The conference was opened by TransformSC 
co-chairs Mike Brenan, S.C. president of BB&T; 
and Pamela Lackey, S.C. president of AT&T. 
State Superintendent of Education, Mick 
Zais, then addressed the conference asserting 
his support for the total transformation of 
an outdated school system that was designed 
over 100 years ago for an agrarian society. 
“Our global knowledge economy demands 
a new system to produce the graduates 
needed to succeed in today’s world.”

Join us with your student-teacher-
administrator team for the “The Joy of the 
Journey,” Jostens Renaissance National 
Conference, July 10-13, 2014, at the Omni 
Champions Gate Resort in Orlando, Fla. This 
event is a one-of-a kind premiere conference 
focused on improving school culture and 
climate. Students, educators, community 
members and experts in their respective fields 
come together to collaborate on best strategies 
to take their schools to the next level.
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PROBLEM  SOLVED  With Ruth Herman Wells, M.S.

As I type this, estimates are that there have been more 
than 50 U.S. school shootings since the landmark tragedy 
at Columbine and at Sandy Hook, about a year and a half 
ago. It seems like a good time to stop and take a look at 
whether that tragic moment in U.S. history has impacted 
teacher professional development training. During that 
rough December, many had wondered if the tragedy 
might serve as a wake-up call, that finally there would be 
an epiphany and the world at large would finally see the 
scope and severity of contemporary problems like school 
violence, student mental health issues, cyberbullying 
and classroom disruption. There was a wave of hope that 
teacher training might finally start to change to include 
preparation on how to prevent and manage the critical 
issues that have emerged in the last decade or so.

From my vantage point, providing training 
workshops to educators, teachers are still constantly 
telling me that their training never imagined the violent, 
troubled classrooms where they teach each day. School 
shootings, drug dealing, cyberbullying and extreme 
violence didn’t exist when most of today’s teachers were 
learning their profession. Teachers tell me that in the 
past year and a half they have seen a change in their 
training, but not in the direction many needed. 

Rather than seeing an increase in professional 
development training devoted to managing or preventing 
violence, cyberbullying, drug dealing and substance abuse, 
teachers are reporting a distinct increase in courses devoted 
to Common Core Standards instruction. We have heard 
from quite a few educators who lament that their district or 
principal has told them that this school year they can only 
receive training that relates to Common Core. For teachers 
who are struggling minute to minute with defiance, truancy 
and overwhelming classroom management issues, that 
restriction can make teaching difficult or impossible.

Is it not common sense to assume that efforts to 
successfully implement Common Core in an out-of-control 
classroom management environment are doomed to failure? 
One weary teacher said he felt that as he incorporated 
Common Core, that he was just “rearranging the seats on 
the Titanic.” Over and over we hear from educators who 
are fighting an uphill battle with extreme misconduct. 
Would it not make more sense to learn how to create a 
successful learning environment before attempting to 

fine-tune their skills implementing Common Core? 
Many educators have long felt that K-12 education 

spirals from trend to trend. Yesterday’s No Child Left 
Behind can quickly shift to today’s Common Core 
Standards. Throughout all the shifts and changes, there 
has never been a trend to thoroughly modernize U.S. 
teacher training to address the emotional, social and 
in-school needs unique to contemporary students. 
Without that change, Common Core may mean 
that we are building on a very shaky foundation.

Common Core Standards should include what I’m going 
to dub Common Sense Standards. No teacher can teach 
rowdy, late, absent, defiant, depressed and troubled students 
and simply close her eyes to the rowdiness, lateness, 
truancy, defiance, depression and sorrow. Yet, Common 
Core Standards, without a counterpart that addresses 
the foundation skills that all students need to learn, is 
a formula for continuing the historic pattern of K-12 
education spinning from trend to trend without ever really 
addressing a foundation that may be very shaky at its core.

What could K-12 Common Sense Standards look like? 
Here is a starting point that would put trained, prepared, 
motivated, cooperative students into the seats now filled by 
untrained, unprepared, unmotivated, difficult youngsters.

Teach Kids How to Be Students, Including:

GETTING TO SCHOOL:
Attendance, Punctuality, How to Get Ready for 

School, When to Stay Home From School, How 
to Ride the Bus, How to Walk to School, How to 
Prepare for School the Night Before, Managing 
Your Backpack, Getting and Using an Alarm 
Clock, Babysitting and Shopping vs. School

 ARRIVING AT SCHOOL:
How to Start a School Day, How to Talk to Teachers, 

How to Interact with Other Students, What to Wear to 
School, Hygiene, Grooming, Dress Code, What to Bring 
to School, When You Haven’t Eaten, When You Haven’t 
Slept, Hallway Behavior, Campus Behavior, Bathroom Use

EMOTIONAL and SOCIAL ISSUES:
How to Manage Emotional Problems, How to 

Adding Common Sense 
Standards to Common Core
It’s Past Time to Revamp Teacher Training
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Cope with Crisis, Managing and Avoiding Substance Abuse, 
What to Do About Bullying, Personal Displays of Affection, 
Permitted and Prohibited Behavior and Verbiage, Anger 
Management, Self-Control, Creating a Positive Peer Culture, 
Family Problems, Cliques, Violence Prevention is a Team Effort

CLASSROOM SUCCESS SKILLS
Class Discussion Skills, Classroom Rules, Homework 

Management Skills, Peer Interaction, Taking Tests and Quizzes, 
How to Manage a Desk, Managing School and Classroom 
Property, Punctuality, How to Pass to Different Classes, Teacher 
Interaction Skills, How to Walk Down an Aisle, How to 
Raise Your Hand, What to Do When Called on by Surprise, 
Managing Frustration, How to Get Help from Teachers, I 
Have Trouble Learning, Work Refusal and Procrastination

MOTIVATION and ATTITUDE
Learning Why School is Important, Hazards of Dropping 

Out, Benefits of Graduating, How Tech Skills Will Be 
Needed for Survival, Each Degree Doubles Your Salary, 
Jobs Open Only to Graduates, The Military’s Graduation 
Requirements, Dropouts Likely Require Two Jobs to Survive, 
Dropouts Earn Less Than Everyone Else, Grads Earn the 
Most, So You Think You Won’t Need School, Because You’re 
Going to Be a Sports Star, Actress, Win the Lottery, etc. 

If K-12 students were routinely provided the type of 
Common Sense School Skills Training outlined above, we would 
be building Common Core Standards on a firm foundation. 
Common Core instruction would be delivered to prepared, 
motivated, on-time students, increasing the odds that the 
instruction that is offered is actually received — even by students 
who pose behavior problems or face challenges, barriers.

If we do ever revamp teacher training to fit the 21st century, 
all K-12 teachers need to be routinely trained on student 
mental health issues, violence prevention, and exactly how to 
conduct classroom management with today’s extremely hard 
to manage students. Emerging problems like cyberbullying 
and older problems like gangs and substance abuse need to be 
included in any revamp as well. If Common Core Standards were 
expanded to include these elements, this educational makeover 
might not just be another round of putting a pretty, new face 
on old problems. Common Core could finally be the lasting, 
substantive, thorough K-12 redo that the U.S. urgently needs.

“We have heard from quite a 
few educators who lament that 

their district or principal has 
told them that this school year 
they can only receive training 
that relates to Common Core.” 
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Can digital curriculum products close 
the gaps in academic performance in STEM 
subjects for female students and for African-
American students in particular? Such a 
discussion should start with the general lagging 
STEM performance of American students 
as a whole, then examine the factors for 
further deficiency by demographic groups.

Success in STEM is important for academic 
and economic reasons. The mission for anyone’s 
education is to learn how to communicate, how 
to think, and how to relate. Math concerns 
itself with quantifying and ordering things, 
and applying reasoning skills. Science means 
knowledge, in particular, knowledge about 
how the world around us functions. Math and 
science are not the exclusive domain of thinking 
skills — arts has a role — but they are a major 
and indispensable part of what can be broadly 
described as critical thinking. They equip us 
with the abilities to interpret, evaluate, solve 
and verify. The inadequate development of 
math and science understanding at a pre-college 
level means a significant underdevelopment 
of an individual’s intellectual potential. So the 
downward slide in U.S. rankings over the last 
30 years in STEM subjects to below 20th in the 
world is alarming from an education perspective. 
Not surprisingly, poor academic performance is 
coupled with declining interest in STEM-based 
occupations. This is very troubling from an 
economic perspective as the modern economies 
in the western world are increasingly knowledge 
or STEM-based. Job growth is strongest in areas 
requiring STEM skills and today American 
employers are having a difficult time finding 
sufficiently skilled workers for those jobs.

The reasons for poor results in STEM 
subjects have been extensively examined by 
expert commissions on education whose work 
has been used in the development of the recent 
Common Core Math Standards and the Next 
Generation Science Standards. Improvements to 
curriculum can help address performance issues. 
In the new science standards, there has been a 
serious attempt to ensure a strong foundation 
in science subjects before entering high school. 
This is a dramatic curriculum change and can 
only help to propel more students into STEM 
subjects in high school and upon graduation. 
Other recognized problems are the general lack 
of training in math and science for teachers at 
the pre-high school level. Teaching proficiency 
is probably the largest single factor in academic 
outcomes. The new curriculum has the potential 



to provide better structure for delivery of 
instruction as well as lead to the availability of 
new instructional resources for teachers to use. 

However, some of the headwinds facing 
K-12 STEM education are cultural. The 
communities, to which they belong, be they 
electoral, demographic or religious, affect 
parental attitudes and guidance to their children. 
In America today, most of these communities 
reflect a poor understanding of the nature and 
importance of science and hence help diminish 
the appreciation by young people of the 
importance of academic achievement in STEM. 
Consequently, students lack awareness of the 
opportunities for careers depending on STEM 
education. Society’s lack of appreciation of 
science is anti-knowledge and a significant brake 
on economic development in the direction of a 
knowledge-based economy. Mainstream media 
reinforces this by exhibiting a near exclusive 
focus on human conflict, notoriety, calamity, and 
celebrity, and a very low interest or competency 
in anything to do with science or technology. 

There is a developed and expanding body of 
research on brain science as well as particular 
research on learning by children. Learning 
research explores how children learn and 
studies have examined differences by age and 
by specific demographic groups. In the case 
of gender gaps in academic performance, girls 
perform well versus boys generally but tend to 
lag in STEM subjects by high school. There is 
a persistent stereotype that boys are naturally 
good at math and science and girls are not. 
The very sad part of this is that such errant 
beliefs turn into self-fulfilling prophecies. 

A recent U.S. research study examined the 
neural pathways of males and females from 
ages eight to 22 and made several observations 
including the detection of significant differences 
by age 22 in terms of neural connections between 
left and right hemispheres. Media reports 
focused on this one finding, as it fit the myth of 
cognitive differences between males and females, 
notwithstanding that the authors of the study 
made no such conclusion. The study’s results 
also determined only negligible differences in 
neural pathways between males and females 
during the ages of eight to 13. One might be 
tempted to conclude from these results alone that 
puberty could be a factor in the development 
of neural pathways. But that would be bad 
science, and the authors make no attempt to 
draw any scientifically based conclusions. 

Brain science does confirm, however, that 

the brain grows in size and is developing neural 
pathways continuously from birth until the 
mid-20s and these pathways are significantly 
affected by our exposures of all kinds — formal 
education, other life experiences, what we eat, 
drink or smoke, and so on. In other words, 
learning itself is the major determinant of how 
our brain gets mapped and it can be aided or 
retarded by nutrition and exposure to toxins. 
Moreover, recent genetic research indicates 
that while humans start life with a particular 
genetic code, these genes become modified by 
learning, not only from generation to generation, 
but some of the genes can be modified by 
learning even within a person’s lifetime.

The curriculum for math and science in high 
school that is mandatory is extremely limited so if 
girls have little foundation in STEM before high 
school or if they see limited career opportunities, 
their focus will turn to other subjects. If girls turn 
away from STEM education at an early age, it 
should be no surprise that their neural pathways 
will be markedly different from someone who 
stays involved in STEM education in K-12. 
In the last 40 years there has been a surge of 
participation by women in all major professions, 
including medicine. Even engineering schools 
are starting to see enrollments in the 25 to 30 
percent range by women versus 40 years ago 
when enrollments by women were invariably 
non-existent. Attitude and motivation for 
students from any demographic group is a 
major determinant for academic performance. 

In the case of African American students, 
there are modest learning gaps in math but 
very large gaps in science performance. This has 
produced significant under-representation of 
African Americans in STEM-based jobs. Various 
socio-economic factors have been investigated 
and debated regarding their significance to 
general academic performance by African 
American students. While lower incomes and 
other factors may well affect STEM performance 
as well as other academic subjects, I am not 
aware of any research on African-American 
students and STEM performance in particular. 
However, African American cultural attitudes 
are at least as negative toward STEM as that 
of American society as a whole, and might be 
more negative. The under-representation of 
African Americans in STEM based careers may 
create its own attitudinal barrier amongst some 
black students if that fact produces a belief that 
STEM-based jobs are for whites and Asians. 
Narrowing the academic performance gap in 

STEM probably requires specific leadership 
within the African American community 
promoting STEM education. The advent of 
the new curriculum standards in math and 
science suggests that now is an opportune 
time to demonstrate such leadership.

With new curriculum standards come 
new curriculum products and this is 
happening at a time when developments 
in computing technology are transforming 
delivery of instruction. The decline in prices 
for computing devices is rapidly eroding the 
equity constraint that has blocked any digital 
curriculum model. Previously, few schools in 
K-12 could afford equipping each child with a 
computer so without equal access by students; 
technology couldn’t become fully integrated 
with instruction. Increasingly, schools are 
finding digital curriculum solutions, including 
computers for each student, as an economic 
alternative to printed textbooks. The new 
digital curriculum resources come in a variety 
of formats. There is a plethora of single objects 
put into content libraries for teachers to access 
to build their own digital lessons. Textbooks 
are now available in digital format as e-books. 
Interactive educational software applications 
are more accessible. Finally, there are integrated 
instructional assets with imbedded assessments 
that can be used by teachers for in-class 
presentations, or independently by students. 

The digital content libraries are typically 
dominated by freely available images and possibly 
videos. The quality of these collections will 
vary. These digital learning objects are chiefly 
supplied to enable teachers to create their own 
instructional presentations. There is nothing 
really new about teachers creating digital lessons 
that they present from their computer. So the 
availability of having more images to select 
from to use in their lessons can’t be expected to 
make much difference unless the digital object 
itself is more than just an image for lesson 
preparation. An e-book, as a replacement for a 
printed textbook, does not have any intrinsic 
learning benefits based on a digital versus a 
print format. It is cheaper and easier to carry. 

A third category involves highly interactive 
software and apps. Games dominate this 
category. It would also include though, tool-
based programs for computers and software 
programs that simulate real conditions and 
enable students to learn in virtual environments. 
These kinds of applications have been around for 
the last 25 years and haven’t moved the needle 
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much on academic performance. So, while 
they will continue to have some relevance as 
instructional resources, they are on the periphery 
of the major shift underway involving digital 
curriculum. Their major weakness is that they 
do not verify any achievement of a learning 
objective so there is no way to ascertain resulting 
learning gains let alone assess the efficiency of 
the experience from the point of view of cost 
and time spent. My personal and professional 
opinion is that games have some effect in very 
early learning environments where the focus is on 
stimulation and motivation more than measuring 
learning progress. There are opportunities with 
simulations software, especially using 3D, but 
that kind of technology will be useful in fairly 
sophisticated educational environments such as 
post-secondary and possibly in some advanced 
science courses at the high school level.

The fourth category involves fully integrated 
instruction and assessment, commonly referred 
to as courses because they are composed of 
lessons. They are typically delivered online. 
There are two types of online courses in K-12 
education: supplemental, and ‘for credit.’ The 
for credit courses are fairly well developed at 
the high school level and are mostly offered 

by state educational agencies as an alternative 
to physical attendance at a school. I do not 
anticipate that the digital curriculum revolution 
will have much impact on the interest in for 
credit courses online. There is though a strong 
shift in favor of supplemental courses. 

The attributes of these online supplemental 

courses enable a teacher to determine whether to 
lead the instruction in the classroom or to ‘flip 
the classroom.’ In a flipped classroom approach, 
primary instruction starts with the student, 
working independently on a computer. Students 
are then prepared to attend class and engage 
in further reinforcing and enriching activities 
selected by the teacher — which may be from 
the online curriculum or independent of it. 
The availability of a standards-based, organized 
STEM curriculum for K-8 will provide K-8 
teachers with an organized, comprehensive set 
of STEM instructional materials to use. This 
will provide its own contribution to professional 
development in STEM for K-8 teachers.

Empowering students to take responsibility 
and management of their own education 
will help break through the cultural 
headwinds facing STEM education and 
will in particular enable children of all 
demographic groups to succeed in an 
unbiased learning environment.

Douglas Hatch is president and CEO of Core 
Learning, publishers of an online, self-managed, 
digital curriculum in all principal curriculum 
areas for K-8, including math and science.
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STEM EDUCATION

By Michael F. Fitzpatrick, Ed.D
As a long-time superintendent of an award winning career technical 

high school in Massachusetts, I am often asked what has made our 
unique system so successful. To respond, I must first describe the 
vocational technical model as it has been implemented in our state.

The Massachusetts approach requires by law that all students have 
access to a career and technical education. This takes the form of regional 
vocational technical and agricultural high school districts, stand-alone 
career technical high schools within urban systems, approved vocational 
programs in traditional high schools and collaborative settings, and 
a network of community colleges with career technical curricula. 
The state’s 26 regional vocational technical high school districts serve 
the majority of its 50,000 career technical students. With focused 
attention on improving student achievement over the past 20 years, 
these schools have enjoyed steady and significant improvement in 
multiple student achievement measurements and the system has been 
acclaimed as a model of Career Technical Education (CTE) excellence.

Unlike the primarily post-secondary or dual enrollment secondary 
programs in place in many other states, students in Massachusetts 
regional CTE systems attend full-time high schools which offer them 
all the activities and academic opportunities they would find in a 
traditional high school setting. They do not have to sacrifice sports, 
extracurricular activities, advanced placement courses and academic rigor, 
or school spirit in order to access career pathways which prepare them 
for a specialized trade, technical career, or service industry employment. 
In fact, as the public has become more aware of the growing gap 
between the skills of the average high school graduate and the skill 
sets required for the jobs of the future, interest in attending the state’s 
career technical high schools has soared. In sharp contrast to the former 
stereotype of the vocational school as a second-class placement for less 
talented students, these schools are now considered schools of choice 
and are seen as attractive and viable options for all types of learners.

So what has made this unique system so successful? For the Blackstone 
Valley Vocational Regional School District in south central Massachusetts 
— known locally as Blackstone Valley Tech or BVT — it’s passion. We 
are passionate about our mission to create a positive learning community 
that prepares students for personal and professional success in an 
internationally competitive society. We embrace the challenge to fuse 
vigorous vocational, technical, and academic skills; and to develop and 
maintain dynamic relationships between teachers and students. Our 

school system is home to teachers who creatively share their expertise 
through the integration of classroom learning and real world, hands-on 
projects. They understand that every student learns differently and take the 
time to nurture each student’s interests while teaching them to navigate 
obstacles, strategically approach challenges and celebrate achievements.

At BVT, students spend one week in academic classes and the 
alternating week in their technical program of study. From the time they 
arrive on our campus as freshmen, they are guided in career enrichment 
courses to create a roadmap to graduation and beyond. Our career 
counseling model puts guidance counselors in the classroom where 
they help students formulate a career plan and acquire the fundamental 
skills that ensure adaptability and success in the future workplace. 

We recognize that our students represent the future American workforce 
and that they must have communication, computational, and problem 
solving skills as never before. They must be adaptable and receptive to 
future innovations that will impact their careers, able to communicate 
effectively with co-workers, and know how to use the latest technological 
tools to their advantage. Perhaps most of all, they must be prepared for 
lifelong learning in order to keep pace in a rapidly changing world.

Through strong partnerships with area business and industry, 
we strive to empower our students to turn fledgling ideas into real 
business opportunities. We teach in an environment dedicated to 
innovation where students convert their inspirations into reality. 
Ours is a setting and catalyst for industry and entrepreneurship; some 
may even call it the center of gravity for addressing the skills gap. 

And what is the secret ingredient that has harnessed our passion and 
driven it to the winner’s circle? Integration — the fusion of academic 
and career technical learning in such a way that students can see the 
relationship between what they are learning in academic classrooms 
and their eventual career goals. At BVT, it is not unusual to see culinary 
arts students hone their writing skills as they prepare research papers 
on famous chefs, or to have mathematical concepts taught within the 
context of estimating the cost of a plumbing, electrical or construction 
job.  Instruction in the health services program will reinforce human 
anatomy and physiology lessons in the science lab, and discussions 
about the labor movement in the welding or auto body shop may well 
be linked to a social studies chapter on the industrial revolution.

As vocational instructors have reinforced basic academic skills with 
practical applications in their shops, academic teachers have linked 

Learning From  
Massachusetts:  
Career & Technical  
Education Success

see MASSACHUSETTS page 22
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Bring STEM To LIFE
Complimentary Workshops For Your School

In support of the nationwide STEM initiative, Universal Technical Institute has 

created several exciting workshops that promote science, technology, engineer-

ing and mathematics education. These hands-on workshops can help your school 

realize its STEM-related goals as you prepare your students to pursue rewarding 

careers after graduation. 

Together, We’ll Put STEM to WORK.

As your education partner, Universal Technical Institute is proud to support 

your STEM e� orts through these workshops at no cost to you. 

COUNSELOR 
WORKSHOPS

Bring STEM to life 
in your school.

TEACHER 
WORKSHOPS

Learn how to turn your 
classroom into a 

STEM lab.

STUDENT 
WORKSHOPS

Help students 
understand real-world 
applications of STEM 

in today’s careers.

To book a STEM workshop for your school or classroom,
please contact us at  800-659-9690 or stem@UTI.edu.
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Are You Willing  
to Get Your Hands 

DIRTY?

their lessons to students’ intended career objectives, and counselors 
have coached students on positive and professional workplace behavior 
Massachusetts has drawn national acclaim for demonstrating the 
potential for high-quality vocational technical high schools to outperform 
those traditional high schools which rely upon passive instructional 
approaches. Our CTE schools have significantly better four year 
graduation rates and lower dropout rates, and BVT is among several CTE 
systems, which have surpassed state averages in high stakes testing.

When Massachusetts first instituted high stakes testing in 2001, 
only 29 percent of BVT 10th graders scored at advanced or proficient 
levels in English language arts and 34 percent did so in mathematics. 
Today, a full 99 percent of the BVT Class of 2015 has earned advanced 
or proficient scores in English and 95 percent of them did so in math 
on their first test taking as 10th graders. This compares favorably 
to state averages of 91 percent in English and 80 percent in math. 
During that same time frame, the percentage of students who failed 
the English language arts tests dropped from 18 percent to zero, and 
those failing in math dropped from 21 percent to one percent.

Using integration to motivate students for such exemplary testing 
performance would not solve the skills gap issue, however, without equal 
efforts to match the skills needed in the workplace with what is being 

taught in the classroom. Massachusetts career technical high schools 
rely on advisory committees which solicit input from local business 
and industry to identify and validate the competencies needed in their 
workforce. When manufacturers told BVT teachers that the skills students 
were acquiring on the outdated equipment in their machine shop were 
no longer applicable to the 21st century manufacturing workplace, our 
teachers asked them to identify the new skills that were needed and 
then sought their financial support to buy equipment necessary to teach 
our students these new skills. As a result, our manufacturing students 
now learn to operate computerized numerical control machinery for 
computer aided design and manufacturing (CAD-CAM) and are 
actively recruited into the local manufacturing workforce. In similar 
fashion, the curriculum of the graphic communications program was 
upgraded to include new internet applications and media tools that 
will allow our students to compete in a highly networked, technology-
savvy environment. The shift to a digital design and visual program 
from a predominantly pre-press and print production program has 
given students many more career and college opportunities in large 
and growing sectors of the multimedia communications market. 

With economists clamoring for strategies to improve 
employment opportunities across the country, the challenge 
now is to translate what career technical educators have learned 
about motivation and bridging the skills gap into effective 
practices in all educational settings. Perhaps it’s time for career 
and technical educators to more intentionally share their expertise 
with those in their sending schools. My experience creating joint 
ventures with local schools illustrates how this can be done.  

As several of the elementary schools in our 13-town region 
participated in multimedia learning experiences offered by the JASON 
Project, a world-renowned collaboration of the National Geographic 
Society and Sea Learning Foundation, multiple BVT shops developed 
and shared projects relating to the JASON Project theme for that 
year. When the JASON Project theme was Frozen Worlds, virtually 
every class and shop was involved in some sort of activity related 
to polar exploration, cold weather phenomena, dog sled racing, or 
Inuit history and culture. For example, construction, drafting, and 
manufacturing students designed and built sleds for an on-campus 
dog sled race and HVAC students created lessons on ice and snow 
for younger students.  As these projects were shared with elementary 
classes throughout the region, enhanced learning took place on both 
sides of the equation. We learned that high school students are more 
focused on their subject matter when they are faced with imparting 
their knowledge to younger students. Likewise, elementary and 
middle school students appear to be more receptive to and impressed 
by a fun lesson taught by someone closer to their own age.

Another form of collaboration between CTE systems and 
local schools in central Massachusetts was recently highlighted 
in a news report of Bay Path Regional Voc Tech High School in 
Charlton lending a hand to renovate athletic field bleachers at 
a high school in neighboring Dudley. The project will provide 
hands-on learning for Bay Path’s metal fabrication and property 
maintenance students while generating significant cost savings 
in needed repair work for the local school system.

Michael F. Fitzpatrick, Ed.D is Superintendent-Director of 
Blackstone Valley Vocational Regional School District.
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STEM EDUCATION

In the 60s
The year was 1965 and I was in eighth grade. My sister was dating a guy 

named Bill that did not like school, but was very talented mechanically. 
When graduation came, he barely made it across the stage. Bill, like his 
father, went to work in the shop at Oldsmobile after he graduated.  He 
moved up quickly from assembly to jigs and fixture repair and finally 
to a level-5 engineer.  After 35 years, Bill was the “go-to” guy to build 
$80,000,000 engine plants wherever GMC wanted them built.   

Now, here in 2014 our schools have many boys and girls walking the 
halls with great aspirations of greatness — but nowhere to go. You see, 
opportunity does not exist anymore in our schools for a kid like Bill. Bill 
learned his trade, not in the English class, but rather in his high school’s 
shop class. Nowadays, Bill would be a high risk for dropping out. Schools 
are being over taken by standards, benchmarks and whatever the new 
buzz word in education is these days.  Through this, we are starting to 
see what happens when you cut all of those programs that gave kids like 
Bill a place to be. Where have the hands-on programs in school gone? 
There are thousands of young men and women that would blossom in the 
world if their education was more than just an information overload.

2014
We live in an age where the thought is that you must receive a college 

education or you will not be successful. The number of college graduates 
that graduate with $100,000 of debt and cannot find employment is 
staggering. The television show “60 minutes” even made a special report 
on the massive debt required for a degree and no jobs to show for it. This 
being said, you will not hear me say that students don’t need post-secondary 
education or training. I’m from the great state of Michigan. I believe we have 
one of the best work forces in the nation; but if you look at the work force 
closely, you will see a lot of retraining happening by the companies before 
they can put their people to work. In the past 40 years, I have watched the 
schools cut funding on programs and cut programs all together in order to 
be able to comply with state standards and bench marks. They have cut a 
lot of the programs that have kept hands-on learners in school and focused. 

They have taken away their motivation to learn. Would you care to look 
at the dropout rate in your state?  Can you put your finger on the reason? 
High School curriculum is not relevant for many students anymore.  

When you look at the big picture, how many occupations really need 
a bachelor’s degree?  What percentage of our students do we push for 
that bachelor’s degree? How many do we push for an associate’s degree?  
Seventy percent should be looking at a two-year degree. There is always 
the option to get the other two years after you have employment; and 
you never know, the company you work for may just pay for it.

It’s Broken
My mentality has always been “don’t tell me it is broken unless you are 

willing to tell me how to fix it.” I believe the real answer to this issue is to fix 
the family and then education will follow; but maybe that ship has sailed. I 
hit the lotto when I was born. I got great parents that took care of all of my 
needs. They clothed me and gave me a great home. My mom was a great 
cook and I never worried about my safety. One of the most important things 
my parents gave me was their time. My dad would take me out to work 
on the farm; he taught me work could be hard, fun, and very satisfying. 
He also taught me that getting my hands dirty on a project was OK.

“The Horse is out of the Barn” 
At this point, we have a nation where the jobs have gone south or overseas 

and may never return. A wake up call has been heard by industry and they 
know the quality of their products must improve to stay in business.  As 
educators, it’s our job to deliver the work force with the skills necessary to be 
able to step in and do the job; or at least be in a place where they are ready 
to be trained for those positions. There are high-tech jobs everywhere and no 
one to fill them. We need to educate our young people so they can get those 
open jobs. When you take the hands-on programs out of our schools, you’re 
banking on all students being able to learn with one learning style. Without 
these hands-on programs we will miss some of our brightest students.    

The rule used to be that a two-year associate’s degree would out-earn a four-
year degree for the first 16 years. One would think that during those 16 years, 
if someone wanted to get a four year degree, they could; and many companies 
have programs to help fund it. There is a mindset out there in higher education 
that says a two-year junior college degree is subpar, inferior and should not be 
promoted or talked about in school. Even our society has declared war on work 
and dirty jobs. Hollywood uses the hard working person’s job as a punch line 
for jokes and the Madison Avenue message is “stop working so hard and punch 
out early.”  They promote get rich quick and no solid work ethic. I remember 
when I was the department head for Industrial Technology at my school. 
One year I asked some faculty members if our students that had received an 
apprenticeship in tool design, plumbing, electrical, and several other fields could 
be introduced and acknowledged at Senior’s Honors Night. I was told however, 
that the program was for students with academic achievement only. To the credit 
of our principal, he agreed with me and all of those students were honored.

If we want to get back to being a leader in the world in technology, 
manufacturing, and producing products it must begin with the preparation of 
our students. I had a guest speaker in my class once and he told my students that 
if they are willing to get their hands dirty they stand to make a lot of money.

Ron Coppess taught high school drafting and design and industrial arts for 23 
years, and later served as assistant principal. He is currently the President of Sunny 
Crest Youth Ranch, a working ranch that positively influences the social, emotional, 
physical and spiritual development of young men and their communities.

Are You Willing  
to Get Your Hands 

DIRTY?
By Ron Coppess
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INCREASING  
CLIMATE 
AND ENERGY 
LITERACY
By Tamara Shapiro Ledley

STEM EDUCATION
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Climate and energy are topics that afford many 
opportunities for middle and high school science 
teachers to engage students in inquiry around 
current challenges facing their communities and 
society. The topics are inherently interdisciplinary 
involving Earth, physical and life sciences, as 
well as engineering and technology. Studying the 
impacts of climate change and the nature and role 
of energy in our lives also allows for connections 
to social studies, economics, media and the arts.

The teaching of climate and energy science 
can generate student’s interest in STEM subjects 
preparing them for potential job opportunities in 
an expanding number of fields. During the decade 
between 2012 and 2022, the Bureau of Labor 
statistics predicts that the demand for hydrologists 
and atmospheric scientists will grow by 10 percent; 
environmental engineers by 15 percent, and 
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geologists by 16 percent, to name just a 
few of the careers related to climate and 
energy. Of course an understanding of 
these topics is important for any individual 
who wants to be able to make informed 
decisions on how to live and act in a 
world impacted by a changing climate.

A literacy-Based Approach to the 
Teaching of Climate and Energy

To provide a sound foundation that builds 
a student’s understanding of these topics, 
many educators and scientists, advocate for 
a literacy-based approach to the teaching of 
climate and energy. In 2009 the U.S. Global 
Change Research Program endorsed “Climate 
Literacy: The Essential Principles of Climate 
Science,” a framework that defines climate 
literacy as “an understanding of your influence 
on climate and climate’s influence on you 
and society.”  It further defines a climate 
literate person as one who: “understands the 
essential principles of Earth’s climate system, 
knows how to assess scientifically credible 
information about climate, communicates 

about climate and climate change in a 
meaningful way, and is able to make 
informed and responsible decisions with 
regard to actions that may affect climate.”

“Climate Literacy: The Essential Principles 
of Climate Science” is a guide for individuals 
and communities and presents important 
information for understanding Earth’s 
climate, impacts of climate change, and 
approaches for adapting and mitigating 
change. The guide also provides an 
educational framework for those who teach 
climate science and are working to meet the 
learning goals of the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
Benchmarks for Science Literacy and the 
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS).

The NGSS, published in April 2013, 
include topics explicitly addressing climate 
and climate change, and call for the teaching 
of science to include the integration of three 
domains: Core Disciplinary Core Ideas 
(DCIs), Science and Engineering Practices 
(SEPs), and Crosscutting Concepts (CCs). 
There are at least 17 DCIs that are relevant 

to climate science:  11 at the high school 
level and six at the middle school level. 
Climate and climate change are also topics 
that explicitly engage learners in the SEPs 
and CCs in order to build understanding.

Teachers may now find themselves 
designing and looking for instructional 
materials and activities for topics that have 
not been part of the curriculum before. They 
also may be looking for support in how to 
teach climate science in ways that integrate 
the three domains detailed in the NGSS.

The CLEAN Collection of Education 
Resources Aligned to Standards

Fortunately, educators have a free resource 
that they can access for support.  The Climate 
Literacy and Energy Awareness (CLEAN) 
Collection is a web-based portal to more than 
580 scientifically and pedagogically reviewed 
digital resources for teaching about climate 
science and energy awareness. It includes 
learning activities, visualizations, videos, 
and short demonstrations/experiments. 
The resources are annotated with reviewers’ 
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& STEM Students!
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ChuckieSez...
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A math book 
written by a 
practicing 
engineer.

comments and tips for teaching, and they 
are aligned with the AAAS Benchmarks 
for Science Literacy; the National Science 
Education Standards, and the NAAEE 
(North American Association for Excellence 
in Environmental Education) Excellence in 
Environmental Education Guidelines for 
Learning. The collection is currently being 
aligned with NGSS to help teachers connect 
climate and energy concepts, standards, 
and the CLEAN educational resources.

Figure 1 shows just one of the resources 
that teachers can access. Through 
this  “very, very simple” online model, 
students can learn about the relationship 
between average global temperature 
and carbon dioxide emissions while 
predicting temperature change over the 
21st century. The tool allows students to 
explore different scenarios offering many 
opportunities for student inquiry. Middle 
schools teachers can take advantage of the 
tool when focusing on weather and climate to help students meet 
the performance expectation MS-ESS3-5. “Ask questions to clarify 
evidence factors that have caused the rise in global temperatures 

over the past century.” The activity is useful for the teaching of DCI 
ESSD: Global Climate Change and provides ways to integrate all 
three science and engineering practices and crosscutting concepts.

In addition to providing a collection of resources, CLEAN is also 
an informal network of scientists educators, policy makers, community 
leaders, students, and concerned citizens engaged in fostering climate 
literacy in the U.S. and abroad. It provides a forum for organizations, 
agencies, and individuals to collaborate on climate education. Members 
share ideas, coordinate efforts, promote policy reform, develop learning 
resources, and support integration of climate literacy into formal and 
informal education venues.  Anyone can join the network, which holds 
weekly teleconferences and facilitates an active email list.

A literacy-based approach to the teaching of climate and energy 
in the secondary grades can give students a foundation for future 
careers in science-related fields and also the skills and understanding 
for assessing and communicating scientifically credible information 
about climate. This understanding will enable them to fully 
participate in decision-making processes surrounding local and global 
efforts to adapt to and mitigate the impacts of climate change. 

CLEAN, the Climate Literacy and Energy Awareness Network 
Portal, was launched in 2010 as a National Science Digital Library 
(NSDL) Pathways project. It is led by the science education expertise 
of TERC , the Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental 
Science (CIRES) at the University of Colorado Boulder, the Science 
Education Resource Center (SERC) at Carleton College, and NOAA. 
For more info, visit http://cleanet.org as well as  
http://www.climate.gov/teaching.

Dr. Tamara Shapiro Ledley, a senior scientist and chair of the Center 
for STEM Teaching and Learning at TERC, leads the development of the 
Climate Literacy and Energy Awareness Network (CLEAN) Collection and 
chairs the CLEAN Network, a professionally diverse community of climate 
and energy literacy stakeholders.

Figure 1 — The Very Very Simple Climate Model © UCAR, Boulder, Colorado
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By Mike Abbiatti

TECHNOLOGY

America’s classrooms, both K-12 and college, have always 
held the promise a better future for the nation. Today, that 
expectation is no less, — but times have changed. K-20 classrooms 
are expected to do more with less: help states produce more 
workers with greater technical skills — but with less funding. At 
the same time, our K-20 institutions are challenged to be more 
accountable, to raise achievement and to use more data to make 
better decisions – in other words, to do more with more.  
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Doing more with more data and greater 
accountability to raise achievement, but with 
less support? It won’t be easy. Technology is 
among the first solutions people name. But 
technology presents its own challenges: insufficient 
bandwidth, too few people trained to teach with 
digital devices, concerns about data security. And 
things change so fast: legions of people work 
every day to stay technology to help students. 

So while technology holds great promise as a 
solution for the more with less/more with more 
conundrums, the way forward is not clear. To take 
us forward, we need education leaders with both the 
vision of that promise and the action to realize it.

Technology Is About People
Technology is not a panacea, but it can be a 

powerful partner for improving education. The 
key: realizing that what one does with technology 
is what makes the difference for students.

This calls for a common definition of technology 
for academic purposes that acknowledges people as 
a critical component in all technology endeavors.

1 Hardware: physical objects, the machines
2  Software: computer code that enables 

the physical objects to function,  
programs or applications.

3  Skinware: people to maintain, sustain, 
and use machines and applications, 
professionals and users.

States rarely plan for and fund all 
three — especially when they launch 
large-scale technology projects.

When leaders look to technology to help them 
accomplish more with less and more with more, they 
face three key challenges, each of which hinges on the 
students, teachers, professors, trainers and technology 
professionals who use the machines and code. 

Challenge One: 
In almost any decision that involves technology, 

states make significant mistakes when they do 
not provide adequate planning and support 
for all three components of technology.

We’re seeing more costly failures of “one-to-
one” laptop and digital tablet initiatives. These 
projects generally issue devices to every student in 
a school or college.  But all too often, they grind 
to a halt because of skinware malfunction or 
shortcomings: logistics are poorly planned, or teachers 
cannot use the devices effectively.   Sometimes, 
it’s software mismatch, when the applications 
do not align with the curriculum. Rarely does 
the hardware fail, although it is often blamed. 

Educators are accustomed to a deliberative 
decision-making process, and the speed of new 
technologies compounds their decision-making 

process. Vetting and validating new tools - to be sure 
they are effective in improving teaching and learning  - 
requires time. When new technologies now need to be 
vetted and validated for classrooms, decision-makers 
often believe they need to rush them to the classroom. 
Yet, if schools are to harness the power of technology 
they should not shortcut the validation process. It is in 
understanding what a technology can do to improve 
teaching and learning and preparing instructors 
to use it appropriately that will make it useful. 

Challenge Two: 
Today, technology moves from the home to the 

classroom.  Before, the “home” generally adopted the 
innovations of the classroom and the marketplace. 
Today’s students bring what they have to class and 
expect to be able to connect. This trend, called 
Bring Your Own Device — or BYOD, for short 
— revolutionizes infrastructure decision-making 
for schools and colleges. These institutions can no 
longer standardize their infrastructure and require 
students to conform with compatible technologies. 

Innovative districts and institutions recognize 
that this BYOD trend can make students a partner 
in providing technology resources. However, it 
requires that  national, state and local agencies clarify 
technology infrastructure standards more explicitly.  
The trend has also exposed how few K-20 schools have 
sufficient, affordable bandwidth to support a variety 
of devices and the applications they run. If states 
continue to accommodate the BYOD trend, they 
need to resolve the bandwidth dilemma. Connectivity 
to the Internet needs to be accessible to every K-20 
educational institution —and they are able to connect 
to it. The cost to connect needs to be affordable. 

Challenge Three:  
Today’s education is more actively engaging 

and has become a life-long pursuit.  No matter 
their age, learners are beginning to reject passive 
learning for faster-paced, personally engaging, 
technology-enhanced learning. Education is less 
teacher-controlled; the lecture-based curricula is 
no longer standard.  Today courses are moving 
toward being more teacher-coached, curriculum-
guided and Internet enriched. The constricting 
barriers of time and distance are fading away with 
online learning — and even sophisticated learning 
management systems within classrooms.  These 
technologies allow students to control what they 
learn, how they pace their learning and when 
they begin and end their courses. These changes 
have the potential to revolutionize education. 

 
Leadership, not management

Schools and colleges need to face these challenges 
squarely, and that requires leadership. Yet, effective 

leaders are difficult to find. Good ones have 
confidence to take calculated risks even when the 
odds are long; the intellect to conceptualize viable 
solutions for difficult problems; and, the vision to see 
beyond a difficult today into an improved tomorrow. 
They have a sense of mission driven by passion and 
commitment that inspires continuous improvement 
toward shared goals. Effective leaders earn the right 
to be followed. They are measured by their ability to 
bring about meaningful and quantifiable change.  

In contrast, managers oversee a narrow 
mission, a fixed set of resources, and a clear 
timeline. While the education enterprise needs 
both effective leaders and managers, it needs 
a fresh supply of new leadership right now to 
meet our complex technology challenges. 

Courses of Action
So how can we build technology leadership, 

especially during tough economic times? Schools 
and colleges can work together on four courses 
of action to improve their leadership capacity. 
These strategies require no new funding — 
and each  fosters strategic partnerships that 
will serve all parties well for years to come. 

•  Developing leadership: Train leaders through 
a collaborative of schools and colleges, 
collectively building a leadership academy.  

•  Sharing leadership: Share a group of 
technology leaders among a collaborative 
of schools and college who can become 
advisors for the entire collaborative. 

• Seeding leadership: Help student leaders at 
schools and colleges gain specialized knowledge 
on local technologies so they can provide 
immediate help and develop into future leaders. 

•  Borrowing leadership: Enlist technology 
experts from business and community 
organizations to provide services while schools 
and colleges develop leadership. These experts 
can also help schools develop leadership. 

A Time for Action
At a time when digital technology has richly 

enhanced student learning, it has also put a 
strain on education systems.  We need to develop 
strong leaders to guide the inevitable changes that 
come with emerging innovation. The bottom 
line: We have talked long enough. It is now 
time for strong leaders to take action.

Mike Abbiatti is director of the Southern 
Regional Education Board’s Educational 
Technology Cooperative. A certified classroom 
teacher and former middle school principal, 
he held higher education technology leadership 
positions in Arkansas and Louisiana.



Best Practices of EdTech PD  
The Intersection of Content, Technology and Pedagogy

TECHNOLOGY

By Gay Krause and Liane Freeman

Technology in the classroom is still controversial and some 
educators still question the benefits. After all, skeptics say, it 
takes capital investment to ensure that schools have Wi-Fi 
bandwidth and computers, tablets and other devices that are up 
to date and properly maintained. Then there is the question of 
appropriate use — how teachers and students use technology 
— so that exploration, content mastery, and demonstration of 
that mastery actually occur. With the advent of Common Core 
Standards, answering this question is even more critical. 

It really becomes primarily a matter of professional development. 
Technology is more accessible and less expensive. Students are 
already immersed in using technology, and almost all future careers 
will demand technology proficiency. Using technology, however, 

doesn’t necessarily equate to constructive use of technology. This 
brings out the fear in many educators — how to appropriately use 
technology to engage students in deeper learning of content. 

When considering the implementation of technology, schools and 
districts need to consider the professional development (PD) that 
must occur in parallel and the best practices well worth adopting. 

One of the key lessons is that technology in itself is not the end 
game. Technology is only a means to achieve what wasn’t possible in 
the classroom most of the last century. Technology can help unleash 
student and teacher creativity, which can lead to innovative projects and 
learning beyond what most students experience today. Student access 
to technology allows for more extensive research and access to expertise 
beyond the teacher. It opens a window into the global economy and 
cultures beyond a student’s neighborhood, city, state or country. Many 
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devices and Web apps allow students to create 
information and projects that weren’t possible 
in the past. Teachers and students can connect 
across the globe with others to work on 
joint projects. Teachers can virtually connect 
their students to experts. Students can create 
instructional videos for their peers, often 
making difficult concepts easy to understand. 

However, changing teaching practice 
is hard work, especially for educators who 
have little exposure to technology and who 
are comfortable with the stand and deliver 
lecture approach to education. It takes 
time, immersion, and support. Many of 
the teachers we work with have remarked 
that most of the professional development 
they receive can be equated to a drive by — 
one short session that leaves little imprint. 
Districts can significantly improve the 
outcomes they are seeking by recognizing 
that an immersive professional development 
experience can lead to teacher transformation. 
By providing 30-60 hours of intensive PD, 
Districts can provide teachers real time to 
learn, explore, collaborate and create. If 
we want to spark creativity in students, we 
should encourage creativity in teachers. 

Intensive PD programs allow educators 
to absorb and practice new approaches and 
skills. Immersion allows for the formation of 
a professional learning community (PLC) that 
will live long after the program is completed. 
Teachers have the time to practice the 21st 
century learning skills they are expected to 
teach — collaboration, critical thinking, 
problem solving and creativity. Follow-on 

sessions during the academic year are also 
critical to support teachers in implementing 
what they have learned. We hear from teachers 
that the chance to collaborate and practice 
with their peers and colleagues is one the 
primary benefits of an intensive program 
since teaching can be such an isolating 
profession. Once collaboration is established, 
districts should consider employing online 
communities to help teachers stay connected 
well beyond the program. A number 
of free, collaborative educational Web 
platforms are available, and schools and 
districts that implement them are reaping 
the benefits of improved communication, 
collaboration and teacher productivity.  

More importantly the immersion allows 
for providing a PD experience that models 
what a 21st century classroom can and should 
look like.  Teachers collaborate and work on 
projects. They become students as they learn 
how to use technology to transform their 
practice by producing projects and content 
themselves. If educators stepped out of their 
school sites and visited some innovative 
companies, they would see a very analogous 
environment where people collaborate to 

“When considering  
the implementation 

of technology, 
schools and districts 

need to consider 
the professional 

development that must 
occur in parallel  

and the best practices 
well worth adopting.” 
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create new products and solve problems.  
Creativity and innovation are often messy. We 
are not doing our students a service by keeping 
them in a traditional, rigid environment. 

While educators participate in professional 
development, the real focus is students. Once 
teachers start adopting and using technology 
as an integral part of their curriculum, 
they become more comfortable with 
experimentation — they create collaborative, 
project-based learning environments 
supported by technology for their students. 
This can lead to gratifying and surprising 
results. Students become active learners and 
producers of content and information rather 
than passive consumers of lecture information, 
where memorization is the prized skill. They 
take ownership for their learning. Do you 
want to improve the quality of the work your 
students produce? The short answer is to give 
them a broader audience. Technology makes 
this possible. By implementing collaborative 
applications, students can collaborate, 
produce, and present to a broader audience. 
After teachers shift their practice, they notice 

a marked difference in their students. Where 
before students would turn in work to the 
teacher — sole audience — that was “good 
enough,” now they strive for quality as the 
audience includes their classmates, school, 
and potentially the world as they post their 
work on websites that have global reach. 

Ultimately, technology in the hands 
of a trained and talented teacher can help 
students “own” their learning and can 
encourage creativity. Technology can allow 
for differentiated or personalized learning — 
learning that is tailored to each student — and 
give real-time data about student progress so 
that teachers can adjust lessons as needed.  

The operative word is “can.” Technology 
mastery does not replace content mastery. 
What comes with technology is a responsibility 
to use it appropriately so that glitzy apps 
don’t become this century’s mind numbing 
replacement for canned lectures and overhead 
transparencies. Schools and districts must also 
take on the responsibility to train students in 
digital citizenship, so that students not only 
understand the power of technology and 

the Web, they also understand the pitfalls, 
including how to analyze and evaluate 
sources and content from the Web. 

Providing professional development 
parallel to deploying technology is key. One 
of the worst things schools and districts 
can do is invest in technology without 
the corresponding investment in teacher 
professional development. Stories abound 
about the interactive white boards never 
used, computers gathering dust or locked 
away in a cabinet. The latest trend is to give 
teachers and students tablets, like iPads, 
and expect they will know what to do with 
them in an educational context. Why do we 
assume that by simply making technology 
available it will be used constructively? This 
is the real criticism about technology in the 
classroom. Most districts are not investing 
in training teachers to use technology to 
improve their productivity and increase student 
engagement, performance, and learning with 
the goal of providing a more personalized 
approach to learning. Train teachers first — 
they will then know what technology can 
do to support their students’ achievement. 

Finally, administrative leadership and 
support provides backbone for the success of 
any professional development. This is doubly 
true for teachers integrating technology into 
curriculum and transforming their practice. 
Administrators need to see and understand how 
technology is being deployed in the classroom 
and overcome their own discomfort that comes 
with change. Some of the best outcomes we 
have witnessed are the result of a dedicated 
administrator who takes the journey with his 
or her faculty, who participates at some level 
in the professional development, and provides 
the support once their faculty head back to the 
classroom. They create an environment, while 
governed by common sense to protect students, 
provides reasonable access to the Internet and 
to the great wealth of free applications that are 
available to educators and students. They give 
their faculty the latitude to experiment. And 
they recognize that professional development 
is not a training event, but a process that 
pays huge dividends for students.

Gay Krause is the Executive Director at the 
Krause Center for Innovation. Liane Freeman is 
Strategy and Marketing Director for the Krause 
Center for Innovation. For more information, 
visit www.krauseinnovationcenter.org.
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 Designing Online 
Courses for 

 K12 Students?
By Jim Snyder

Who is developing online courses for the K-12 market and how do 
schools districts or publishers know that the online or blended courses 
are of the best quality for K-12 students? These are questions that many 
school districts, publishers and third party organizations like The Quality 
Matters Program and iNACOL are currently asking, and the answers 
provide insight into the growing K-12 online education market.  

In the past year, two major studies looked at the growth of online classes 
and courses in the K-12 school district market. One study by MDR and 
K12, entitled “Second annual review of best practices for implementing 
online learning in K-12 school districts,” found that 81 percent of school 
districts that had an online learning program offered online courses to their 
students — and this was up from 66 percent in 2012. Additionally, 33 
percent of the districts surveyed offered a full time online learning program. 
The second report, “Keeping Pace with K-12 Online and Blended Learning,” 
by Evergreen Education Group found that roughly five percent of the total 
K-12 population took part in online and blending learning and around 75 
percent of all school districts have some online or blended option. Many 
districts do not have full-time online programs, but rather online course 
options that fill voids which are more specifically targeted, like advance 
placement, dual enrollment or credit recovery. For districts with online 
programs, there are two options; school systems can develop their own 
courses in-house, or turn to third-party providers, which could include state 
virtual schools, private providers (publishers) or other school districts.   

Both of these studies found that over the past few years, online courses have 
been growing and in some areas overtaking their face-to-face counterparts. 
A news piece published in December of 2013, found that “during the 
2012-2013 school year, 65 percent of Apex Learning Virtual School AP 
students scored a three or better on the AP exams across courses, outpacing 
the national average of 59 percent by six percentage points.”  The online 
students were doing better than their peers in brick and mortar classrooms.

With growth comes the question of quality. A recent article, 
“Quality in Online Learning: What Does that Mean for the Online 
Learner,” addressed this question of quality of online courses.

When we talk about the quality of a course or a program, are we talking 
about outputs such as grades, degrees, competencies and jobs? When we 
say we have a high-quality offering, are we really talking about inputs? 
Is it about the expertise and national reputation of the [teacher] and/
or the [district]? Is it about the money spent and the production value of 
videos and other content in the course? Is it about the sophistication of the 
technology platform that can support large numbers of students? Or are 

we really, specifically, talking about the student experience in a course? 
With so many factors influencing quality, what steps can school districts 

take to validate the quality of online and blended courses? Is it enough to make 
sure they at least meet the rigor of face-to-face classes? Do school districts invest 
in building the online courses themselves or work with outside organizations 
to help deliver the needed content? Perhaps both are the best answer.  

Blue Valley School District – Virtual Education 
Blue Valley School District in Kansas has created a virtual education 

program that provides students with the opportunities to design their 
own personalized learning.  The program is for high school students and 
allows students to participate in web-based instruction with other students 
across the district. These virtual classrooms allow students the freedom 
to work on the coursework when and where they have time. Each web-
based course is designed to align with Blue Valley District curriculum 
and, currently, the Kansas state standards. As a subscriber to The Quality 
Matters Program (QM), a non-profit with resources and tools focusing 
on quality assurance in online course design, the Virtual Education staff 
work with content matter experts to write the online material based on the 
QM K-12 Secondary Rubric’s standards for online course design. Each 
course developer is provided with a checklist that includes the content 
requirements for the online materials. Throughout the development 
process, an instructional designer collaborates with the content matter 
expert to ensure that all required components are included into the course 
design. Prior to enrolling students in the online course, a panel of Blue 
Valley certified teachers review the course content, design and format 
to ensure that the course aligns with district curriculum. Following the 
panel review, the district’s instructional designer completes any course 
revisions. At Blue Valley, designing an online course requires significant 
time and commitment from everyone involved. The district works to 
identify key elements to be included in the course design and establish 
policies and procedures for evaluating the content using a rubric.

Recommendations that Blue Valley has for other districts 
planning to create virtual courses would be to utilize existing 
teachers to develop the online content and to review all courses 
with representatives from the content area. This will ensure that the 
face-to-face teachers are aware of the content, have reviewed the 
materials and are able to determine the validity of the coursework.

Well-designed online and blended courses ensure that students know 
how to “get started” by offering explicit instructions, provide learner 
support, and are accessible. In addition, they have assessments, instructional 
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materials, interactions, and technology which align to measurable 
learning objectives. Making all of these components work together can 
become a struggle for districts and organizations creating their own 
courses. The Quality Matters Program has been a great support for 
many school districts, like Blue Valley, because it provides an annotated 
Rubric for course design, a process for course reviews with web-based 
tools, and professional development on using the Rubric, conducting 
course reviews, and designing and improving online courses.

It’s one thing to have the capacity to develop district-grown, or 
state-grown, online courses, but what if you don’t? Schools and districts 
lacking the capacity to develop their own online courses are looking 
to content developers to supplement their offerings. Quakertown 
Community School District in Pennsylvania set up their online academy 
in 2008 with the hope of keeping high-risk students from dropping out 
of the system and offering more flexible course options for students with 
outside-of-school commitments and for those wishing to accelerate. 
While some of their online and blended courses were created in the 
district, other content was provided by outside organizations like 
MyLanguage360 Mandarin Chinese, Apex Learning, Virtual High 
School, Compass Learning, Blended Schools Consortium, and K12 Inc. 

In the state of Maryland, a state wide initiative to provide high 
quality online learning courses for students led to the adoption of 
Senate Bill 674, establishing direction for process and procedures. 
The Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE) document 
Process and Procedures for Offering Student Online Courses in 
Maryland Public Schools outlines a course review process, which 

allows for reviews conducted by MSDE approved course review 
providers. MSDE looked to The Quality Matters Program to 
provide this service, and it has conducted over 70 such reviews for 
K-12 Publishers like Apex Learning and Connections Academy 
(part of ConnectionEducation.edu, a Pearson Company).  

The need for online courses and programs at the K-12 level is only 
increasing with each passing year. With states potentially requiring 
K-12 students to take at least one online course in the future as a 
requirement for graduation, like Idaho did in 2011 (repealed in 2012), 
the need for a program with high quality online courses is more important 
than ever. Jennifer Sayre in a recent article outlined 10 keys steps to 
building a successful in-district program. Two of the steps were “Build 
with the End in Mind” and “It is okay to Get Professional Help.” 
She wrote, “though you may feel totally alone as an online teacher, 
you’re not. Teachers across the nation have struggled through what 
you’re doing. Network. There are online communities and non-profits 
specializing in professional development for online educators.”    By 
detailing out the standards of a high quality course and working with 
the major players in the K-12 market, districts can ensure that more 
students are be better served where and when they need it.

Dr. Jim Snyder, Ed.D is the Director of Marketing at The Quality 
Matters Program. Quality Matters is a leader in quality assurance 
for online education and has received national recognition for its 
peer-based approach to continuous improvement in online education 
and student learning. Learn more at www.qualitymatters.org.
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TECHNOLOGy REVIEW

ScribeSense
ScribeSense grades handwritten and bubble 

tests on plain paper. It is a cost effective online 
grading system that saves teachers’ time and 

provides quick feedback, and it is 98%+ accurate 
even with children’s handwriting. Teachers simply 

scan their existing tests with a school copier 
and email them for grading to a secure website. 
ScribeSense also keeps an online portfolio of the 
student’s actual work, which can be sent directly 

to parents. Their website currently features  
a free pilot program for schools.

For more information, visit www.scribesense.com

Glyde Corporation 
Avoid the hassles of eBay and Craigslist the next time you buy or 
sell gadgets online. Glyde.com offers top dollar for used smart-
phones, tablets, e-readers, and MacBooks. Glyde manages your 
sale, handles all money movements, and sends you everything 
you need to ship. You can easily sell 10 or more items at once 
too, a great solution for schools managing large amounts of 
classroom technology.
Looking to save when buying gadgets? Gently-used gadgets on 
Glyde can save you hundreds versus buying brand new. Whether 
you’re interested in a single replacement gadget or a great 
deal on a dozen, Glyde has the solution in place. To get started 
buying or selling, visit www.glyde.com

PARENTING IN THE DIGITAL WORLD:
In today’s complex and ever-changing world of social 
media, exchanging and sharing information has become 
simple, leaving little control over what may be said about 
you or what you are exposed to. It’s  
no longer optional to not get engaged with your kid’s 
social media activities. ZABRA helps you extend your 
parenting style to the digital world and makes your life 
easier with 24/7 monitoring and protection.
With ZABRA, you can protect and securely monitor your 
kids’ activities on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter no 
matter which computer or phone they use to go online.
To learn more, call us at 844-251-8362, or visit  
our website: www.ZABRA.com
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SHURLEY ENGLISH 
The newest edition of Shurley English contains digital 
enhancements tailor-made for their unique approach 
to Language Arts instruction. Working in tandem with 
their printed materials to enable technology integration, 
the digital edition incorporates strategies to engage the 
brain and enhance understanding as it activates and 
maintains student engagement within each lesson. This 
edition integrates computers, tablet devices, mobile 
devices, and Interactive Whiteboard technology. With  
a dynamic platform, teachers and students always 
receive the latest upgrades and improvements. 
For more information, visit www.shurley.com

KnowRe
KnowRe’s cloud-based math curriculum 
is aligned with the CCSS and works with 
learners of varying abilities. It continuously 
assesses each student’s understanding at a 
granular level and immediately provides this 
data to teachers.  KnowRe also generates 
personalized review curricula targeted 
towards each student’s areas of weakness. 
KnowRe is modeled after the way a teacher 
interacts with a student; breaking down 
practice problems and providing targeted 
support along the way. Covers Algebra I, II 
and Pre-Algebra. For more information,  
visit www.knowre.com 

Tools4Ever
Educational entities frequently deal with 

complex user account management issues due 
to changing access requirements and student 

movement throughout the year – all with limited 
time and budget. Tools4ever’s User Management 

Resource Administrator (UMRA) streamlines 
the processes involved in user account 

management. UMRA ensures the data from any 
student information system becomes available 
automatically, without manual intervention in 

Active Directory, Exchange, Office 365 or Google 
Apps, along with library and transportation 

systems, and Electronic Learning Environments.
Visit our website at www.tools4ever.com 
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By Allison Goedde, Ed.D.

Innovative Learning
As large investments are made equipping 

schools with technology, an equivalent or even 
larger investment must be made on professional 
development and support for integration in the 
classroom. Many failed attempts for technology 
integration have been demonstrated, which 
strikes a nerve across the nation because so 
much money is invested in hardware and 
software. Adding to the pain is the rapid pace 
of change in technology itself, making it nearly 
impossible to remain current with new practices. 
Innovations are evolving as a result of the human 
desire to have more access faster, and to have 
automation of routine tasks at the moment of 
inception. Innovations such as Google Glass 
are being developed for people demanding 
instant automation, speed, and access to ideas as 
conceived individually and shared with others 
immediately at the touch of every surface, or 
even by simply blinking an eye. It is becoming 
the latest operating system, adding to the familiar 
iOS and Android. A few fortunate schools will 
soon be equipped with this innovation and 
become the model for cutting edge practices, 
saving time and expediting information at a pace 
never before attainable in a classroom. Imagine 
how teaching and learning will change as a 
result of instant knowledge gratification through 
surface and wearable Google Glass technology.

Ongoing is the point of conversation about 
teacher professional development with technology. 
Investment in hardware and personnel to install 
and manage sophisticated wiring for powerful 
networks has severely outweighed the investment 
in the knowledge needed to make the system 
useful for teachers and students. The easiest task 
in the scope of technology integration is hardware 
acquisition; tangible goods demonstrate the 
district is spending money on technology. The 
problem is many districts do not see a return 

on investment because the expectation is that if 
teachers have the equipment, they will learn to 
integrate with students in classrooms on their own. 

Unless EVERY teacher in every classroom is 
guided through ongoing systemic professional 
development, effective integration will not 
happen. So why is professional development 
with technology still the biggest barrier?

Unlocking the Mystery of PD
Systemic professional development (PD) 

with educational technology is crucial to 
moving teachers and students through the 
technology learning experiences together. It 
begins with careful long term planning from 
equipment accruement to integration uses and 
maintenance. One of the greatest challenges of 
successful integration of teacher professional 
development is scheduling time and incentive 
for educators to prioritize and adopt district or 
building-wide initiatives. From my experience 
as a teacher educator and professional developer, 
I have witnessed wide resistance to integrating 
technology. The expectation is that when 
technology professional development is arranged, 
teachers sit idly through demonstrations without 
extensive time to engage and apply new strategies. 
A level of anxiety sets in and the question on 
everyone’s mind is, “how will I ever use this new 
technology for student learning?”  And the answer 
should be focused on pedagogy and empowering 
students to be constructive through the learning 
process for the purpose of life-long learning.

Leadership and accountability are central to 
the plan for district-wide technology integration. 
With technology, an implementation cycle 
of three years is realistic for developing a 
vision, setting incremental goals for change, 
achieving goals, evaluating and measuring 
accomplishments, reflecting, revising — and 
starting the cycle over for improvement. Finding 
what works is easy when you can construct 
a plan together with all stakeholders. As 

educators and students work together and use 
data, information, and learning experiences as 
guideposts for success and failure, the learning 
process occurs in a constructive manner.  

PD on Demand and on Time
Teacher professional development can 

now be constructed in an on demand format. 
Generally speaking the traditional format for 
professional development, one and done, is 
counter-productive with technology. Success 
is realized when alignment occurs between 
what is being learned and the desired goals of 
the district as defined by stakeholders. Careful 
planning and communication for improvement is 
facilitated through technology tools. For instance, 
a curriculum coordinator analyzes results from 
standard test scores and finds an area of weakness. 
To synthesize this new information with direction 
for improvement, a plan is carefully constructed 
to facilitate positive change in time for future 
evaluation. Simply stated, when lead educators 
identify desired outcomes and establish high 
expectations coupled with an infrastructure for 
accomplishing outcomes, individual teachers 
and students can be facilitated in the learning 
environment towards improvement and success.

Leading the Learning
Learning and tools for constructing knowledge 

go together like peas and carrots. Teachers 
differentiate learning for individual students 
and use sophisticated tools such as course 
management systems, web 2.0, digital textbooks, 
and dynamic audio, video, and simulation tools 
for instructional methods. As students engage 
with their learning, data points are gathered for 
analysis and measurement of growth based on 
standardized core curriculum goals at critical 
points throughout an established grading period. 
Modern learning (the peas) and analysis of growth 
(the carrots) co-exist and cannot be accomplished 
without successful implementation of modern 
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educational technology practices. For all of us, 
learning new technology and implementation 
practices is an on-the-job training that takes place 
throughout the school day with students. It is 
fair to say that many teachers are pioneers when 
it comes to adopting best practices for meeting 
diverse needs of students, and are willing to try 
new things along side students who are already 
experts with the tools. In a modern classroom 
setting, the teacher drives the content based 
on standards, and the students engage with 
construction of knowledge. A great relationship 
exists when the teacher knows the standards 
and the students know the tools — magic!

The Future of PD
Just as there are many approaches to integrating 

technology, there are many approaches to 
keeping teaching skills up to date. One of the 
best approaches for professional development 
is the implementation of an online professional 
learning community. The benefits of an online 
professional learning community include 
constructing avenues for communication, sharing 
resources for learning, sharing ideas for new 
innovations, creating a space used for repository 
of important district goals and strategies for 
achieving them, and discussion of teacher 
evaluation standards, core curriculum and more. 

Many districts today have websites for easy 
access to online resources such as electronic grade 
books, electronic newsletters for stakeholders, 
digital library access, district calendars and 
announcements. However, if a path for school 
improvement is not clearly defined with 
teachers, students, and leaders combined, the 
path for school improvement is difficult to 
follow. Modern learning leaders build the path 
to success through use of powerful technology 
for access to information related to innovative 
practices, and then facilitate others along the 
way to adopting new practices. Magical things 
happen in a classroom when essential conditions 
for learning are met. Student-centered learning, 
curriculum framework, empowered leaders, 
equitable access, and ongoing professional 
learning practices are necessary for technology to 
be used for powerful learning in the classroom 
and to maximize return on investment.

Allison Goedde, Ed.D. EDHD, is the Off-
campus Cohort Coordinator for the Master’s in 
Classroom Technology Degree at Bowling Green 
State University. For additional information, 
visit http://edhd.bgsu.edu/classtech. www.earthsciweek.org

Earth Science Week

For only a few dollars,
order your Earth Science Week 

Toolkit, featuring dozens of teaching 
resources focusing on this year’s

theme: Earth’s Connected Systems.

Join in the celebration of earth science that 
reaches over 50 million teachers, students, 
and others each year!

Visit Earth Science Week online at
www.earthsciweek.org for free
access to:
• Classroom Activities and Lessons
• Teaching Resources
• Spanish-Language Materials
• Outdoor Learning Activities
• Art, Essay, and Photo Contests
• Geoscience Career Resources
• Videos, News, and Planning Tips
• Social Networking Links
• Local Event Listings

 October 12-18, 2014
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Too often our best intentions to help others 
grow and learn just don’t work out. We’ve all 
tried to help someone do something better only 
to end up cooking up resentment and resistance. 
We observe what they’re doing, we see a way to 
do it better, we start making suggestions and, if 
we have the power, we may even require them 
to change their approach. That’s when we often 
find ourselves falling into the push and pull tug-
of-war between our ideas and their ideas and, as 
we often learn the hard way, the more we insist, 
the more they resist. Instead of inspiring positive 
change, by throwing our weight around, we end 
up generating negative dynamics that result in 
declining rather than improving performance. 
There is just something as human beings, of any 
age, that do not like being told what to do.

That truth is an important one for school 
leaders, supervisors and mentors to grasp. When 
school leaders set goals, define jobs, and oversee 
people to achieve organizational objectives, 
when supervisors analyze situations and manage 
people to optimize effectiveness and efficiency, 
and when mentors model best practices, they 
are all performing important organizational 
functions. But they will be ineffective over the 
long run unless they facilitate the cooperation 
and win the trust and respect of their people. 
One way for them to do that is by using the 
“coach approach.” Coaching represents a distinct 
orientation, process, and skillset that can enhance 
the effectiveness of school leadership, supervision 
and mentoring. Indeed, the coach approach 
is the key to leadership effectiveness in any 

setting and especially in schools. That’s because 
schools are in the business of education, which 
is fundamentally a relationship-driven enterprise 
with the most human of all goals: learning.

So what is the “coach approach” and how does it 
differ from other approaches? Coaching starts from 
the assumption that people are both motivated 
and able to design and develop their own learning 
programs. On that basis, coaching proceeds from 
a trusting, inquiry-based stance that facilitates the 
thinking and growth of coachees. Coaching, in 
other words, is driven more by the coachee than 
the coach. Instead of assuming that people need 
direction or coercion, coaching assumes that with 
the help of a thinking partner, people can often 
find their own resources and figure out solutions 
for themselves. The role of coaches, then, is to 
facilitate such self-directed learning rather than 
to tell people what to do or even to teach them 
how to do it. When school leaders, supervisors, 
and mentors adopt a coaching stance, and use 
coaching skills, people typically start to move 
forward quickly in the direction of their goals.

Unfortunately, the coaching stance is often 
not understood or used consistently. This stance 
requires that rather than PROD people into 
compliance, school leaders, supervisors, and 
mentors instead LEAD people into ongoing, self-
directed professional inquiry and growth. These 
two acronyms, PROD and LEAD, represent 
four conceptual and practical methods. Instead 
of PROD the members of their team – Pressure, 
Reprimand, Overlook and Direct, they LEAD as 
they Listen to their stories, Empathize with their 

needs, Appreciate their ideas, and collaborate 
with them to Design new ways for moving 
forward. Consider each of these shifts in turn.

From Pressuring to Listening
Among the many functions of leadership, none 

may rank higher than assisting people to set and 
accomplish organizational objectives. Regardless 
of how commonly held those objectives might 
be, however, leaders often think it is their job 
to push, prod, and pressure people in order to 
get them to perform their respective tasks with 
diligence and care. Coaching leaders, on the other 
hand, understand that listening to people’s ideas 
and encouraging them to speak their minds, 
without undue pressure, is the best way to evoke 
full engagement so as to reach an organization’s 
objectives. That’s especially true in schools where 
the objective is the development of learning minds.

From Reprimanding to Empathizing
Schools have a long history of reprimanding and 

punishing misbehavior, and the stance taken toward 
students is too often extended to teachers as well. 
Doing so tends to generate negative feelings and 
to discount the needs of students in deference to 
the needs of teachers, parents, and the institutions 
themselves. Although it’s easy to fall into this 
trap, it’s also unfortunate, especially in contexts 
such as schools where learning is the primary 
objective. Learning is necessarily constrained, if not 
eliminated altogether, in schools where empathy 
is not a primary value and practice. To express 
empathy, we have found the process of Nonviolent 
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Communication, developed by Marshall 
Rosenberg, to be particularly effective. By assisting 
people to sort out and to distinguish between 
their observations and evaluations, their feelings 
and thoughts, as well as their needs and strategies 
and to help them make requests rather than 
demands, schools become more productive and 
life-giving communities so as to better facilitate 
the learning and development of young minds.

From Overlooking to 
Appreciating Strengths

All that goes on in the name of coaching is 
not coaching. It’s also not effective. That’s because 
“coaching” is often understood from a deficit-based 
rather than an assets-based frame of improvement. 
It is thought that the primary task of coaching is 
to notice problems and to help people overcome 
them. This approach is instinctive since problems 
do, in fact, need solving. But there is a better 
way to solve problems than to tackle them head 
on in search of gaps, breakdown and breaches. 
Problems are best overcome when people focus 
on and learn from their strengths. Appreciating 
strengths includes at least two dimensions. It 
means that we step back and admire them, 
because of the contribution they make and what 

it has taken for them to develop. It also means 
that we identify and develop our assets as a way 
to inspire and guide positive change. What a 
different approach! And it requires coaching to 
believe that doing so will result in positive change.

From Directing to Designing
People often resist being directed to do things 

from on high or that don’t make sense to them. 
People want to collaborate, think creatively, and be 
empowered while they figure out what works best 
in their particular context. This is the process of 
design thinking and it follows naturally after people 
have received empathy and appreciation. That’s 
when people become most creative, open and 
energetic. That’s when they become most ready and 
able to develop innovative, visionary approaches 
for accomplishing their mission. And that’s as true, 
if not truer, in education as in any other field. With 
so many local, regional, and national mandates, it 
would appear there is not much room left for out-
of-the-box design thinking at the local level. That, 
however, is precisely the context best suited for 
design thinking: the tighter the limits of possibility 
the greater the opportunity to brainstorm, 
experiment with, and implement out-of-the box 
approaches to generate spectacular results. As 

challenging as that may sound in education, it can 
and has been done. Positive change takes place 
when educators view requirements as opportunities 
for creativity; the greater the restraints the greater 
the opportunity. That’s when design thinkers, and 
design-thinking organizations, do their best work.

To conclude, we assert that it is far more 
effective and enjoyable to LEAD educators than to 
PROD them into doing their work. This requires 
school leaders to commit to and to develop the 
requisite skillsets. Fortunately, the training and 
orientation of educators make them uniquely 
equipped to rise to and to enjoy that challenge.

Bob Tschannen-Moran is the Chief 
Executive Officer of the Center for 
School Transformation (CST) (www.
schooltransformation.com) and a Past President 
of the International Association of Coaching. 

Megan Tschannen-Moran is the Chief 
Academic Officer of CST and a professor 
of educational leadership at the College 
of William and Mary in Williamsburg, 
Virginia. Together they have written 
“Evocative Coaching: Transforming Schools 
One Conversation at a Time” (Tschannen-
Moran and Tschannen-Moran, 2010).
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TRAINING TEACHERS

Today’s public school district leaders face seemingly insurmountable 
challenges: Too many of their best teachers are leaving; they are running out of 
qualified principals to lead schools; achievement gaps in student outcomes persist. 
The most powerful prerequisites schools can provide to address the third issue are 
solutions to the first two. Regardless of environment or student demographics, 
experienced teachers and principals who serve as strong instructional leaders 
yield student success. To maximize this impact, schools, districts, and non-
profits are starting to pay more attention to the often-untapped adult leadership 
skills of teachers. Teacher leadership is becoming, dare I say, all the rage. 

Teacher Leadership and It’s Role In School Reform Efforts
As defined most practically, teacher leaders are educators trained to lead 

not only their colleagues and students, but also their profession toward 
stronger student, teacher, school, and district outcomes. A focus on the skills 
teachers need to lead high-functioning teams can get lost as educators, non-
profit advocacy organizations and teacher unions apply the term “teacher 
leadership” to a variety of objectives including teacher-run schools, teacher 
policy advocacy, and labor leadership. We can identify these key skills by looking 
at the work great teacher leaders need to do every day — giving colleagues 
feedback, setting a culture of growth, and managing up to their principal.

By focusing on the skills teachers need to best lead their colleagues every 
day, teacher leadership enhances a school’s instructional leadership capacity, 
strengthens adult and student culture, and increases the capacity of teams across a 
school. These outcomes all lead to higher levels of student achievement, give our 
best teachers a reason to stay in the work, and create a bench of emerging leaders.   

A rationale for focusing on teacher leadership as a school/district 
improvement strategy can be simply stated by three sad but true facts:

1. Principals don’t grow on trees
2. Our best people are leaving too often
3. Student achievement gaps, particularly between students 

from low-income and higher-income areas, persist 

Principals Don’t Grow On Trees … But They Can Be Grown
It is estimated that in this next decade 40 percent of today’s principals 

will retire. School leaders who are retiring are not being replaced by enough 
qualified candidates. Attempting to find replacements, many districts and 
charter school networks are investing in outside recruiters to scour the 
country for top talent to import. Unless, however, there is some magical 
land of excellent-principal cloning, this obviously isn’t a scalable solution. 

In other cases, districts and networks are partnering with non-profit 
principal training programs to varying degrees of success and cost. Again, 
from a numerical standpoint, this approach isn’t working — not to 
mention the issues of return on investment and quality of outcomes.

How Should Districts Use Teacher Leadership to Help? 
Too few system leaders invest in the people they have. Like so many other 

industries such as professional baseball, the military, 
or the corporate sector, our schools must invest 
in middle management. Identify the talent early. 
Strip away the empty titles and replace them with 
meaningful roles and responsibilities to nurture, 
grow, and build the skills that allow teacher leaders 
to develop the capacity of the teachers around them. 

While not everyone will become a principal, 
teacher leadership roles are essential preparation for 
those who will. System leaders must identify those 
skills that are critical for success in both middle 

leadership — for those who choose to stay in that work — and at the executive 
leadership level. The Harvard Business Review noted that rookie managers, 
regardless of sector, struggle with skills we almost never develop in teachers:

• Delegating
• Managing up — or getting help from above
• Recognizing the big picture 
• Projecting confidence
• Giving constructive feedback
Developing these skills in teacher leaders not only deepens the bench 

of potential principals but also provides existing and new principals with 
better support. Any successful principal will tell you that they cannot shape 
and manage a strong adult culture or an entire instructional program 
alone. The best principals rely on front line support to teachers, sometimes 
assistant principals and deans, and, in some cases, teacher leaders.

 
Our Best People Are Leaving … But We Can 
Create Conditions to Keep Them

TNTP’s “Irreplaceables” report notes that the nation’s 50 largest districts lose 
approximately 10,000 high-performing teachers each year, a disproportionate 
number compared to attrition for all teachers. Many teachers who have left the 
profession report that they felt stifled by a flat career trajectory that prevented 
them from making a difference beyond their classrooms. We know that across 
professions the top reasons people stay in their jobs are feelings of success and 
meaningful professional development — compensation is lower down the list. 

It is no wonder that teachers in years three through five leave as often as 
they do. In most urban and very rural communities, promising teachers are 
thrust into roles that require them to lead or even formally manage other 
adults in addition to their classroom instructional responsibilities. As a third 
year teacher who was tasked with chairing the fourth grade team, I can tell you 
that I was starting to find success teaching my students but had no idea how 
to lead my colleagues. I needed further experience to address the former and 
targeted professional development for the latter. The lack of such development 
opportunity led me down a different path. As the saying goes, we need 
stepping stones or else we fall in the river. We created Leading Educators as 
a national non-profit aiming at the mission of building a movement where 
teachers have the leadership opportunities and skills to ensure great teachers 
for all kids. Even with our work, however, there are few if any of these 
stepping stone resources that train teachers in leadership and management.

How Should Districts Use Teacher Leadership to Help? 
We have found that system leaders who provide middle management 

training to teacher leaders ensure that they are equipped to provide front line 
support to new teachers, progress within their career track, and expand their 
impact beyond the classroom. Great schools inspire and engage new teachers 
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to remain in the profession by showing them the examples of the satisfied, 
successful teacher leaders that lead them on a daily basis. Strong systems support 
teacher leaders by hiring principals who have been successful teacher leaders and 
know first-hand what environment is needed to be successful in these roles. 

Student Achievement Gaps Persist …  
But Great Teachers Make an Impact

Readers of SEEN know full well that our education system is, over all, falling 
behind the rest of the world. Even more disturbing are our results regarding students 
of color from low-income families. On average these students already trail their peers 
by two grade levels upon entering the fourth grade. High performing schools and 
individual classroom teachers are reversing this trend by providing quality learning 
opportunities to all of their students. Data show that the top 20 percent of teachers 
generate five to six more months of student learning each year than their poor-
performing peers. So how do we develop more teachers to become outstanding 
educators, and how do we retain successful teachers in high needs schools?  

How should districts use teacher leadership to help? Districts dedicated to 
heading toward strong teacher leadership development are wise to first ensure 
that they have strong teacher effectiveness measurement systems to measure the 
impact of team leads. Emerging data from such districts shows that students on 
teams of teacher leaders who participate in strategic, practice-based approaches to 
leadership development demonstrate growth at statistically significant higher rates 
than other students. Knowing that drop-in, drop-out professional development 
doesn’t work, we must commit to providing teachers leadership development 
that includes feedback informed practice, coaching, and peer collaboration. An 
example of results of such professional development: 
at the start of the 2011-12 school year students 
of teachers on teams led by Leading Educators 
Fellows were below the average proficiency of other 
students in the district; in both Kansas City and 
in New Orleans, these students grew significantly 
more than their counterparts across their districts. 

What Can We Expect to Learn From the 
Emergence of Teacher Leadership?

Given the benefits of further investment in 
the development of a district’s teacher leaders, 
it is a safe bet that superintendents will make 
teacher leadership a priority. The more they 
do, the more we’ll learn more about the best 
training programs from those doing it well. As a 
start, Leading Educators will be releasing three 
papers in partnership with the Aspen Institute 
that show how Denver Public Schools, the 
Tennessee Department of Education, Noble 
Street and TEAM Schools are making the choices 
necessary for each to analyze needs around 
teacher leadership, align resources, implement 
effectively and monitor progress. We hope that 
these will be valuable examples that point the 
way forward as systems travel the path from 
teacher leadership to student achievement.  

Jonas S. Chartock, Ed.D. is Chief Executive 
Officer at Leading Educators. For more 
information, visit www.leadingeducators.org.
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TRAINING TEACHERS

Do you live by your to-do list? Most successful people 
do, but the to-do list mentality will not serve your teachers 
and students when it comes to the new Common Core 
State Standards. In a world of teachers who like to get 
things done and checked off the list, this is a major 
shift affecting not only teaching, but also how you, the 
educational leader, present information to your staff.

Gone are the days of simply handing out the standards, 
asking teachers to create a time-line and checklist, 
and moving to the next item on the agenda. The new 
standards call for you to be able to communicate a more 
integrated vision; to explain the weaving process of the 
standards so that teachers can clearly see the fabric.

This need for a clearly defined vision of instruction 
opens a new window of opportunity as the educational 
leader of your school or district. Buzz words and phrases fill 
the air. You hear, “an inch wide and a mile deep,” “depth 
of knowledge,” “build conceptual understanding,” and 
more, but what does it all mean? What does it look like in 
practice? Answering these questions so that teachers and 
students have the guidance they need for success is the 
task for the educational leader now and in the future.

To help you communicate this integrated vision of deeper 
learning so that your teachers can appreciate what is required 
and are confident to teach for understanding rather than 
checking standards off the list, I make these three suggestions.

First, begin with the end in mind. Sounds cliché? Perhaps, 
but it is important. You have to begin by understanding 
what you want CCSS instruction to look like, sound 
like, and feel like in your building. You must take time 
to formulate a clear vision before you can communicate 
it with success. Nothing is worse for teachers than to 
be given vague statements from a leader who has not 
done his/her own study and developed a vision based 
on the experience of grappling with the new ideas.

Teachers are like any other people. They desire to know 
what is expected. They want direction as to how to get 
there. They want to have their questions answered with 

certainty by someone with intimate knowledge of the issue. 
As the leader, take time to read the 

standards for yourself, and then ponder:
•  What does implementing these standards look like?
•  How will we know if our students have mastered them?
• How will we measure success?
•  Does our measurement of success match 

the expectations of the standards?
•  If we are not checking them off a 

list, how do we assess them? 

By taking time to read the standards, understand 
the integration, and visualize the implementation you 
will have a solid base for communicating what you 
want your teachers to know and be able to do.

Second, be mindful of how you present this information 
to your staff. Consider, what is your most effective style of 
communicating new information? Do you believe in the one 
long faculty meeting? Are you the sort of leader that works 
best with small groups? Do you have a structure in place 
that supports more than one conversation on this topic?

The CCSS is a big shift for teachers and students. It is 
not typically something that can be accomplished in a “one 
and done” type of meeting. Knowing how you work best 
and developing a time-line of multiple communications 
in your preferred style will bolster your ability to 
communicate clearly and at a pace and depth that teachers 
can handle. Having a multi-conversation plan allows you 
to deliver smaller pieces of information at any one time. 

Bite-size pieces bring us to suggestion number three. 
When you discuss the CCSS with your teachers you will be 
sharing your educational vision for your school, but you will 
also have to debunk any myths that are circulating among 
your staff. Teachers may have heard other people saying 
things that aren’t true or aren’t relevant. It is part of your 
vision building job to set the myths straight. This ties right 
back to suggestion one: know your vision inside and out.

For these reasons, I suggest that you plan for multiple 

How do you  
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3 suggestions to help the educational leader

discussions of small bits of information at a time. This will allow for you 
to share the vision, debunk the myths, and most importantly, give teachers 
time to assimilate the new knowledge. One of the biggest complaints 
teachers have when learning about new mandates and implementations is 
that there is no time for assimilation. Teachers, just like kids in a classroom 
need time to think, discuss, think, and visualize before they implement. 
By all means, plan and provide for this critical assimilation time.

The CCSS require integration of concepts and building on lower levels 
of knowledge to reach new heights. The checklist approach won’t work as 
well this time.  Educational leaders are being called upon to explain what the 
catch phrases, buzz words, and new expectations really mean. Use these three 
suggestions to help communicate what you know to your teachers so they 
understand the vision and are confident enough in their practice to teach for 
integrated understanding. First, know your vision inside and out. Second, create 
a plan for communicating multiple times in the format that you feel most 
comfortable. Third, give your teachers time to assimilate the new information 
and way of doing things.

Following these three suggestions will have you well on your way to clear 
communication with positive outcomes.

Wynn Godbold is an author, speaker, and founder of the International 
Academy of Bee Sharp Teachers. Her book, How to Be a Great Teacher: Create 
the Flow of Joy and Success in Your Classroom is quickly becoming a favorite 
of passionate teachers seeking true joy in teaching. To learn more about Wynn, 
the Academy, or joyful teaching visit: www.HowtoBeaGreatTeacher.com
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The need in our nation for radically improving 
schools exists now more than ever.  As of July 
2013 there were over 6,380 schools identified 
as Priority or Focus schools.  These schools face 
overwhelming challenges to increase student 
achievement with some of our most difficult to 
teach student populations.  Additionally, the new 

accountability movement has introduced not only more rigorous 
academic standards, the Common Core State Standards, but has 
also required states to implement new evaluation models based 
on student growth for both teachers and leaders.  So, how should 
schools and districts navigate the changes while achieving results?  

The Leadership and Learning Center®, a professional services 
division of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt™, has designed an 
improvement framework leveraging over 10 years of effective 
schools research to provide districts and schools with a road 
map and clear guidance on best practices. The key to closing the 
achievement gap is to close the implementation gap.  Therefore, 
The HMH Leadership and Learning Center partners with schools 
to couple the road map with on-site support and services, drivers 
to support your teams and your work. Each practice has a set of 
standards as well as a rubric with performance indicators and 
evidence and artifacts that provide leaders and teachers with 
actions they can take immediately.  

Additionally, each rubric also includes performance 
indicators for superintendents and district personnel.  The 
Center recognizes the importance of strong district leadership 
in supporting school improvement and by providing these 
indicators, there is a greater likelihood that schools will receive 
the type of local support they need.    

Comprehensive Needs Assessment 
You can’t get started until you know where to begin.   

One of the services offered by The Center is a comprehensive needs 
assessment, based on the foundational practices.  The assessment 
encompasses a review of performance data and documents, such 
as school improvement plans, curriculum, and schedules.  Prior to 
the two-day on-site visit, online surveys of stakeholders, students, 
parents, and staff, are administered.   While on-site the team conducts 
observations of every classroom and interviews key stakeholders.  
The results of the assessment are provided to the school / district 
within 14 days of the visit and include a summary of findings as well as 
recommendations.  The school / district is provided with coaching and 
guidance before, during, and after the visit to ensure the results of the 
Comprehensive Needs Assessment are actionable and implemented.  

The subsequent professional learning plan may consist of, but is  
not limited to:

Data Teams
Formative Assessment
Teaching Strategies
Common Core 
Performance Tasks
In their book School Leadership That Works (2005), Marzano, 

Waters, and McNulty remind us of the importance of a school leader 
selecting the right work: “The school leaders might do a good job of 
crafting a purposeful community, out of which a strong leadership 
team arises; but if the school under the direction of the leadership team 
does not select work that has a high probability of enhancing student 
achievement, the hard work of the principal, the leadership team, and 
the school as a whole will be for naught— at least in terms of student 
academic achievement.” 

Results in Just One Year
Bruce Drysdale Elementary School, a Title I School located in 

Asheville, North Carolina, is one of The Center’s Partner Schools 
that has achieved significant results in just one year.  The leaders 
and teachers, serving a diverse student population, immediately 
identified the need to improve reading achievement and to create 
a positive learning environment and school culture.  In short order, 
the school began with the implementation of Data Teams and the 
creation of formative assessments based on prioritized Common 
Core State Standards.  Professional development focused on 
effective literacy instruction, including reciprocal teaching and guided 
reading, was provided to all teachers. The most exciting news that 
Principal Smith has received this year is the end-of -grade expected 
growth targets. In both grades 4 and 5, students exceeded growth 
predictions. In fact, the school met 29 of 29 annual measurable 
objectives and met 32 of 33 state targets.

District Support and Accountability 
Turning around schools is tough work and you shouldn’t have 

to do it alone.  Districts are charged with improving schools 
while district staff wear many different hats and are often times 
understaffed.  The mandates are still ever present. The task for 
priority and focus schools is to determine the best way to build 
capacity while learning as a system how best to focus improvement 
efforts in the future.  

A unique part of the School Improvement Partnership design is 
the team that is assigned to each school, which includes a School 
Improvement Coach and a School Improvement Advisor.

Turning Around a School  
Is Tough Work!
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Turning Around a School  
Is Tough Work!

School Improvement Coaching 
The research on the impact of coaching is overwhelming, and 

The Center leverages coaching of leaders and teacher teams as a 
means to an end.  Having a true partner on-site as part of the team 
matters a great deal.  Our coaches are former administrators and 
teachers and have an unwavering desire to influence outcomes for all 
students.  Partner Schools are assigned a School Improvement Coach 
and time at the school is spent working directly with the principal, 
leadership team, and instructional data teams.  The role of the School 
Improvement Coach is to ensure plans for improvement are focused, 
implementation is done with fidelity, and monitoring of progress 
becomes a common practice.  Having coaches as part of the team, 
working shoulder-to-shoulder with leaders and teachers, is making a 
huge impact not only on performance but also on morale.  

Another Center Partner School, Napier Enhanced Option 
Elementary School in Metro Nashville Public Schools, has an 
Instructional Coach who stated the following about professional 
learning.  “The level of expertise provided by The Leadership and 
Learning Center consultants in teaching the seminars and training 
the district’s educators has been outstanding. The Center not only 
delivered excellent professional development, but offered expert 
coaching and monitoring to ensure effective implementation at the 
school level,” states Whitney Wilson.   Napier is another school that 
has achieved amazing results in one year due to their unwavering 
commitment to the children they serve and their belief in an 

improvement process that is working.  Of the ten priority schools 
in the district, Napier was one of only two to make significant 
achievement gains last year and the only elementary school to do so.  

School Improvement Advisor
The School Improvement Advisor works with the district to ensure 

ongoing communication of the processes being put into place at 
the school level.   We are committed to a transparent process that 
illuminates the good, the bad, and the ugly in order to create the 
transformational change needed in struggling schools. Advisors have 
district-level as well as school-level experience, and are able to use 
the Superintendent and District Performance Indicators within the 
Foundational Practice Rubrics to structure a conversation so that 
there is systemic support that can be sustained over time.  Often it is 
the district office seeking guidance and a framework for helping their 
schools improve.  The Advisor plays a key role in fostering learning 
and collaboration at both the school and district level.  

Become a Partner School
The school improvement work described above is designed 

to make the complex simple.  Districts and schools are in need of 
a framework that makes sense for implementing Common Core 
State Standards, Teacher and Leader Evaluation, as well as the 
improvement of schools under new State Accountability Waivers.  
The Nine Foundational Practices serve as the framework for 
comprehensive implementation and promote making best practice 
common practice.  It is not just a mandate that we improve our 
schools, it is a moral imperative.  

For more information about the School Improvement Partnerships, 
please visit  www.leadandlearn.com.  We also invite you to join us for 
one of our upcoming seminars or conferences.  One of the School 
Improvement Summits will be offered in the Southeast in Charlotte, 
NC September 23-25 featuring Mike Schmoker, author of FOCUS:  
Elevating the Essentials to Radically Improve Learning; Elise Foster, 
co-author of The Multiplier Effect:  Tapping the Genius Inside Your 
Schools; and Dr. Tyrone Howard, author of How Race and Culture 
Matter in Schools.    

Dr. Lissa Pijanowski serves as the National Director for School Improvement 
Partnerships and is a Distinguished Professional Development Associate at  
The HMH Leadership and Learning Center.  
For more information, visit www.leadandlearn.com or email  
lissa.pijanowski@hmhco.com

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt™ is a trademark of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
Publishing Company. The Leadership and Learning Center® is a registered 
trademark of Advanced Learning Centers, Inc.

Barbara Ide, School Improvement Coach,  
The HMH Leadership and Learning Center



by Annalisa Williams 
Admin Arsenal
It’s no surprise that technology is a core part of 

education. Teachers rely heavily on software to organize 
lessons and teach students critical skills. However, 
software must be updated routinely in order to stay 
fully protected against the dangers of software exploits. 
Leading applications (Java, Flash, Reader, Chrome, etc.) will 
provide security patches on a monthly or quarterly basis. 

Ensuring that these “patches”1 are installed to 
all computers (student, teacher, administration) 
is critical. Missing even a single computer can 
place the entire school/district at risk. 

Freeing Up Time for Educators
Admin Arsenal’s PDQ Deploy2 is an application 

that offers a solution to the dreaded  
“sneakernet”3 install (walking to each 
computer to install patches one-by-one). 
PDQ Deploy allows an IT sys admin 
(or lab instructor) to install software 
without visiting each computer AND 
without disturbing users currently 
working on computers.

These installations occur 
without interruption to 
students or faculty currently 
using computers. 

Know What’s  
Already Installed

Inventory software tools 
give administrators the 
ability to know what is installed 
on all computers; both software 
and hardware.

This allows reports to be generated 
showing all the computer assets in your 
school or district. This is an excellent time-
saver for educators to get the information they 
need without visiting individual classrooms and 
computers to make decisions on potential upgrades 
needed and track what applications are installed.  

PDQ Deploy and PDQ Inventory4 tools can handle the 
challenges of wasting time on installing applications and 
patches as well as knowing what’s already installed. PDQ 
products are priced for schools (which is another way of 
saying that your school can afford these products).

For more information about PDQ Deploy and PDQ Inventory, 
visit www.adminarsenal.com 

Admin Arsenal’s Software  
Keeps Teachers Teaching

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Tools are available for educators to keep school computers  
updated and safe from vulnerabilities

Footnotes:
1. http://www.adminarsenal.com/admin-arsenal-blog/bid/102274/
2. http://www.adminarsenal.com/pdq-deploy/
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneakernet
4. http://www.adminarsenal.com/pdq-inventory/



Data Is A Four Letter Word
By Paul Smith

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Drowning in Data
Unless you’ve been living under a rock, you’ve probably 

noticed a lot of talk lately around the subject of “Big 
Data” in education. The promise of Behavior Modeling 
and Predictive Analytics is alluring to data miners and data 
scientists. For most educators, however, just trying to get 
a handle on the data they already have can be a struggle. If 
you’re like me, you’re a little fatigued with the phrase “Data 
Driven Decision Making” and aren’t terribly excited about 
the prospect of piling on more data.

Even for tech-savvy school administrators, something 
as basic as a 5-year district attendance report can produce 
hundreds of thousands of records and typically requires help 
from an expert using specialized reporting software. The result 
is captured in a PowerPoint slide for one-time use and rarely 

available beyond its intended purpose. The process can take 
days, if not weeks and the result is more like performing an 
autopsy than diagnosing the current situation.

How We Got Here
Over the past twenty years, modern student information 

systems like PowerSchool and Infinite Campus have evolved to 
absorb mass data entry from hundreds or even thousands of 
simultaneous users across a large district or state, but easy as 
it is to get data in, it’s much harder to get data out. I like to say 
that “an SIS is where good data goes to die.” 

Beyond transcripts, raw data dumps and compulsory state 
reports, SISs typically offer few useful tools to show educators 
what’s happening within their schools. This is compounded in 
statewide implementations where the inability to report on 
multiple districts frustrates administrators who need a birds-
eye view on live data.

Building A Better Tool
When I sit down to meet with school administrators, three 

things almost always become immediately apparent:
• They need access to live data.
• They have no time to learn yet another new system.
• The questions they seek answers to are pretty simple.
The last point is worth noting. With all the hype surrounding 

Big Data, school leaders have pretty simple questions that don’t 
require advanced algorithms and supercomputers to answer. 

As we set out to build LearnSprout, we focused on some of 
the most common key performance indicators (KPIs) and 

designed a system that could connect directly to live SIS 
data and present information in a way that is easy to use 

and understand. So far, this simplified approach seems 
to be working. Since we launched our free district 

dashboard just a few months ago, more than 2,000 
schools have joined LearnSprout, but we’re just 

getting started. Administrators need access to 
information, not more data, and they don’t 

want to learn how to use another bloated 
system… They just want answers to some 

very basic questions.

FOOTNOTE: Based in San Francisco, 

LearnSprout offers free data analytics for K-12 
educators to help fight chronic absenteeism, 
identify at-risk students and track college     
readiness. Learn more at www.learnsprout.com

“An SIS is where  
good data goes to die.”



Creating and Empowering 
Learners – A Framework  
for School Improvement  
and Student Success

Pasi Stahlberg, education guru from Finland states that  
“Visitors to the Finnish schools are surprised at how much the 

responsibility of learning in Finnish schools is with the pupils”. 
Dr. Stahlberg indicates key strategies for success in Finland’s 

success include equity in all schools, empowering teachers which, in 
turn, empowers students to take ownership of their learning.  The 
Finnish model emphasizes a focus on the primary schools with terrific 
teachers as key factors in their success.  There are no high stakes tests 
until the PISA International tests are administered to students at the 
high school level.  Dr. Stahlberg credits much of the success to Finland 
implementing key research based innovations from other countries 
including the United States.  He specifically mentions assessment for 
learning as one of the developments that Finland has successfully 
implemented in their schools.

The extensive research by Dr. John Hattie has identified key 
approaches to delivering student achievement in all subject areas 
and all grade levels, says Dr. Darrell Ward, CEO of ALL In Learning.  
ALL of these instructional approaches relate directly to assessment 
for learning.  The ability of teachers to leverage these important 
achievement drivers with simple technology is the heart and passion 
of ALL In Learning.  Our team pioneered student response technology 
into the education market beginning in 2000 as leaders of eInstruction 
Corporation and now ALL In Learning seeks to maximize the teacher’s 
capability to deliver assessment for learning and minimize the need for 
them to be technology specialists.  We have created an environment 
that, we believe, delivers students that take responsibility for their 
learning and provide teachers the tools to activate, direct, evaluate, 
motivate and mold learners to be growth oriented.  

Here are the simple yet powerful instructional tools available to our 
users on a daily basis:

• Rapid formative assessment
• Evidence-based feedback
• Frequent common assessments
• Mastery Learning
• Cooperative Learning
• Data Teams
Here are the simple, yet powerful technology tools available to our 

users on a daily basis.
• Affordable student response systems ($165 for a classroom set)
• Affordable document camera ($35)
• iPad/iPhone/iPod Touch Apps for teachers and students
•  Cloud based environment with subject specific book related 

content (Max of $200 per teacher per year)
•  Pearson item bank of assessments coordinated to  

Common Core Standards and/or 31 state standards

Let’s consider a formal program for school improvement based on 
the above instructional and technology tools.

Rapid formative assessment, evidence-based 
feedback, cooperative learning applications

1.  Initiate each lesson utilizing an interactive activity using individual 
student response pads focused on the learning intentions and the 
success criteria 

Get student buy in on your learning objectives and criteria for 
success.  You may want to team them up and respond as a team.  
Engage the students early and provide feedback based on their 
responses.  Message the growth in learning that they can achieve 
during this lesson.

2.  Take full advantage of cooperative learning fundamentals 
regularly

One team member can bubble in answers to a problem set that 
can be quickly scanned via the teacher’s iPad/iPhone ASSIST app or 
the class document camera.  This provides the opportunity to provide 
immediate feedback and message student growth.

Special advertiSing Section



Optionally, if the teams have access to an iPad, students can work 
together on an activity and enter their results via the student Engage 
and Learn App.  Again, immediate feedback and message the learning 
ownership and growth.

3.  Engage students during each lesson with pre-planned questions 
at least 5 per 35 minute lesson.

Incorporate pre-planned questions into your instruction.  You can 
call on students randomly using the Pick a Student button on our ALL 
In Learning toolbar.  However, utilize the response pads generously 
to engage all students and to provide them all feedback based on the 
class results.  Always messaging learning growth for each individual 
with classroom outcomes resident in your cloud account.

Frequent common assessments,  
mastery learning and data teams

Planned weekly assessments common formative assessments 
originated within the data team should serve as the basis for a mastery 
learning process.  These assessments can be graded via response pads, 
bubble sheets, iPads and certainly some questions should be rubric 

graded.  Data analysis should be immediate with the results available in 
the cloud for each data team member.

The combination of the above identified instructional approaches 
and simple, affordable cloud-centered technology provides a 
fundamental strategy for transforming students into continuously 
engaged students in an environment of assessment for learning.  This 
provides the basis for creating and empowering students as owners of 
their learning.  

For more information about our solution and for information about 
becoming an Certified ALL In Learning Assessment for Learning teacher 
contact darren@allinlearning.com.

Special advertiSing Section

I am Maria Soto, 4th Grade Bilingual Teacher in Dallas 
ISD and the All in Learning Assessment for Learning platform 
has been a game changer in my classroom.  The ability to 
provide instant feedback and to have real time access to 
my classroom data is the one feature I find most fascinating.  
The rapid formative assessment or in the moment assessment 
allows me to quickly identify and remediate any gaps in the 
learning process, which translates into an increase in student 
achievement.  

Planning is so much easier and accurate using the data 
the system delivers to my ALL In Learning cloud account.  It 
streamlines the process of assessing, collecting, analyzing, and 
recording the data, in order to target the standards which need 
to be retaught, making my job easier and more enjoyable!  

The instant feedback that the clicker system provides 
engages my students.  It gives me the opportunity to 
continuously message to my 4th grade students their ownership 
and responsibility of learning and a growth mindset.  

I use the clickers to check 
• demonstrations of learning
• exit tickets
• quick understanding during lessons 
while teaching any concept. It allows me to create questions 

on-the-fly for the students to answer, providing me with instant 
data. It gives me the ability to move on with the lesson, or to 
slow down and reteach before we move on. It is the efficiency 
of accessing data and the easy implementation that makes  
All in Learning a “must have” in any classroom.  

Dallas Elementary School: Assessment for Learning Instructional Strategies in Action



Our National Challenge:  
Create a Relevant System that Serves Today’s Students

Special advertiSing Section

Shareen dropped out of school at age 14. After 
spending three hard years, she decided to return 
to school so she could support her daughter. In 
her Educurious classroom, she found support and 
encouragement to begin to read again. Leveraging The 
Educurious Expert Network™, Shareen communicated 
with prominent, New York Times best-selling author 
April Henry who shared her own meandering path via a 
webinar. After building skills and confidence, Shareen 
has since decided that she too wants to be a writer.

Chris and Markus each entered 600 data points 
at home to visualize a model of how ideas spread 
through their social network to better understand 
the transmission of infectious diseases. Chris told his 
teacher that, “I spent a lot of time on this, Ms. Daniels.” 
Their teacher remarked that both boys were much 
more engaged than in previous biology curriculum 
units. Chris spent time at home playing with the 
data display software program, and downloaded the 
latest version so he could be on the cutting edge.

These are examples of students whose lives 
are being changed through an organization called 
Educurious, whose mission is to fundamentally 
transform the K-12 education experience.

Educurious works with districts to create an education 
system in which young people learn in meaningful ways. 
Their education experience has become relevant to 
their own lives, and they choose to become engaged, 
finding meaning and inspiration in their classrooms. 
These motivated, curious students are self-directed to 
prepare themselves for college and tomorrow’s careers.

Shareen, Chris and Markus – like many other 
students, have found that their schools’ integrated 
solution has captured their imagination and interest. 
Through project-based learning, technology and the 
help of their teachers and real-world experts, they 
are enjoying a meaningful learning experience that 
teaches them the contemporary skills they’ll need to 
thrive in our competitive global economy. Their learning 
experience has been transformed into one that:

• Increases their self-confidence as they solve 
real problems and see the results.

•  Expands their career possibilities by connecting 
them to real-world experts who share 
their knowledge, passion and experience, 
collaborating with them on class projects.

•  Equips them with the communication and 
technology skills they need for college and careers.

•  Shifts their role from passive learners to active 
collaborators, problem solvers, and contributors.

•  Incorporates the technologies they use every 
day through a blended learning model.

•  Repositions their teachers as guides and 
facilitators to transform their classrooms 
into learning communities

At the schools Shareen, Chris and Markus attend, like 
the schools in other Educurious districts, project based 
courses are taught. These courses include 12 units in 
middle and high school biology and English. As students 
develop solutions to real-world challenges, school 
administrators have confidence knowing that courses 
are built to the Common Core State Standards and Next 
Generation Science Standards – and are well supported 
by blended professional development for their teachers. 

Students like Shareen, Chris and Markus love their 
schools’ blended learning approach. Their online platform 
delivers curriculum and space for collaboration. Its 
multimedia-rich content, gaming and digital assets structure 
and support student pathways, helping them collaborate on 
projects  and incorporate 21st-century learning.

If you would like to learn more about the Educurious 
system and how you can bring its transformative 
qualities to your district, visit www.educurious.org and 
call 206-402-4489.
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Follow
us on Technology in the Schools

14.1 million — Number of computers available for 
classroom use in the nation’s 114,000 elementary and  
secondary schools; that works out to one computer for  
every four students.

Languages
9.9 million — Number of school-age children (five to 
17) who speak a language other than English at home. 
These children make up nearly one-in-five in this age 
group. Most of them (7.0 million) speak Spanish at home.

Teachers and Other School Personnel
6.5 million — Number of teachers in the United States. 
The bulk of them (2.6 million) teach at the elementary and 
middle school level.

School Enrollment
40% — Percentage of elementary and high school stu-
dents who are minorities (i.e., people who are non-Hispanic 
white). This compares with 21% in 1970, when the crest of 
the baby boom was enrolled at this level of school.

By the Numbers

We Save Lives... We are GEOS 
School safety at its best

www.schoolsafetyresponse.com 
Call us today at 800-910-9822 to learn more.

Special advertiSing Section

Our nation’s schools should be safe havens for teaching and 
learning, free of crime and violence. Between natural and man-
made disasters, our schools need to be better prepared to 
protect students and staff from threats including armed intruders, 
abductions, altercations, fires, and chemical spills.  
Schools have already invested millions of dollars in physical 
access controls, video surveillance, and school resource officers 
to protect our kids, and yet serious security issues still persist. 
If these measures don’t stop an incident, notification and 
response solutions are the next level of protection.
GEOS School Safety Response provides the missing link between 
school personnel and emergency responders; Situational 
Awareness! The solution provides each member of the school 

with a silent alerting and discrete communication capability, 
right in the palm of their hand. Through the simple push of a 
button from the GEOS provided Smart Phone app, the school’s 
emergency response plan is activated and coordinated by highly 
trained,  FEMA certified personnel, 24/7/365.  We are the only 
firm that provides security, safety and worldwide rescue services.  
There are over 4,000 people walking around today because 
GEOS was there for them, rescuing them from a life-threatening 
situation.  It is extremely important that a safety program not be 
limited to the school itself.  Dangers can occur both on and off-
campus, so we need to ensure that this protection travels with 
the faculty, administrators and bus drivers.
The GEOS School Safety Response Program is not meant to 
replace your current safety plan, but to elevate it.  We provide 
a simple, inexpensive and comprehensive system based on 
smartphone APPs and School Safety as a Service (SSaaS) and 
one that adheres to our core company values:  We save lives… 
We are GEOS. 
You can nominate your school for a free trial courtesy  
of GEOS at www.schoolsafetyresponse.com.  For a  
demo of the School Safety app, please go to  
www.demo.schoolsafetyresponse.com
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MEASURING  
TEACHER  
EFFECTIVENESS
IMPROVING TEACHER EVALUATION SYSTEMS
By Dr. Sandra K Darling  
and Dr. Timothy R. Vansickle
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As never before, teacher preparedness and 
teacher evaluation are being closely aligned 
to student achievement. With the release of 
NCLB Waivers by the Executive Branch, 
through the U.S. Department of Education 
teachers must be evaluated using student test 
scores. The waiver removes the requirement 
that all students must be proficient in reading 
and mathematics in the spring of 2014 as 
required under the law (NCLB, 2001). At 
least part of every teacher’s evaluation is to 
be based on student scores on the summative 
tests given, typically at the end of each school 
year. There are a host of issues that surround 
the use of test scores for teacher evaluation 
such as: not all subjects or content areas are 
tested; in some cases the content being tested 
may be taught in more than one class by more 
than one teacher; or the content is taught 
by a subject matter teacher not associated 
with the tested content (e.g., math taught 
and learned in the science class). In the space 
allotted we cannot cover all the possible 
issues and challenges, instead we propose that 
other factors, directly under the control of 
the teacher and that are measurable may be a 
better avenue to assessing teacher effectiveness. 
These include: (1) a deep understanding of 
the content knowledge of the Common Core 
Standards – the expectations for student 
learning, (2) effective instruction that is 
aligned to the Common Core Standards – 

content pedagogy, and (3) the professional 
teaching standards that apply to all content 
and instruction, commonly referred to as the 
Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support 
Consortium Standards (InTASC, Council of 
Chief State School Officers, April 2011).

Why Teacher Effectiveness?
The primary goal of any educational 

endeavor is to impact the learning of the 
student. In other words, good and effective 
teachers should improve student learning.  
There is no more powerful factor in student 
achievement than having an “effective teacher” 
in every classroom.  The question arises: what 
does a good and effective teacher look like? 
In addition we might ask, does a good and 
effective teacher only impact the student’s 
achievement in the taught subject matter? 
However, ultimately teaching should have a 
positive impact on student learning.  There 
is a positive relationship between effective 
teaching and student learning. There is a 
consensus in the education community 
that the definition of an effective teacher is 
one who can increase student achievement 
(Harris & Rutledge, 2009; (Comprehensive 
Center for Teacher Quality, 2008; Rivkin, 
Hanushek & Kain, 1999, 2005). 

Improving Teacher Evaluation Systems
Districts and states have overhauled teacher 

evaluation systems in response to federal 
mandates required to receive NCLB Waivers 
and Race to the Top funds.  Ten states have 
their upgraded teacher evaluation systems 
approved as meeting the requirement to tie 
teacher evaluation to student performance in 
an attempt to improve student achievement.  
Changes vary from state to state.  Most 
states have adopted “multiple measures” 
for their teacher evaluation systems in 
efforts to improve teacher performance.  
The various measures are “weighted” with 
each measure affecting a certain percentage 
of the teacher’s evaluation.  The multiple 
measures include factors such as:  principal 
observations of practice, student surveys 
on teacher performance, parent surveys, 
participation in school related initiatives, 
participation in professional development 
related to teaching assignments, value-
add scores, peer observations, leadership 
responsibilities, analysis of student work 
samples, videos of teaching, lesson plan 
review, and portfolios.  Districts and states 
have provided new protocols for principal 
observations and training for teacher 
leaders in the use and processing of the 
observational data.  Pre- and post-conference 
meetings have been upgraded to allow 
teachers to receive explicit feedback, analyze 
the data together, and to reflect on their 
professional practice.  Areas of strength are 

“Teachers and  
administrators have spent  

a great deal of time in  
refining the teacher evaluation  
process, including what data  

is collected, how it is  
disseminated, stored,  

and accessed.”
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“Eighteen education systems 
had higher average scores 
than the United States in all 

three subjects.” 
noted and celebrated; areas in need of improvement are noted and often professional 
development is recommended or assigned to improve teacher performance.  

Teachers and administrators have spent a great deal of time in refining the teacher 
evaluation process, including what data is collected, how it is disseminated, stored, and 
accessed.  Complex data systems have been added by districts to keep track of teacher 
performance data, often, including professional development of teachers.   The focus 
of all of the changes has been to improve the effectiveness of teachers and teaching 
for the purpose of significantly improving student learning of America’s students. 

Results – WHOOPS!!
Results of existing teacher evaluation systems have failed to discriminate 

among teachers, with almost all teachers being rated as performing to 
standards or better.  At the same time, the results of student achievement 
tests show little or no growth.  Stephen Sawchek in Education Week 
(2/6/13) reports that the figures are resoundingly familiar. 

“In Michigan, 98 percent of teachers were rated effective or better under 
new teacher-evaluation systems recently put in place. In Florida, 97 percent 
of teachers were deemed effective or better. Principals in Tennessee judged 
98 percent of teachers to be “at expectations” or better last school year, while 
evaluators in Georgia gave good reviews to 94 percent of teachers.”

The newly released PISA 2012 data on 15-year-olds show: 
“Eighteen education systems had higher average scores than the United 

States in all three subjects. The 18 education systems are: Australia, Canada, 
Chinese Taipei, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Hong Kong-China, Ireland, Japan, 
Liechtenstein, Macao-China, Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Republic 
of Korea, Shanghai-China, Singapore, and Switzerland. The U.S. states 

 Helping teachers  
renew their  

professional licenses 
Convenient and Affordable

Non-degree Courses 
for Maintaining Teacher 
Certification / Licenses

 

“Created by Teachers  
    for Teachers”

ONLINE  
PROFESSIONAL  
DEVELOPMENT

Courses are written to the 
nationally adopted Common 

Core Standards

You can get started right away 
and complete coursework at 

your own pace

We are the MOST cost effective 
professional development option

215-660-4926
www.theteachersacademy.com

ACSI Approved Provider
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School Specialty
Classroom Libraries
Let Us Help You Create Your Custom
Classroom Library Solution with Our

Ready-Made Complete Common Core
Classroom Libraries

Why School Specialty Libraries?
• Your entire collection is leveled by multiple means, 

which allows students to choose books at-level 

during the guided reading portion of their daily literacy block.

• Classroom sets facilitate individual guided reading enabling 

scaffolded instruction.

• Libraries are customizable by non-fiction or fiction, genre, 

interest, etc., on a classroom basis.

• All of our leveled readers have been evaluated and vetted by 

educators to align with Common Core, and specific 

strategies for instruction are in the included Jossey-Bass 

Curriculum Maps publication.

Contact us at 1-800-221-1165

School Specialty has created
a brand new collection of
the best-of-the-best K-8
authentic text, trade books
that allow you to start-up,
expand, and organize your
classroom reading centers.

Massachusetts and Connecticut also had higher average scores 
than the United States in math,science and reading literacy.

U.S. Performance Over Time 
The U.S. average mathematics, science, and reading literacy 

scores in 2012 were not measurably different from average scores 
in previous PISA assessment years with which comparisons can 
be made (2003, 2006, and 2009 for mathematics; 2006 and 
2009 for science; and 2000, 2003, and 2009 for reading).”

National Center for Educational Statistics NCES 2014-024
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION  December, 2013

Flat student achievement data in state after state, as well as measures of 
student achievement internationally, substantiate the lack of correlation 
between student outcomes and the newly adopted teacher evaluation systems.

The ultimate purpose of teacher evaluation systems is to help improve 
teacher effectiveness.  This should logically lead to improve student 
achievement.  Unfortunately, the intended result of improving student 
achievement did not occur.  The multiple measures of data collected, 
the procedures in place to process that data, the time and energy that 
conscientious teachers and administrators put forth, the professional 
development that was assigned to correct documented areas of weakness 
- all that were to be linked to, connect to, or correlated with student 
achievement appears to have missed the mark!  What happened?

The Missing Link 
First of all, we do not believe the efforts of districts and states were 

in total error!  There are positive changes occurring.  There is a greater 
focus on analyzing student work and data, efforts to keep students in 
school until graduation are beginning to pay off, schools are attending 
to bullying and creating safer environments in which students can 
learn, the kinds and uses of technology for teaching and learning are 
evolving, and programs are emerging to make learning more relevant, 
engaging, and meaningful for students. The conversation about 
teaching has expanded in the last decade.  So what is missing? 

We propose that other factors, directly under the control of the 
teacher and that are measurable, may be a better avenue to assessing 
teacher effectiveness. These include: (1) a deep understanding of the 
Content Knowledge of the Common Core Standards – the expectations 
for student learning, (2) effective instruction that is aligned to the 
Common Core Standards – Content Pedagogy, and (3) the professional 
teaching standards that apply to all content and instruction, commonly 
referred to as the InTASC Standards – Professional Knowledge.  
They are measureable and all within the teacher’s control.  

Most of the teacher evaluation systems today are similar in nature 
and are evolutions of previous systems that have grown to accommodate 
new requirement and policies. They are not necessarily bad or poorly 
implemented but do appear to be lacking in helping teachers improve 
student learning. Multiple measures are certainly needed and adding 
measures of the three areas listed above can only help teachers become 
more effective and have a positive impact on student learning.

Dr. Sandra K Darling is
President and CEO, Learning Bridges

Dr. Timothy R. Vansickle is
Consultant/Founder, Advanced Assessment Systems
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PREPARING  
ENGLISH LEARNERS  
FOR THE COMMON CORE

COMMON CORE

A New Challenge for Teachers
With changes in education today, the success of English Language 

Learners has never been more uncertain. The implementation of 
the Common Core State Standards has brought increased rigor for 
nearly all students. Many educators have welcomed the challenge, 
but some remain unsure. Specifically, teachers of English Learners 
and those who administer their programs report that they are 
feeling concerned. They wonder how the increased rigor of the 
Common Core assessments will adequately demonstrate student 
learning, and thus, student achievement for their students.

The English Learner, or LEP, subgroup, has historically lagged behind 
their native English-speaking peers with respect to test scores. With the 
advent of Common Core, there has never been a time in the history 
of the United States where this will be truer than when the first round 
of scores are released following the PARCC and other CC assessments 
in 2015. There are a few reasons for that, two of which are lack of 
preparation of teachers for these drastic changes, and lack of preparation 
of students on how to navigate the increased rigor  independently. 

While much has been suggested regarding preparing ELs for the 
Common Core, there is little about how, exactly, to translate the 
suggestions into strategies that will help our classroom teachers.

That very angst led to what has become a career-long study 
of what others were doing that worked – and not just in the 
field of second language acquisition – to get results with their 
students. Based upon those findings, I began to break complex 
tasks into bite-sized pieces that students could use to accomplish 
larger tasks at hand. And, lo and behold, it worked!

 “I remember how frustrating it was to have the 30,000 foot view of 
what teaching English Language Learners should look like, and having 
no clue how to actually implement that ‘should’ in my classroom.” 

So, when I began to hear of Common Core, I researched it deeply 
to see what was really being asked of students. I wanted to see if these 
scaffolds, or helps, I’d created that assisted students with performing 
the smaller parts of the larger tasks, would work. It took longer for 
me to see the applicability because the Common Core is so dissimilar 
to the way most teachers had been teaching.  But thankfully, after a 
short time, I could see their applicability. I would like to share two 
of them with you in this brief overview – the two that have made the 
most sense to me in helping English Learners become more proficient 
in this new way of teaching and learning. First, the essential piece, 
which is helping students learn the vocabulary related to tasks they 
will be asked to perform, and second, how to help students break 
tasks down into meaningful ‘bites,’ and scaffold them to success. 

Effective Vocabulary  
Development for English Learners

A key to assisting ELs with any task, problem, or assignment is 
helping students understand the associated vocabulary necessary for its 
completion. I’ve learned, through personal experience and supporting 
research, that conventional methods of vocabulary instruction – looking 
up the word in a dictionary or thesaurus – were ineffective with English 
Learners. This is supported by the findings of the National Reading 
Panel in 2000 (www.nationalreadingpanel.org), which found that these 
methods, by which many current teachers were taught in their prior 
schooling, are actually the least effective methods for learning vocabulary. 
While it’s ineffective for native English speakers, English Learners merely 
encounter more words that they don’t know when using these ‘tools.’

I then conducted a meta-analysis of effective practice related 
to vocabulary development, and found the following:

•  Students who struggle with reading are not likely to learn 
new words solely through interacting with text. (Beck)

 
•    Words are best learned in context, through semantic 

mapping, and in relationship to other words. (Sternberg)
•    Words that provide an emotional connection are the 

most easily learned and remembered. (Sylwester)
•    Pairing words with actions is one of the most 

effective ways to teach new words. (Blaydes)
 Curious about how quickly students should be learning English, I 

queried the rate at which English Learners must acquire vocabulary to 
catch up and keep pace with their English- ‐speaking peers. I reviewed the 
work of the Texas Reading Initiative (2002), which states the following:

•  In grades K-2, regular education students learn 
800+ new words each year, about 2 per day.

•  From 3rd grade onward these same students learn 
about 3,000 words each year, or 6-8 per day.

•  In order for ELs to succeed, they need to learn 2,000 new words 
in English per year in grades K-2, approximately 5-7 per day, and 
from 3rd grade onward, approximately 8-12 per, or 4,000 per year.

We know that students who have a restricted code, or a low level 
of oral language, will not enjoy the same academic success as those 
who have mastered grade-level vocabulary. Through the synthesis 
of years of research review and teacher curriculum development, we 
continue to create strategies and semantic maps to help teachers teach 
vocabulary to ELs in such a way that rapid English acquisition could 
take place. Teachers report that using these same strategies and scaffolds 
with regular education students have produced remarkable growth in 

By Anne Swigard
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Did you know?  
Pairing words with actions is 
one of the most effective ways 
to teach new words. (Blaydes)

student vocabulary mastery and retention. Additionally, we have 
found that not every strategy is appropriate for teaching every 
word; therefore, we help teachers determine which strategies to use 
for each word to maximize their vocabulary teaching success.

 
Success on Common Core Assessments

As with the acquisition of any new skill set, it’s important to 
understand that we, as teachers, must provide scaffolds for tasks 
and employ multiple-modality instruction for task-centric new 
vocabulary. In doing so, we enable our ELs to undertake the 
challenge of rigorous problem-solving activities such as those 
found on the assessments related to the Common Core.

     Through the teaching of not only our content, but also the 
analysis and application of the skills necessary to complete complex 
tasks, we can ensure that our English Learners will achieve success in 
this era of high stakes testing involving rigorous problem-solving.

By Anne Swigard
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SEVEN STEPS to Common Core 
Assessment Understanding and Success 
for English Language Learners

Administrators and teachers can 
help their EL students to prepare for the 
increased rigor of the Common Core 
assessments by taking the following steps:

1.   Create or seek out tasks that are of 
the same rigor as those on Common 
Core assessments. Relate these 
to the students’ lives by changing 
the names and scenarios to match 
students’ experiences. This will be a 
long-term ‘project,’ and should precede 
the testing by several months. 

2.  Analyze each step of the task. What 
are the skills necessary to complete 
the task? Pre-assess students, or review 
recent data, prior to the teaching 
of each skill required to solve the 
problem. If there are students who 
haven’t achieved mastery of the skill, 
create mini-lessons to work with 
struggling students to ensure that they 
have mastery of those requisite skills.

3.  Pre-teach vocabulary 
contained in the task using 
pre-selected strategies. 

4.  Read the task with the students. 
Point out each different step that 
they will take to solve the problem. 
Write each step in a different color 
on chart paper or your white board. 

5.  Use research-based scaffolds 
combined with cooperative 
learning to increase the language 
production and content acquisition 
of students as they learn each skill.

6.  Have students perform each step 
of the task until the problem is 
solved. Check for understand 
after each step before moving 
to the next. Now is the time to 
clear up misunderstandings.

7.  Practice the skills and vocabulary 
learned during this task in different 
ways so that students understand 
the applicability of each new 
skill or word to other tasks.

In Summary
Students who have the necessary language 

and problem-solving skills will become 
increasingly more successful at completing 
tasks such as those found on the Common 
Core assessments.  This is also true for our 
students who are learning English. Since 
2000, Educational Training Specialists 
has worked to provide teachers with the 
training and tools that they need to increase 
the student achievement of their English 
Learners. The consistent use of such 
research-informed methods for teaching 
ELs will help teachers be more prepared 
than ever to close the achievement gap 
between non-native English speakers 
and native English speakers.

To contact Anne Swigard at Educational 
Training Specialists regarding professional 
development in research- ‐informed scaffolds 
and vocabulary instruction, call 1-800-279-
7135 or 480-502-8250.  Or visit the website 
at www.training4teachers.com to learn more 
about what we can do for your district or school.
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COMMON CORE

By Joe Crawford

As districts struggle with and prepare for the 
full implementation of the Common Core State 
Standards (CCSS) and the coming national 
assessments, there is more than enough anxiety and 
trepidation over this initiative. Questions loom. 
How do we prepare for the new CCSS and its 
assessment program?  Will scores decline as much 
as some are predicting? But the real question the 
reader has to answer is “how do I help my district 
prepare for this new initiative?”  That is the bottom 
line, not what the state or region or other districts 
will do, but what will I do to support my district. 

The very first item on that “checklist” should 
be does my district have a guaranteed and viable 
curriculum? The research of Lezotte, Schmoker, 
Reeves, and others tells us clearly that this is crucial, 
and by itself can produce 25 to 30 percent increases 
in student performance. Guaranteed, taught in 
every classroom and viable and aligned to the 
assessment system — that is the first requirement. 
If the district cannot say that this particular skill 
(as outlined in the CCSS) is learned at this point 

in the school system, then there can be no system 
of accountability or improvement. We don’t know 
when that skill is taught, so we cannot be sure of 
who should have taught that standard or when the 
student should have learned it. Even though that 
is an entirely separate issue from assessments, in an 
aligned curriculum, instruction, and assessment 
system, all three must be aligned to the assessments 
to complete the teaching, learning, assessing loop.

In any system, in order to prepare students for 
success on an assessment (be it PARCC, Smarter 
Balance, or any other), the student must be taught 
those skills, at the same level of Bloom that he or she 
will be assessed on the national assessment. If the 
intended curriculum, the curriculum that all teachers 
are expected to teach, is aligned in both content 
and context (Bloom’s level) AND the common, 
formative, local assessments reflect those skills at the 
same level of Bloom, then the local assessments will 
serve both as predictors and even preparation for the 
major assessments, regardless of which assessment 
is used by the state. Sounds simple, doesn’t it?  But 
that is exactly the work district leaders must be 

undertaking now, before, during, and after the 
assessment is given. We should align the curriculum 
we publish to the curriculum we teach, monitoring 
to ensure that intended curriculum is being 
taught and learned, and assessing that intended 
curriculum at the same level and complexity 
of Bloom as the new national assessments.

We really do not know what the assessments 
will look like. We have been told this is being 
done, and that alignment is being addressed, 
and new assessment strategies are being built, 
but we really won’t know for sure until we see 
the new assessments. We will have to take those 
promises for now and prepare accordingly. How 
do district leaders do that? Not by burdening our 
teachers with even more testing. The solution 
is to develop a guaranteed, viable curriculum, 
aligned to the CCSS and subject to the Plan, 
Do, Check, Act system. Ensure adjustments 
can be made to those curriculum expectations 
once the new national assessments debut and 
teachers become more proficient at interpreting 
and using the CCSS and the national assessment 
system to improve student performance.  

Is it possible to develop a curriculum in this 
short time before the new assessment system? In 
three days of staff development work, districts have 
developed a PreK-12 set of curriculum documents 
that serve as the foundation for curriculum, 
instruction, and assessments AND produced 
some remarkable gains in student performance 
— as much as 35 percent in a single year.

Districts can begin by bringing their own 
teachers together to use the CCSS to create 
end-of-year expectations (Local CCS Standards) 
based on the CCSS, like these below for 
Kindergarten Math, Geometry Domain:

•  Identify and describe these two-dimensional 
shapes: square, rectangle, circle, triangle, oval, 

CCSS FORMATIVE  
ASSESSMENT

Local assessments prepare for  
and predict performance

KM-2.G-O1.2  Identify two-dimensional shapes: square,  
rectangle, circle, triangle, oval, heart, rhombus, and star. 
(K.G.1|K.G.2)

KM-2.G-O1.3  Give examples to show understanding of  
positional words. (K.G.1|K.G.2)

KM-2.G-O2.6  Draw pictures to replicate shapes. (K.G.1|K.G.2)
KM-2.G-O3.2  Demonstrate knowledge of positional words. (K.G.1|K.G.2)
KM-2.G-O4.5  Describe two dimensional shapes using attributes such as sides 

and corners. (K.G.1|K.G.2)
(Figure 1)
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heart, rhombus, and star. Distinguish the relative positions of objects 
using terms such as above, below, beside, in front of, behind, and next to.

These end-of-year goals are then scaffolded into within-year 
learning goals (Instructional Objectives) like these in Figure 1:

These within-year learning goals then show how the teacher is expected 
to scaffold the learning so that it leads to end-of-year learning targets. 
ALL lessons, activities, assessments and classroom materials are developed 
around these and other Instructional Objectives. These are assigned a time 
for learning (01.2 means first quarter, second Instructional Objective and 
so on) to ensure that all teachers are teaching the same skills at about the 
same time, but NOT necessarily using the same materials or approaches, 
using the same assessments, and scoring those on the same scale. All 
teachers in a grade/course have just taught the same CCSS-aligned skills, 
given the same assessment, and scored it on the same scale. NOW 
teachers have something to talk about in their PLC. How do we account 
for differences? What strategies worked? Didn’t work? Which students 
did not learn the intended curriculum and will need to be re-taught 
that particular skill? Can we re-group for remediation? In this system, all 
assessments are locally developed to reflect the Local CCS Standards and 
Instructional Objectives.  Assessments are then scanned by the school 
copier, and within a minute all teachers receive the same three reports:

1. Item Analysis: Item by item, how did each 
student do? Is the assessment appropriate?

2. Instructional Objective report: Which students 
did and did not learn the material?

3. Comparison report: How did my students perform? 
The building students? The district students?

This creates a curriculum, instruction, and assessment system, created, 
controlled and used by the teachers to improve student performance by 
improving instruction and assessment practices.  We have teachers design 
the expectations based on the CCSS, agree to teach those expectations, 
then assess student performance based on the intended curriculum and 
provide instant feedback to the teachers to improve their efforts.

Joe Crawford is author of Using Power Standards to Build an Aligned 
Curriculum and Aligning Your Curriculum to the CCSS, published by 
Corwin. For additional information, email joe@partners4results.org.

“Is it possible to develop a 
curriculum in this short time 
before the new assessment 
system? In three days of staff 
development work, districts 
have developed a PreK-12 set of 
curriculum documents that serve 
as the foundation for curriculum, 
instruction, and assessments AND 
produced some remarkable gains 
in student performance — as much 
as 35 percent in a single year.”

At Partners4Results, Our proven technology 
and processes helps you identify those students 
who are mastering the intended curriculum and 
identifies students in need of intervention.

We partner with your staff to create 
CCSS-aligned curriculum, which 
national research shows is the first step 
to improving student performance.

We work with your staff to use the CCSS 
to determine the most critical areas 
of learning, and develop end-of-year and 
within-year learning targets.  Using these 
local standards, your staff then develops 
aligned assessments, printed, 
scored, and reported instantly 
and onsite. Staff then use their own 
expertise to teach that aligned curriculum.

We provide state-of-the-art, easy-to-use, 
web-based technology to create assessments 
tied to your learning objectives and standards.

At every stage of the cycle, we provide the 
guidance, support, and technology 
you need to succeed. For information 
about this proven process – and to find out  
how it is currently transforming school districts, 
call Joe Crawford at 1-800-679-5454 
Ext. 1 Visit www.partners4results.org

IMPROVE  
student performance by 

with Curriculum  
Alignment Technology

(or more)
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Common  
Core  

Reading:  
Unlocking  

Informational  
Text through  

Classroom 
Libraries

 By Matthew Christiansen

Informational text. We see the phrase over and over in 
the Common Core State Standards for English Language 
Arts, and generally acknowledge that students need to read 
more engaging nonfiction content. Yet in many classrooms, 
the Common Core expectation to have students reading 
fifty percent nonfiction and informational text by fourth 
grade leaves teachers, administrators, and parents concerned. 
New assessments looming on the horizon—whether from 
PARCC, SBAC, or written by the state—introduce additional 
concerns around students’ ability to successfully work with 
informational text.

These informational texts have a singular purpose: to convey 
information. They differ from literary texts in that they are 
strictly informational; for example, a user manual, a map, 
and a recipe book could all be considered informational.  A 
“nonfiction text” can be either literature or informational text, 
depending upon its style and intent. An informational text can 
be a combination of many elements, including narratives, charts, 
tables, memos, and maps. They often describe procedures and 
require re-reading for students to fully comprehend the content.

Why Informational Text?
The ability to read and interpret informational text is 

undeniably important. The technological demands of the 
twenty-first century require each of us to regularly read content 
that is increasingly technical and informational in nature; this 
shift will become more profound as technology continues to 
advance. Reading informational text requires a different skill 

COMMON CORE
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set that many students are unfamiliar with, let alone are able 
to use effectively. By emphasizing informational text in the 
intermediate grades, the authors of the Common Core State 
Standards are attempting to build a foundation for these 
skills early on and build upon that foundation through the 
later grades.

This emphasis on informational text is nothing new. It has 
been at least a decade since the call was raised to increase the 
use of informational text as part of reading instruction. Early 
research indicated that students benefited from increased 
access to informational text in the classroom, and that parents 
were also motivated to read more as they shared these reading 
experiences with their children. 

Students who are fluent readers of literary texts 
sometimes struggle with informational text. Although they 
have little problem decoding the text, they are challenged 
by tasks that require comprehension or analysis strategies 
that are unique to informational text. While these students 
excel in a pre-Common Core classroom, and will continue 
to excel as readers, they will inevitably struggle with 
assessments that measure the application of these strategies, 
as defined in the Standards.

Aligned Content and Rigorous Instruction
Some administrators and teachers are frustrated by 

this shift, because their current (and often expensive) pre-
Common Core reading programs are teaching kids to read, 
in some cases with great success. Many anthologies include 
some nonfiction and informational text. The instruction in 
these programs, however, often fails to rise to the instructional 
demands of the Standards and will not adequately prepare 
students for success on assessments that are Common Core-
aligned. They simply lack the rigor of the Standards.

The issue is compounded by the fact that many states, 
schools, and districts either lack the funds to purchase 
new basal programs or have delayed the purchase of new 
resources until they have a better understanding of the 
full scope of the Standards and assessments. Students will 
continue to learn to read and develop comprehension skills 
for fiction texts, but the lack of preparation for the analysis 
of informational text looms over the heads of teachers. Out 
of necessity, many schools are turning to classroom libraries 
as a solution to the problem.

How Does the Solution Work?
Building a comprehensive classroom library that includes 

both literature and informational texts gives teachers the 
flexibility to meet the demands of the Standards. These 
libraries are generally a collection of individual trade books 
rather than a single anthology, and can be customized to 
meet the needs and interests of students. One key to effective 
inclusion of informational texts is to make available a variety 
of informational texts organized around themes or big ideas. 
This assortment of titles gives students a choice in accessing 
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informational text that is interesting to them and 
supports daily classroom instruction.

Simply providing the books is not enough. 
Although access to the books will likely increase 
the amount of informational text students 
read, books alone do not provide support for 
the teacher. To be successful implementing 
informational text in the classroom, the teacher 
needs three things:

•  Instructional materials for the students. 
Building a classroom library addresses this 
need, focusing on student needs and interests 
through high-interest informational texts.

•  Professional development. While many 
reading strategies are universal for literary 
and informational text, there are others that 
apply only to informational text. Addressing 
the content needs without preparing teachers 
for the instructional shifts will do little when 
students are faced with assessments tasks that 
require critical thinking and analytical skills.

•  Teacher resources. Without structured 
lessons, the reading that students do will 
not help students become critical readers of 
informational text. These resources vary and 

could be as large as structured curriculum 
maps that tell teachers when and how to 
utilize the print resources, or as small as 
teaching cards for each title that provide text-
specific prompts and strategies.

As teachers and administrators begin the 
work of creating classroom libraries, they may 
wonder where to start. One starting point 
could be Appendix B in the Common Core 
State Standards, which provides a list of text 
exemplars selected based on three criteria: 
complexity, quality, and range. It is important 
to remember that the exemplars are just that: 
examples. The list is certainly not exhaustive, 
and schools and districts are encouraged to think 
beyond the list. The authors of the Common 
Core State Standards note at the beginning of 
the appendix that, “The choices should serve as 
useful guideposts in helping educators select texts 
of similar complexity, quality, and range for their 
own classrooms.” A library that begins with these 
exemplars is a good start, but additional titles 
should be considered that address student needs 
and interests.

Many companies are now marketing 
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classroom library collections in preconfigured 
sets. When considering these options, educators 
should consider the following questions:

•  Does the collection provide an appropriate 
balance between literature and informational 
text? Remember that nonfiction is not 
always informational text, so some fiction-
nonfiction sets may fall short in this area.

•  Are there resources for the teacher that 
support the instructional rigor of the 
Common Core State Standards?

•  Do the titles address the needs and interests 

of the students in the classroom, school, 
and community?

•  Can the set be customized to provide 
titles that are more relevant to students? 
Many out-of-the box libraries are sold 
one way only, and do not allow for 
customization to meet local curricular 
needs and student interests.

Closing Thoughts
Building a classroom library that balances 

literature and informational text helps meet 

the immediate needs created by the Standards. 
A well-configured library will last through 
future reading program adoptions and 
continue to provide the kinds of resources that 
students and teachers need to be successful. 
While everyone is concerned with assessment 
scores and student performance, our ultimate 
goal as educators is to help students become 
critical consumers of information in any 
form. With that goal in mind, we need to face 
informational text with optimism and hope for 
every learner.

“Students will continue to learn to read  

and develop comprehension skills for fiction texts,  

but the lack of preparation for the analysis of  

informational text looms over the heads of teachers.”
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HIGHER EDUCATION

By Dennis L. McElhoe, Ph.D.

For anyone working full-time and balancing 
family responsibilities, the thought of returning 
to college for a master degree can be very 
daunting — even intimidating. Unfortunately, 
it seems that nearly every week another state 
legislature or school district takes action to 
eliminate incentive pay for teachers completing 
a graduate degree in education as well as tuition 
reimbursement for continuing their professional 
development, thereby creating a potential 
disincentive for some to pursue a master’s.  

However, for the majority of us who 
undertook the challenge of pursuing and 
completing a Master’s degree, the effort 
represented a personal achievement as 
well as a professional accomplishment. 
For me it began over 20 years ago, when I 
transitioned into higher education at the 
completion of a career in public safety. 

When I received an appointment to 
lead a continuing education program at a 
community college in 1993, the position I 
accepted didn’t require an education beyond 
my bachelor in Business Administration. 
However, I believed undertaking the challenge 
of completing a graduate degree would 
provide me with a better understanding of 

my newly chosen second career, as well as 
help to prepare me for future opportunities. 

The decision to pursue a M.S. in Education 
with a specialization in adult learning, then, 
was fairly simple for me as it coincided not 
only with my personal interests, but with the 
chosen path of my second career. However, 
those of you who have worked in elementary, 
middle and secondary education since 
completion of your bachelor programs perhaps 
are experiencing some level of burnout in your 
current position. Similar to a number of our 
current graduate students, you likely have a 
desire to remain in the field, but are unsure 
where to begin or what opportunities are 
available beyond your current area of expertise.

The pursuit of a Master of Science or Master 
of Arts in Education would seem to be the logical 
next step in your career path. When considering 
the challenge of completing a graduate degree 
you will not only have to determine your area 
of specialization, but how and where you will 
complete your program of study.  The choices 
for each are numerous requiring a significant 
amount of time and research to arrive at the 
correct decision that will determine the next 
steps in your career. The purpose of this article 

then, is to provide those of you considering a 
graduate program with some basic information 
from which to begin consideration of pursuing 
and completing your learning objectives.  

Over the next six years, the U.S. Department 
of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics projects 
that overall employment opportunities for 
individuals holding a Master of Education 
will grow by 14 percent .  When looking at 
the data more closely, however, employment 
opportunities vary by specialization.

For example, recent research published by 
the Center for Disease Control unfortunately 
found that the prevalence of children diagnosed 
with an Autism Spectrum Disorder was one 
in 88 in 2008, an increase of 26 percent over 
a similar study conducted in 2006 and 78 
percent when compared to data collected in 
2002.  As a result, the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
projects that demand for K-12 teachers with 
training in Autism Spectrum Disorders will 
continue to increase at a rate of  six percent 
annually through the year 2022.   Although 
graduate programs in this field are still emerging, 
a number of institutions such as UNC 
Charlotte have well established programs 
with nationally recognized faculty, providing 

Selecting a  
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excellent learning opportunities.
Instructional Technologist, also 

known as Instructional Coordinator, 
is another specialization experiencing significant demand within the 
K-12 community and post-secondary education as well as business 
and industry. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
graduates of Master programs with a specialization in this field can 
expect demand exceeding 10 percent annually through 2022.  

For those teachers interested in pursuing K-12 leadership opportunities, 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that demand for individuals 
completing a M.Ed. in Administration or School Leadership, credentials 
often required for principalships, will grow by 10 percent over the next six 
years.   In comparison, the Bureau projects that demand for school and 
career counselors will be even larger, growing by 19 percent through 2020.  

Current K-12 educators considering a transition into a career in post-
secondary education will be interested to learn that demand for higher ed. 
administrators will also grow by 19 percent over the next six years.    Mid-level 
to senior leadership positions in higher education typically require at least 
a Master’s in an appropriate field. Specializations relevant to administrative 
positions include Higher Education Administration, Adult and Continuing 
Education, Distance Learning, Educational Technology and Student 

Affairs among others.
Non-teaching positions 

in higher education can 
be challenging, fulfilling 
and from my own career 
experiences, those interested 
in such positions will 
find that opportunities 
abound for one to make 
a truly positive impact on 
the lives of others.  Such 
positions have often 
been responsible for 

the development of new initiatives and policies intended to better 
serve an institution’s current and potential student population. 

Typically, most administrative positions at colleges and 
universities do not hold a faculty appointment with the exception 
of senior leadership positions such as Provost, Associate Provost, 
Dean and Associate Dean. However, if interest exists, temporary 
or adjunct teaching assignments are occasionally available. 

For those of you interested in transitioning into teaching full-time 
at the college or university level, the Bureau of Labor Statistics projects 
that opportunities at two and four year institutions will increase by 17 
percent over the next six years.  While teaching at or above the Master 
level obviously requires a doctorate in an appropriate, opportunities 
and demand do exist at community and junior colleges  as well 
as senior institutions for faculty holding a M.Ed. or M.A.T. 

Concurrent with your research into what will ultimately be your 
field of specialization should be an investigation of the type of program 
in which you intend to invest your time and money. This investigation 
should begin with a self-evaluation of your own learning preference 
and the compatibility of that preference with the delivery options and 
the institutions that offer the program that will provide you the best 
opportunity to successfully complete your learning objectives.

Public institutions such as UNC Charlotte offer potential graduate students 
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the choices of completing their learning objectives in a traditional on-campus 
format, via hybrid delivery at a site close to one’s place of employment or 
residence, or completely online. Although programs offered by private and 
for-profit institutions offer selected graduate programs in all three modes of 
instruction, several only offer their graduate programs completely online. 

Determining the mode of instruction that best matches your learning 
preference is a vital component to a successful graduate experience. However, 
the regional and national reputation of the institution, the program being 
considered and the quality and reputation of the program’s faculty should also 
be closely evaluated and compared with other institutions offering similar 
programs. Individuals exploring a graduate program from the same institution 
where they received their bachelor degree should still investigate thoroughly 
the quality of the specific program in which they’re interested as occasionally 
one will find that the graduate program of their alma mater unfortunately 
may not match the quality of their completed baccalaureate program.

Research and my own experience of over 20 years in the field suggests that  
the quality of services available to potential and current graduate students and 
administrative responsiveness to inquiries before and after admission are as 
important as the reputation of the institution and the quality of instruction 
when determining which program to seek admission.  As you conduct your 
research, it’s important to include an evaluation of the critical second component 
to a successful graduate experience — the non-instructional services of the 
institution or institutions you may be considering for your graduate program. 

The overall cost for completion of a master degree comprises a critical 
third component to a successful graduate experience. Obviously costs 
vary widely between public, private and for-profit institutions and will 

undoubtedly be a determining factor in your choice of program. 
Ideally, cost should be evaluated in concert with your research on the 

quality of the programs and institutions under consideration to determine a 
potential return on your investment. Does the reputation of the institution 
and program justify the overall cost?  Is the institution and program being 
considered viewed as reputable by one’s current or future employers?  What 
is the promotion or employment potential for graduates of a particular 
program? These are questions you should consider when exploring the 
various opportunities for completing a graduate program in Education. 

To assist you with your consideration, highly reputable resources 
for comparing programs and institutions are readily available online. 
However, as you might guess, graduates themselves often represent 
the best resource when evaluating the efficacy of an institution and 
program and you may find that several of your colleagues who have 
completed a graduate program may be willing to share their experiences 
and provide recommendations. In addition, social media provides 
opportunities for you to review positive or negative comments of 
current or former students of various institutions and programs.

The process of investigating and finally determining the best graduate 
program and specialization can be quite time-consuming. However, as  
I indicated at the outset of this article, the rewards in terms of personal  
and professional can be very satisfying, so don’t delay. Begin your  
journey today.
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By Mary A. Larson

State lines don’t matter much to students who 
take online college courses. A Florida undergrad 
can supplement coursework with an online class 
from a Texas college. A North Carolina mom 
can update her workforce credentials in a degree 
program from a Georgia university. And both 
of them will have the same quality experience 
online as students in those colleges’ home states.

They won’t be alone. The 2013 Babson Survey 
Research Group reveals the number of higher 
education students taking at least one online 
course has now surpassed 7.1 million. The 6.1 
percent growth rate, although the lowest for a 
decade, still represents over 400,000 additional 
students taking at least one online course.

A new collaboration, State Authorization 
Reciprocity Agreements (SARA) among states 
and postsecondary institutions promises to 
make distance education easier and safer for 
students by creating a nationwide clearinghouse 
for what’s approved and available. 

Nontraditional students returning to complete 
degrees stand to benefit in particular. Adult 
students often rely on distance education to juggle 
college with other responsibilities. Think of the 
barriers this removes for someone with three years 
of credits from two institutions who is working 
full time, for example.  Access to more programs 
to search for a good fit for schedule and budget 
makes earning the credential much easier.

“For many students, online classes are key 
to graduating, which is critical to state goals to 
increase college completion rates and build a better 
educated workforce,” says Southern Regional 
Education Board (SREB) President Dave Spence.” 

Who Approves Postsecondary Programs?
It is the job of states to authorize programs 

offered by postsecondary institutions within 
their own borders. They also regulate what 
educational opportunities out-of-state institutions 
may offer to students who live in their states. 

Beginning in 1997, the Southern 
Regional Education Board brought together 
representatives from its 16 states to develop 
Principles of Good Practice and an approval 
process to permit reciprocity between SREB 
states for courses and programs included in the 
Electronic Campus. SREB states participate 
in the Electronic Campus, an electronic 
marketplace that now includes almost 20,000 
online courses, plus more than two thousand 
degree programs. This growth has boosted 
development of online courses and programs 
and greatly expanded students’ access to them. 

As enrollment in distance education programs 
has grown, so have states’ concerns about the 
quality of education their residents may receive 
from out-of-state institutions. And some state 
regulatory offices began to find it difficult to 
conduct meaningful reviews and ongoing oversight 
of the hundreds, if not thousands, of out-of-state 
institutions operating in their states. Institutions 
applying for authorization found the requirements 
— both paper and financial — varied 
dramatically from state to state and year to year. 

How can states fulfill their consumer protection 
role to be sure their residents are receiving a quality 
education? The issue: What state is responsible 
when an institution physically located in one 
state — the traditional criteria for state oversight 
— offers education to residents of other states?

In 2010 the U.S. Department of Education 
reminded institutions that states were responsible 
for all education offered to residents within 
their state boundaries, regardless of where this 
education originated. This regulation applies 
to all types of postsecondary education for 
which students qualified for federal student 
assistance. While this was consistent with existing 
law, it was overlooked by many institutions. 
Few states were even aware of the substantial 
amount of distance education provided to their 
residents by institutions from other states.

This meant that following state authorization, 
as it had existed in the past, held major 

implications for postsecondary institutions and 
states. Institutions outside the SREB region 
would incur the costs of securing and maintaining 
approvals. States faced the potential of thousands 
of institutions requesting approval, far exceeding 
the capacity of state authorization agencies. 
The state authorization process for institutions 
is both time-consuming and expensive: the 
application processes, application fees and 
physical-presence definitions are not consistent. 

SARA: A Nationwide Agreement
Now interstate reciprocity is going national. 

With SREB’s Electronic Campus as a model, 
states, accreditors and regional higher education 
organizations have come together to develop 
a national reciprocity agreement to address 
the challenges of state authorization. 

The result of this discussion has been the 
Findings, Principals and Recommendations of 
the State Authorization Reciprocity Agreements 
(SARA). When it is operational, SARA will require 
each participating accredited, degree-granting 
institution to be authorized by its home state 
and eliminate the need for it to obtain individual 
approvals in all of the states where they serve 
distance education students. Institutions in 
participating states will be recognized to deliver 
online offerings in other participating states, which 
are assured that programs have been reviewed 
and approved under the same standards.

To participate in SARA, institutions will agree 
to the distance education requirements that all 
regional accreditors now use. An institution’s 
home state will be responsible for verifying the 
institution meets the requirements. Any U.S. 
degree-granting institution must be authorized 
to issue degrees by a government — typically a 
state but sometimes Congress or an American 
Indian tribe. SARA pertains to approval of 
distance education courses and programs offered 
across state lines by institutions. What SARA 
does is centralize the authorization process 
for each institution in a single state, called the 

Nationwide Reciprocity 
Stands to Lower Students’ 
Barriers to Distance Ed

HIGHER EDUCATION
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institution’s “home state.” Colleges or universities 
in a SARA state only need their home-state 
authorization to offer distance education in any 
other SARA member state. SARA has the added 
benefit of requiring participating institutions 
to find out where their online students live, 
something that has not been tracked until 
very recently by the majority of institutions.

The National Council for State 
Authorization Reciprocity Agreements 
is the organization formed to coordinate 
this voluntary process for state oversight 
of distance education. SARA should: 

Broaden offerings  
and lower costs for students

Students seeking online education will 
have a vastly larger pool to choose from, 
and good-quality programs will be available 
from many states and thus easier to access. 
Today, some students are finding their 
options limited as institutions choose not 
to serve students in states with onerous 
authorization requirements. Students will 
benefit from a consistent nationwide approach 
to distance learning. SARA should:

• Expand access to educational offerings.
•  Lead to better resolution of complaints 

from students in SARA states.
•  Reduce a rapidly growing institutional 

cost that is in one way or another 
passed along to students.

•  Enhance overall quality of 
distance education.

Save institutions time and money
Colleges will no longer have to seek approvals 

for their degree programs on a case-by-case 
basis in other states. Working through these 
varying requirements with multiple agencies is 
time consuming and expensive.  SARA will:

•  Enable more efficient provision of 
distance education to a broader market.

• Reduce the number of other-state 
regulations to monitor and track.

•  Reduce the number of applications 
and individual state requirements.

•  Reduce costs such as staff payroll 
and time and fees for applications, 
surety bonds and agent licenses. 

Allow states to focus on  
oversight of their own institutions

The SARA state approval process reassures 

state regulators and assures their residents of 
quality distance education programs. States 
will be able to focus their limited resources 
on oversight of institutions within their states 
and out-of-state institutions with brick-
and-mortar buildings in their states. Since 
regulators will focus their reviews on their 
home-state institutions, they will have more 
confidence in the review process, and more 
assurance complaints will be handled and 
resolved. Additional state benefits from SARA:

•  Expands educational offerings 
to state residents.

•  Maintains state regulation of on-
the-ground instruction offered 
by out-of-state institutions.

•  Other SARA states will help 
resolve complaints. SARA states 
commit to resolving complaints 
stemming from distance education 
offered by their institutions.

•  Reduces costs for institutions, lessening 
this particular need to raise fees, and 
thereby supports affordability.

• Requires no membership cost to states.

A Three-Year Timeline
Indiana was the first state on board. 

The application of a second state will be 
announced the first week of April. By the end 
of 2014, 15 to 20 states will have signed on, 
and by the end of 2016, we anticipate that 40 
to 45 states will participate. Many states need 
approval from their legislatures, some of which 
convene every other year. By the end of 2017 
almost all states will participate in SARA.

So three years from now, with the 
system up and running nationwide, 
students can feel comfortable knowing 
they are registering for quality programs. 
States will be able to focus on monitoring 
institutions within their own states. And 
institutions can enroll students without 
worrying about what state they live in.

States, individual institutions and the 
nation as a whole are striving to support 
policies to raise postsecondary completion 
rates and create a better educated workforce. 
Nationwide reciprocity is a critical 
building block in those policies.

To learn details about this agreement, visit 
SREB.org/SARA or the National Council 
for State Authorization at NC-SARA.org. 



University and School District Collaborations
By Heather-Lee M. Baron, Ph. D. and Stacie M. Wolbert, D. Ed.

According to Juarez-Dappe, “Professionals in education at all levels have long 
argued for more contacts between secondary and post-secondary instructors as 
one important way to improve subject matter mastery. In response to this call, 
professional development activities that emphasize collaboration between middle/
high school teachers and university faculty have increased significantly in recent years.” 
Edinboro University of Pennsylvania’s (EU) Department of Middle and Secondary 
Education and Educational Leadership is an excellent example of this practice.  

Every school district sets annual goals they need to meet. Several school 
districts near EU seek the department’s aid in reaching these goals through various 
types of programs and/or services specifically tailored to address those goals. This 
article will describe how existing partnerships were expanded and how other 
collaborations have developed between school districts and the university.

The Beginning
Originally relationships between the university and local districts were somewhat 

shallow, focusing on teacher preparation. Often the only interaction in some districts 
would revolve around the needs of field experiences or class centered activities. 
In the last couple of years, mandates and initiatives like No Child Left Behind 
(NCLB) and Common Core State Standards (CCSS) have changed curriculum, 
instruction and assessment. Not only are teachers and schools held to higher 
levels of accountability determined by standardized test scores, teacher’s individual 
evaluations are now taking student performance into consideration. Due to these 
mandates some teachers limited teacher candidate’s time in class, even declining field 
and student teachers altogether. In conjunction with restrictions being placed on 
continuing education, some teachers became isolated from university faculty and 
initiatives. Understanding the constraints that teachers were working under, university 
faculty began talking with schools and districts from a new perspective; one that 
focused on the mutual benefits that collaboration could bring to their schools. 

One of the first extensive collaborative efforts was with a local middle school. The 
school had been providing an outdoor education program in an effort to eliminate the 
high number of injuries and fatalities that the community was experiencing related 
to hunting and water accidents. The program also included environmental science 
lessons relative to careers in the area and teambuilding activities. Budget constraints 
made the program a target for elimination; In an effort to maintain the valuable 
program, the school district began talking with university faculty to determine how 
the university could be involved. The EU faculty was eager to help and incorporated 
the camp into a four-course “block experience” of teacher candidates. The additional 
help provided through faculty and teacher candidates’ involvement, along with a 
national publication and university representation at the school board meeting, 
provided enough justification for the school board to continue the program. 

Over the years, participation has been refined in this endeavor. Teachers in the 
participating middle school volunteer their time, spending days and nights at the camp. 
Not only are they responsible for their students, they have taken on teacher candidates 
in a scaffolded experience. The teacher candidates observe the teacher during a lesson, 
then they co-teach the same lesson and finally the teacher candidate teaches the lesson. 
The teacher candidates take on additional responsibilities including, but not limited 
to creating and leading activities in the evening, guiding the students from activity 
to activity and serving as “camp counselors” throughout the evening and night. 

Teachers as Researchers
The second collaboration began with a conversation, an idea and a grant. In an era 

of school reform focused on numbers, including standardized test scores and value-
added measures, data-driven instruction has become a way of decreasing subjectivity 
and making teaching more scientific. With the goal of providing teachers the 
knowledge and skills to design and carry out action research in their own classrooms, 
one high school collaborated with EU on a multi-year professional development 
effort. The first year EU provided a graduate action research course in which teachers 
completed an introductory research project. University faculty provided continuous 
guidance and support as teachers applied what they had learned in their course. 

For the second year of this collaboration, the district identified content literacy 
as an area for exploration. EU included professional development based on literacy 
strategies that the teachers could implement into their classrooms and by using 
their knowledge of action research they were able to evaluate the impact of the 
strategies and modify or change the use of the strategies based on their findings. 

Based on the feedback of teachers, the third year followed the same process 
with a focus on math strategies. Again, the teachers used action research to 
adjust their approach to teaching. The key to this program was that EU’s faculty 
worked very closely with the school’s teachers and provided support in the 
implementation of the literacy and math strategies as well as the research process.

The success of the collaboration spread by word of mouth at first and then 
EU began promoting the idea of university-school district collaborations through 
newsletters, Professional Development School (PDS) partnerships and by holding 
Educational Partners Advisory Council (EPAC) meetings dedicated to identifying 
the needs of local districts and determining how the School of Education (SOE) 
could support the achievement of those goals. EPAC members include the SOE 
Dean, Department Chairs, the Director of Field and Student Teaching, the Unit 
Assessment Coordinator and District Superintendents and some districts include 
their Curriculum Directors. The PDS Steering Committee includes teachers from 
each site, representatives from each department in the SOE, and the PDS Director. 

EU is now in collaborations with several schools and districts, these collaborations go 
deeper than the traditional university-school district relationships.  These collaborations 
are vital to the health of the community as they are cyclical in nature.  That is, the 
university provides programs to better the professional development of the district’s 
teachers, which in turn provides more qualified cooperating teachers for the teacher 
candidates that are placed in the classrooms from the university, which in turn produces 
a higher quality initial teacher who is better prepared to meet the learning needs 
of the student, in the end better preparing them for college and the workforce.  

It is important to note, that although the initial “idea” was supported by a grant, 
not all of the collaborations described in this article required grant monies. By pulling 
together resources, EU and districts have been able to create strong collaborations.  

The Trifecta
With the push for CCSS, there has been a lot of discussion related to the 

college readiness of high school graduates. According to an article in “USA Today” 
(Adrienne Lu, 2013) one in five freshmen reportedly need remedial courses. In an 
effort to not only prepare their high school students for college, but also to provide 
a professional development opportunity for their teachers, a school provided space 
for an open classroom in which EU faculty taught a college preparation course to 

Working Together to Meet the Needs of Teachers and Students

HIGHER EDUCATION
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juniors and seniors. Teachers were invited into the classroom to observe the methods used 
in this course so that they could implement the strategies in their own classrooms. This 
opportunity was not only beneficial for the high school students, it also provided support 
to the teachers and it was an avenue for EU faculty to stay connected to today’s classrooms 
and students. The course was very effective and has been taught multiple semesters. 

Supporting the Future
EU has also provided shadowing experiences in which high school 

students experienced a “day in the life of a college student.” They attended 
classes and experienced campus life by spending the day with EU education 
students. This program was such a success for the students, future teachers, 
schoolteachers, and the university faculty that it continues to be offered.   

Strategic Planning
Collaboration with another district aligned teacher professional development and the 

District’s Strategic Plan’s objectives and goals.  Working closely with district administration, 
EU offered four hybrid courses to teachers that aided in the fulfillment of the strategic plan. 
The courses included both online aspects as well as on-site teacher support. EU faculty 
members visited classrooms to facilitate the implementation process for each course. The 
university also accepted these courses into four of their Masters’ of Education programs 
so that regardless of track, the courses would apply toward the program of choice. 

English as an Additional Language
With over 25 percent of the school’s population having a first language other than 

English, a school sought to meet the needs of their diverse student population. EU offered 
a hybrid second language methodologies course to the teachers. Five classes were offered at 
the school so that EU faculty and teachers could collaborate and discuss how the methods 
being taught were actually being implemented in their classrooms. The teachers were 
instructed in reflective practices, which would continue to guide their instruction after the 
course was completed. EU has also provided cultural diversity training with a focus on 
reflective practice to schools with growing English Language Learner (ELL) populations. 
The teachers were able to modify their approach through guided reflective practice. 

There are several schools and districts in the EU area that are striving to meet the needs 
of ELLs. In an effort to develop the language proficiency levels of students, EU has been 
collaborating to create a program that would address not only student need, but also the 
needs of the community by establishing an English Language Clinic. EU is currently 
seeking funding to create an English Language Clinic that will be provided for adults 
and school-aged ELLs at a site that is easily accessible to ELLs and that will allow teacher 
candidates and graduate students to use the clinic as an authentic field experience.

Authentic Change
Through collaboration EU and local schools have been able to make authentic, 

research-based changes for teachers and the students that they educate every day. The 
faculty members at EU are proud of these collaborations and hope that this article 
inspires other universities and schools to work together in deep and meaningful 
ways to provide the best educational opportunities to learners at all levels.  

With the many challenges facing both school districts and universities, including 
financial burdens, collaboration is a vehicle for improving student achievement, 
professional development and teacher preparation. Schools, districts and teachers 
seeking support from universities should contact the university’s dean of education 
and/or the chairperson of the education department. The first step is opening 
the dialog. Once conversations begin the potential is unlimited.  

Dr. Heather-Lee M. Baron is an assistant professor and a Graduate Program Head for the 
Department of Middle & Secondary Education and Educational Leadership at Edinboro University 
of Pennsylvania where she created an ESL M.Ed. program. She earned an interdisciplinary 
PhD in Reading Education and Linguistics from the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
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(This is part one of a two-part 
series on effective leadership.)

Effective leadership is a crucial part of 
school improvement (Cowan, Joyner, and 
Beckwith, 2012). Yet leaders at schools in 
the process of transformation often struggle 
with how to best guide their staff and 
students to better outcomes. Our experiences 
serving as turnaround principals in Texas 
and South Carolina and then working with 
underperforming schools while at SEDL 
have revealed insights on the core actions that 
leaders take in successfully leading school 
transformations. These actions can create the 
conditions needed to shape a school culture 
where teaching and learning can improve. 

Although these insights are written for 
people who often lead school turnaround 
efforts — principals, assistant principals, 
instructional coaches and teacher leaders 
— other stakeholders involved in school 
improvement will also find them instructive.

SEDL Insights on Effective Leadership 
Actions for Transforming Schools

1. Establish and pursue a vision 
of your preferred future.

2. Increase organizational coherence.
3. Provide clear communication.
4. Monitor and review progress.
5. Provide resources and support.
6.  Increase leaders’ presence throughout 

schools and in the community.

Insight 1
Establish and Pursue a Vision 
of Your Preferred Future

Most educators know of schools 
in turnaround settings that set 
ambitious goals for improved 
student outcomes, only to be 
disappointed with continued low 
student achievement in the following 
years. Often missing from this goal-
setting exercise is the development 
of a strategic vision for improved 
teaching and learning. School leaders 
will benefit from reflecting on their 
vision; specifically the practices staff 
will adopt to reach their school 
turnaround goals. Leaders and staff 
who are building a vision might ask 
themselves: As we go through the 
school improvement process, what 
will our students be doing? What will 
our teachers and other staff be doing 
differently? What will I as the leader 
of this school be doing to bring about 
effective reform? Equally important 
is inviting other stakeholders to 
engage in the conversation and 
help determine how to achieve 
the ideal vision for their school.

As the principal of a turnaround 
school, Sylvia Pirtle asked staff to 
report to work two weeks early at 
the beginning of the school year to 
create a preferred vision for their 
school and develop protocols for how 
staff would work and communicate 
with each other. In small groups, 

the staff discussed their values and beliefs about 
their perceptions of what students and teachers 
would be doing in an ideal learning environment. 
After each small group shared its reflections 
with the entire group, staff used the feedback 
to create a vision of the ideal school. Creating 
a vision and describing what administrators, 
teachers, and students would do to achieve the 
vision provided a framework for the school’s 
improvement efforts. To further describe and 
support this process, staff created and signed a 
school compact designating how they would work 
as professionals to improve teaching and learning.

Research supports the importance of bringing 
staff and stakeholders together to diagnose the 
barriers to student success (Bottoms, and Schmidt-
Davis, 2010; Cowan et al., 2012). To that end, 
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SEDL encourages school leaders to analyze multiple 
sources of data, such as curriculum, assessments, 
instruction, and student/teacher relations. Doing 
so helps reveal the gaps and barriers that often 
result in poor implementation of initiatives, which 
can lead to little or no impact on student learning 
(Cowan et al., 2012). For example, teachers at 
Pirtle’s school attended professional development 
sessions on using guided reading groups to 
increase students’ literacy skills. When school 
leaders and coaches examined implementation 
data, however, they realized that some classrooms 
had made little progress in providing guided 
reading groups to support struggling readers. 
Using formative data, the principal and coaches 
developed plans to target teachers for coaching 
and modeling sessions on guided reading groups 
and to provide interventions for students. They 
also applied monitoring systems to ensure that 
students received appropriate instruction as 
originally intended. Having leaders and staff identify 
proven practices, strategies, tools, and resources 
that help students succeed is also fundamental 
to school improvement (Cowan et al., 2012; 
Bryk, Sebring, Allensworth, Easton, J. Q., and 
Luppescu, 2010). For example, leaders must create 
conditions that encourage teachers to frequently 
meet in professional learning groups so they can 
reflect on their instructional practices, review and 
analyze student work, unpack standards, and plan 
and adjust instruction to meet student needs.

Finally, the leadership team should continuously 
review what supports and hinders student 
achievement and identify the areas of greatest need. 
The team can then use this information to develop 
a plan that focuses on a few high-leverage priorities 
and also establishes short- and long-term goals 
(Cowan et al., 2012). Assigning staff the tasks and 
actions needed to fulfill the vision and goals is also 
essential (Bryk et al., 2010). Having evidence that 
students’ overall academic achievement was linked 
to improved reading skills, the leadership team at 
Pirtle’s school made literacy a school improvement 
focus. The school staff then defined roles and 
responsibilities for accomplishing their created vision 
and developed plans and schedules to ensure that 
instructional time was sustained and uninterrupted.

Insight 2
Increase Organizational Coherence

Increasing a school’s ability to act as a 
unified whole to increase its coherence, 
instead of addressing school improvement in a 
fragmented manner, fosters a shared purpose 
and commitment to improving outcomes for all 
students (Cowan et al., 2012). This component 
involves ensuring that curriculum, instruction, 

and assessments are aligned to state standards; 
strengthening the capacity of leaders and school 
staff to analyze and use data for decision making; 
ensuring continued professional learning for 
all staff; aligning staffing and resources with 
instructional priorities; and providing structures 
and processes that promote staff collaboration 
and collegiality (Cowan et al., 2012).

During Don Doggett’s tenure as a turnaround 
principal, his school used curriculum mapping 
to increase instructional coherence. When 
completing curriculum maps, teachers reviewed 
the entire curriculum and created a calendar-
based plan outlining when they would teach 
the various standards (Jacobs, 1997; Jacobs, 
2004). All grade-level teachers at this elementary 
school had a chance to review the plan and 
suggest changes. The teachers then taught the 
curriculum at the suggested pace. Doggett asked 
teachers to submit lesson plans at least four 
days before they taught a lesson, enabling him 
to adjust the lessons to align with the intended 
standards. Teachers also completed diary maps 
during the school year to record the lessons 
they taught, noting if the lessons required more 
or less than the suggested time and whether 
additional resources or scaffolding were needed. 
At the end of the school year, teachers used the 
information to refine the curriculum maps.

A school’s ability to act as a unified whole also 
depends on the elimination of programs, policies, 
and practices that inhibit coherence. As a principal 
of a school in improvement, Doggett recognized 
that while his school’s turnaround plan included 
a focus on increased instructional effectiveness, 
the existing meeting structure did not support 
this objective. To address this issue, he revised 
the master schedule so that teachers attended 
fewer all-staff meetings, thereby allowing more 
time for professional learning team meetings. 
With this change, teachers had more time to 
collaborate and focus on improving instruction.

Effective leadership at all levels of 
the education system is fundamental 
to improving student achievement, 
particularly in underperforming schools. 
In the next issue of SEEN we will explore 
Insights three through six.

Editor’s Note: Part two of this article 
will appear in the Fall edition. Look for it 
in late August. Or you can read the article 
in it’s entirety at www.seenmagaine.us

Sylvia Segura Pirtle and Don Doggett 
are program associates with SEDL. For 
more information visit www.sedl.org

800-476-6861
highperformingschools@sedl.org
highperformingschools.sedl.org
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Feed the teachers  
so they don’t eat  
the students!

 
By Matthew Davidson, Ph.D. 

“Feed the teachers so they don’t eat the 
students.” So read a sign I remember seeing at 
a conference many years ago. This humorous 
truism has stayed with me all these years later. 
In fact, the dark and humorous truth of this 
statement echoes in my head these days as I travel 
and converse with educators across the country. 
One thing is clear: educators today feel stressed 
out and maxed out, pressured by time and tests, 
with too much to cover, too little time to do it, 
and all the while budgets continue to tighten. 
When you feel like you’re doing everything 
you can and it’s still not enough, resentful 
demoralization often sets in. Whether you’re an 
administrator, a team or department leader, I 
recommend that you heed this wise advice and 
“feed the teachers, so they don’t eat the students.”

There is really no bad time to invest in the 
culture and competencies of your professional 
team — but there are often times when it 
seems counterintuitive to do so. And I think 
we are in one of those time periods now: How 
in these difficult economic and educational 
circumstances can you “afford” to spend time 

establishing or reestablishing your organizational 
habits? How can you “afford” to establish 
or reestablish collegiality, trust, respect, and 
the overall professional and ethical learning 
community? Because, we would argue, 
precisely amid these challenging economic and 
educational circumstances, if you do not invest in 
intentionally developing the staff character and 
culture, the result will be a faculty and staff who 
are resentful and demoralized; they will turn on 
each other, the administrators, students and staff. 
In the very time when you need to band together, 
to work smarter and harder, to try new ideas and 
strategies for reaching and teaching students, they 
will instead begin shutting down, tuning out, 
turning against the organizational leaders and 
turning on each other, their students and parents 
— and eventually the profession as a whole.

So what can you do?  The more tense 
and volatile the circumstances, the more 
stressed and maxed out the individuals, the 
more important it is to get intentional about 
your norms for working together. So, here 
are a few go-to strategies I recommend:

1. Develop a Touchstone to establish (or 
reestablish) your shared vision and values. 
Creating a touchstone begins by taking the 
group back to your foundational documents 
— review your mission statement, review your 
strategic goals, etc. — drawing out from these 
the core moral and performance character 
values that drive your work together. Be sure 
to highlight in particular the spoken (or 
unspoken) operative values that will be needed 

for your work together now, in this economic 
and education climate, with the particular 
individuals on your team. I don’t have to know 
your mission statement to know that you’ll need 
collaboration, communication, trust, collegiality, 
hard work, perseverance and positive attitude.

Take those values and then turn them into a 
set of “we statements” that describe how you will 
carry out your work together. For example:

•   “We support and challenge each other in 
our quest for excellence.

• We are honest but respectful.
•  We are fair to everyone — including those 

not present.
•  We learn from our mistakes and keep 

moving forward.” 
Four to eight powerful statements that provide 

a set of operative values to guide us and to strive 
for, reminding us of who we are and how we want 
to do our business. Those same values that were 
on the wall or in those core documents before 
are still relevant; but, we must make sure that 
they speak to us today. HOW we work together 
towards our shared goals is essential; it ensures 
that we pursue our goals with personal and 
collective responsibility and integrity. 

A touchstone isn’t a mission statement; it’s not 
meant to be a prolonged or painful organizational 
visioning process. It’s meant to provide a rough 
and ready recalibration of current and desired 
state. It is a simple, “good enough” process to 
recapture some sense of shared organizational 
mission and vision, to remind us we’re in this 
together, and that while we may have profound 
disagreements about many things, we can find a 
set of shared values from which to work together. 

2. Develop a Compact for Excellence. If the 
touchstone gives you your desired state — who 
do we want to be and how we will accomplish 
our vision — your operational statement of 
espoused values, then a Compact for Excellence 
is your tool for guiding lived behavior. If we say 
we learn from our mistakes and are honest but 
respectful what will do and not do — specifically, 
behaviorally, in the real contexts, situations, 
and interactions of our life. Use the following 
prompt as a guide for creating your compact:  
“In order to do our best work and treat each 
other with respect and care, we agree to do … 
or not do ...”  Sample items might include: 

• Begin and end on time.
• Attack the problem not the person.
• Listen actively to all ideas.
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• Do what we say we’re going to do.
• Speak with one voice once we have a decision.
From your more comprehensive compact, we 

recommend creating a set of portable compacts 
to guide behavior in particular situations. For 
example, before we begin discussing students 
of need let’s create a compact to stay on task, 
keep the information in confidence, be positive, 
seek solutions; before meeting with an angry 
parent or frustrated student let’s agree to keep 
our voices down, listen to each other, seek 
positive solutions, etc. The touchstone provides 
a big values-based vision; a compact, and its 
companion portable compacts, ensures that 
in our daily interactions we put into action 
in our lived behaviors our espoused values. 

3. Establish (or reestablish) intentional norms 
for brainstorming and problem solving. Especially 
when you’re short on time and resources you need 
creative thinking, you need collaboration, you 
need the collective talents, abilities, and insights 
of your entire team. And yet, precisely when we 
need to work together the most, we are often 
most likely to not listen, not value each other’s 
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“There is really  
no bad time to  
invest in the culture  
and competencies of 
your professional  
team — but there are 
often times when it 
seems counterintuitive  
to do so.”

perspective and experiences. Whether we’re figuring out what to teach, how to 
make the most of resources, what to cut, what to keep, or any other important 
decision, setting norms for brainstorming will ensure efficient and effective 
deliberations. That’s simple, right? Yes. And yet how often do we begin without 
these norms only to watch the mayhem ensue? I propose an idea, you shoot it 
down; one person dominates the conversation; several people offer nothing; all the 
while the group is becoming more and more toxic. We’re wasting vital time and 
energy and undermining collegiality. Instead we ought to set norms intentionally 
for our intended outcomes, the established process, and the allotted time. 

There’s a time for brainstorming and there’s a time for problem 
solving. Clarity about these essential steps in the process will go a 
long way to building the confidence and trust of the group. The 
world may be crazy, but in our little piece of it we have some order, 
some control, something that feels positive and productive. 

4. Establish a process for negotiating differences. If you work in a group of 
people — even if you have shared vision from a touchstone, a compact to guide 
behavior, and norms 
for brainstorming and 
problem solving — you 
will still have points of 
disagreement where you 
will need to negotiate. 
At the core, negotiation 
is an I WANT, YOU 
WANT, WE COULD 
process. We need to 
express clearly our needs 
and desires. How many 
times have we lost track 
of what we’re fighting for 
or about? We have to be 
able to articulate what 
the other party wants. 
Again, simple stuff; but 
if you don’t truly active 
listen and articulate what 
you hear the other party asking for, you can expect unproductive conflict. 
Finally, knowing what I want and what you want, we need to use creative 
thinking in coming up with win-win solutions. We need to think 
outside the box, try new things and make principled compromises. 

It’s tough times for educators. We can’t do business as usual any more. We need 
to improve and evolve the craft. We owe it to ourselves and to our students. But, 
as the old adage says, “you can’t give what you ain’t got.” We need to build up our 
organizational habits so that they build up our staff, so that they have the personal 
and collective support they need to serve the important educational and social 
goals facing our students, families and communities. Sometimes you have to slow 
down to go fast. Look at what you’re doing and how you’re doing it; recover or 
re-establish intentionality. Your teachers will thank you, and your students will be 
the direct beneficiaries. “Feed the teachers, so they don’t eat the students.”

Matthew L. Davidson, Ph.D. is the President of the Institute for 
Excellence and Ethics (IEE), a 501(c)3 nonprofit corporation dedicated to 
helping individuals and organizations achieve excellence with integrity. Dr. 
Davidson is Co-Author of “Smart & Good Schools He is a frequent national 
presenter and is available for keynote lectures, professional development, 
retreats, and organizational consulting. For additional information 
or to contact the IEE, please visit www.excellenceandethics.org.
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As leaders we hear things like applying 
“soft” skills is not as important as focusing on 
“hard” data, such as student achievement. Our 
collective work with district and school leaders 
shows us otherwise. We’ve found that student 
achievement is difficult to improve without 
leaders building effective working relationships 
with employees. (principals with teachers and 
staff; district leaders with principals and staff).  

What do employees expect from leaders?  
They expect their leaders to know who they 
are, what they are good at, and what they 
value. A Studer Group study on work/life 
blend revealed five specific things employees 
want in their work environment.  

•  To feel valued and appreciated
•  To know what to do to improve
•  To provide input about their work
•    To have the resources needed 

to do a good job
•    To engage in processes that help 

with workplace productivity

To improve performance, leaders must 
first establish relationships with employees 
and build an emotional bank account with 
them. Why? Anytime individuals receive 
feedback about their performance it triggers 
an anxious emotion.  Our first job as leaders 
is to engage in genuine interactions with 
employees to reduce their anxiety and build 
trusting relationships. We evaluate our direct 
reports during the year. If providing feedback 
about performance is one of few encounters 
our employees experience with us, we may 
jeopardize the opportunities to support and 
coach individual growth and improvement. 
Eventually these lost opportunities 
create the same loss for our students.

Our main job as leaders, is to support 
and coach our direct reports to achieve their 
highest potential so that their performance 
elevates school and district performance.  So, 

focusing on hardwiring “soft skill” strategies 
creates a “best place to work” culture. Here 
are some tips for leaders to apply throughout 
the year to build this type of culture. 

Tip 1: Connect with employees. We work 
with leaders to connect with employees by 
making rounds with them.  Different from a 
classroom walkthrough, in rounding leaders 
engage in meaningful and genuine conversations 
with employees to gather useful information 
rather than having a casual conversation. 
Leaders ask 1) What’s working well? 2) Do 
you have the resources you need to do your 
job? 3) Has anyone been especially helpful to 
you lately?  After gathering the information, 
leaders continue to build an emotional 
bank account by communicating actions 
taken to improve processes and recognizing 
individuals. Leaders note the person recognizing 
others and the action being recognized. 

Tip 2: Model good behavior and practice. 
“What We Permit, We Promote.”  When we fail 
to follow a rule or allow employees to break a 
rule from time to time, we are saying to others, 
“it is okay to break this rule.” We model good 
behavior and practice it when we ALWAYS 
expect of ourselves what we expect of others. 

Tip 3: Be open, honest and transparent.  
Leaders in general tend to receive low marks 
in their ability to effectively communicate. 
Usually, the approach and content present the 
major sources of the problem.  To establish 
trust, school-wide communication needs to 
be transparent and open to discussion and not 
tainted in ways that is difficult to interpret. We 
propose that leaders follow Jim Collins’ advice; 
that is, use data to face the brutal facts.  When 
leaders do so, they establish trust with employees 
and promote solving problems as a team.  

Tip 4: Show your gratitude.  Sometimes 
we take for granted all the good things that 
employees do for students, their parents, 
and each other.  Openly thank employees 
by being very specific about why you are 
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thanking them or send them a “thank-you” note. When we work with teachers, we 
place a ‘thank you’ sticky note with specific feedback on their desk or computer.  
Also, sometimes nice gestures go a long way to make people feel valued and 
special.  Bring someone a cup of coffee from time to time or ask someone what 
you can do to be helpful to them. Expressing gratitude becomes contagious.  

Tip 5: Ask what you can do to improve. As leaders we do some things 
well and others not so well.  Our perception is not always the perception 
of others. We build emotional bank accounts with employees by asking 
them what we can do to be a better leader. To do so we need to listen 
rather than react to the problem. By allowing conversation to occur, our 
employees may solve the problem or provide suggestions for us to consider. 
After the discussion we continue to leverage relationships when we follow-
up by communicating specific actions we will take to improve. 

Tip 6: Be an owner rather than a renter of work. We find that when leaders 
speak using We/They behaviors, they usually fail to own their job. We/They is when 
we make ourselves look better at the expense of others.  As leaders, we tend to do 
this when we receive bad news and results, share bad news with others, or answer 
tough questions.   Rather than take the blame, leaders may shift the blame to their 
supervisor, the superintendent or the school board. A must do for leaders is to stop 
using We/They.  A good alternative is to write a different response using words that 
are honest, yet present sensitivity to the audience.  If leaders need some time, they 
can simply reply by letting others know they need to research the answer to provide 
a thoughtful and accurate response.  The opposite of We/They is managing up co-
workers. That is, find something good that someone does and specifically let others 
know.  Leaders can also manage up other leaders when they see something positive.  

Tip 7: Harvest Wins.  In our profession we tend to view performance with 
a critical eye or we look for what can be improved 
rather than what is right.  Sometimes we should 
purposely look for the “wins” by posting as many as 
possible and celebrating the “wins” with others.  We’ve 
witnessed leaders being very creative and fun as they 
harvest wins.  The key here is for leaders to create a 
consistent structure and process for harvesting wins 
and include everyone associated with the school as a 
participant. We can never celebrate enough wins.

Building relationships with employees remains 
strategic and purposeful. As thoughtful people we know 
engaging in relationships with others becomes meaningful 
when we invest time, energy and emotion. Leaders own 
the responsibility for reaching out to employees and then 
expecting them to reach back as well as reaching out to 
colleagues, students and parents. Leaders deserve the 
benefits of doing worthwhile work that makes a difference 
in the lives of those they lead.  Practicing these tips create 
ways for leaders to offer a great place for employees to 
work, students to learn, and parents to engage in their 
child’s education. The tips become our ‘new’ habits for 
building emotional bank accounts with those we lead.  

Dr. Janet K. Pilcher is the Senior Executive Leader for 
Studer Education. Dr. Robin Largue is the Lead Executive 
Coach for K12 schools for Studer Education. Both have 
teaching and leadership experiences in k12 schools and 
Institutes of Higher Education. They currently partner 
with leaders and teachers in k12 schools, colleges and 
universities to create “best” place to work cultures in schools.
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Up Close  
    & Personal 

with Gary Player

WELLNESS

Over the past few years I have had the opportunity on 
several occasions to travel to Washington, D.C. to participate 
in the national lobbying effort known as the National Health 
Through Fitness Day. As a part of this advocacy effort, our goal 
was to meet with members of Congress (U.S. Representatives 
and U.S. Senators) and their staffers to talk about the need for 
continued federal legislation to help “Get America Moving.” 
National Health Through Fitness Day is an annual lobby effort, 
spearheaded by the Sports and Fitness Industry Association 
and PHIT America. It attracts leaders and athletes from all 
realms of the sports, health, fitness, and exercise industry, 
something I could not have been happier to be a part of.

While on Capitol Hill, we helped to lobby Congress 
for passage of two legislative initiatives that will help 
all Americans become more physically fit, the:

1 Carol M. White Physical Education Program 
(PEP) Bill, which provides grants to school districts and 
community based organizations to support innovative 
physical education and activity methods;

2 PHIT (Personal Health Investment Today) Act, 
would change current federal tax law to allow for the 
deduction or use of pre-tax dollars to cover expenses 
related to sports, fitness and other physical activities.  

While “walking the halls of Congress,” it was our goal to 
address this issue of physical inactivity, and why a lifestyle 
complemented by fitness and exercise is the best route to follow 
for a long, positive and productive lifestyle. On Capitol Hill 
we encouraged all of America’s legislative leaders to recognize 
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the importance of a continued emphasis 
on more physical education in America’s 
schools. It’s a philosophy that complements 
my own attitude about physical fitness 
and health. It is a proven statistic that 
physical education helps to improve a child’s 
learning ability, it starts them with healthy 
habits at a young age and gives them the 
basis for a healthy and productive life.

It’s important to put an emphasis 
on education in America because this 
phenomenal country is not in the top 25 in 
the world in education. America should be 

number one! As far as fitness is concerned, 
it’s tragic. Twenty-six percent of America’s 
youth are obese, and over 60 percent of 
the general population is obese; you have a 
massive tsunami on your hands to get that 
right. And we’ve got to get the schools to bring 
in physical training — in fact, double it in 
schools. We’ve got to get the parents on board 
too, because it starts at home. We have to get 
the kids active and teach them the importance 
of eating more vegetables, fruit and salads.

As for my challenge to the U.S. 
Congress and what role they can play 

in America’s fitness solution, I did 
not hesitate to provide an answer.

I am certainly no politician, but I think 
lawmakers can help to allocate funding 
such as the two legislative initiatives above 
or mandate programs in the schools to try 
and help the situation. The answer does not 
always come from money though. Better 
school meal programs, incentives to teach 
and help the students learn better and 
healthier eating habits … to name just a few.

I was a very poor boy growing up in 
South Africa, but my parents made sure that 

“While “walking the 
halls of Congress,” 
it was our goal to 
address this issue of 
physical inactivity, 
and why a lifestyle 
complemented 
by fitness and 
exercise is the best 
route to follow for a 
long, positive and 
productive lifestyle.” 
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has been able to capture the Grand Slam of winning all four Major 
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the foundation for my success, especially after the age of 50. I am 
one of the few golfers to win a Champions Tour event after the age 
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70s). I still remain very active and I wanted 
to show that it does not matter what age, 
fitness is important for people of all ages. 
When not traveling for our corporate 
business, I still actively work on my ranch in 
South Africa. People must keep active each 
and every day. Rest is rust. One of my “big 
picture” concerns is the topic of inactivity 
which leads to obesity and health problems. 

I agree with PHIT America (www.
PHITAmerica.org), which feels that obesity 
is one of the biggest issues in the world 
right now. Obesity is often triggered by 
a combination of inactivity, overeating, 
the chemicals in our food and poor food 
choices. At the rate we are going, it will 
be easier to get a camel through the eye 
of a needle than to get the average man 
to worry about diet and exercise. 

As for the quality of my golf game 
these days, I am happy to report that I am 
still hitting fairways and greens … and 
still seeking birdies and eagles! I break 
my age almost every time I play.  

 
Gary Player, whose nickname is Mr. 

Fitness, is the author of “Fit for Golf.” He 
was born in November of 1935. Player 
packs 148 pounds on his 5’ 6” frame.
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MOVE TO  
IMPROVE
Physical activity programs 
making a difference  
in learning

(This is part two of a three-part series about 
activating the brain and body through increased 
physical activity in our school systems.)

In the last issue of SEEN we discussed the 
lack of physical activity with an overemphasis on 
standardized testing in U.S. schools today. The 
reduction (and in some cases, elimination) of 
physical education in our schools has not only 
contributed to obesity and related diseases, but 
has adversely affected our children’s brain health. 
By increasing physical activity in our schools, we 
can combat obesity, regain student concentration, 
and possibly even increase academic success.

Programs Making a Difference
Many educators and community leaders 

have recognized that they can improve learning 
and therefore test scores, by including physical 
activity into children’s daily lives. Math or literacy 
coaches, classroom teachers with multi-sensory 
lessons, physical education, health education and 
other educators providing staff development for 
teachers, after school programs, and hospitals are 
following the research and making a difference.  

This article will share a variety of 
successful programs as examples of “Moving 
to Improve” by integrating physical 
activity into the daily lives of children. 

Math/Science Coach in 
Elementary School

As a school leader, Mary Lynn Hess has 

been a driving force in implementing a culture 
of wellness for the students at Goldsboro 
Elementary Magnet School in Sanford, Fla., 
where she continually strives to seek new 
opportunities that weave together academics 
and wellness. Working as a lab resource teacher 
in math and science for kindergarten through 
fifth grade students, she has implemented a 
variety of programs that are focused around 
physical activity which include daily brain 
movement breaks, a 750 square foot garden on 
the campus, a morning Fitness Club, using a 
blender bike to make smoothies, “Movement 
Measurement Olympics,” and academics that 
are centered around moving your body. 

 Her school goal of achieving well-rounded 
students means academic successes and physical 
well being are equally important. Not only 
does she include physical activity as part of the 
school day, but it is also evident that students 
pay attention better in class and mentally come 
better prepared to learn. One parent commented, 
“We have found that our son makes better 
choices on the days he attends Fitness Club. 
This helps him begin his day on a positive note!”  
Physical activity is definitely a recipe for success 
at Goldsboro Elementary Magnet School. 

 
Classroom Teacher Integration

Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) are 
embracing and increasing physical activity in the 
classrooms in schools across the district. IPS have 

opened one magnet school called SUPER School. 
Their goal is to provide every child in grades 
K-8, 60 minutes of daily physical education. 

To integrate academics, the SUPER School 
and other schools are using GeoMotion TV 
and integrating brain breaks throughout the 
core day. By using physical activity in the 
learning process, students are retaining and 
retrieving academics more efficiently, have more 
energy, and are focused throughout the day.    

A pilot study was conducted on four 
controlled classrooms using fitness balls as 
chairs, including brain breaks throughout 
the day, and integrating movement into 
the curriculum for a semester.  Results 
were positive, showing higher results in the 
classrooms that integrated movement than the 
uncontrolled classes in the same building. 

The following are some quotes from students 
and teachers after implementing GeoMotion 
TV and Brain Breaks in classrooms:  

•  “My teacher is making school fun. 
That’s just another reason to be here 
every day.” – 6th grade student

•  “My students can’t wait for me to 
put the TV on and get up and move 
and learn.” – 1st grade teacher 

•  “My students are one month ahead of 

By Debby Mitchell, Ed.D.

WELLNESS
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MOVE TO  
IMPROVE

where we were last year at this time 
and the only difference is movement 
throughout the day!” – 1st grade teacher

•  “I love being able to learn while 
I am moving!” – student

High School Physical Education 
Naperville Central High School in the 

Chicago suburbs is highlighted on “Need 
to Know” on PBS. They report about the 
innovative program where PE is a daily 
graded requirement. For some students who 
are struggling academically, they schedule 
PE right before their most difficult class. 
In the six years since the program began, 
they are having great success with increased 
English, math, and standardized test scores.

Visit http://www.pbs.org/wnet/need-
to-know/video/a-physical-education-in-
naperville-ill/7134/ for more information.

Naperville’s new PE fitness model is 
also a focus of Dr. John Ratey, an Associate 
Clinical Professor at Harvard Medical 
School. He discusses the strengths of daily 
physical activity in Naperville in his book, 
“Spark” and on his web site, stating:   

“There are 52 million children from 
kindergarten through 12th grade who attend 
public and private schools in the United States. 
If all of them had the benefit of Naperville-style 
physical education our next generation of adults 
would be healthier, happier, and smarter.” 

For additional information, visit http://
sparkinglife.org/page/naperville-central-high-school.

Staff Development
“Be Fit 2 Learn” was created by educators 

Dr. Ann Goldade and Lois Mauch through 
careful examination of research regarding 
connections between physical activity, brain 
development and academic success. Their 
mission is to improve academic achievement 
through physical activity for all children. “Be Fit 
2 Learn” offers a two-day, face-to-face workshop 
that has been highly effective for teachers. 

“Be Fit 2 Learn” has had the opportunity 
to offer workshops and presentations 
across the country. One example was in 
Clinton, S.C. where they conducted the 
workshop with 30 special education and 
physical education teachers. The participants 
were provided with 20 active content 
strategies and given the opportunity to 

collaborate and put these strategies into 
immediate practice in their classrooms. 

Feedback from this workshop 
included the following comments: 

•  “This workshop was a blast and it 
has helped me understand more 
about my students’ total body/mind 
connections and needs;” “A must 
for all educators!” – Jacqueline

•  “My goal is to integrate movement 
into learning, to increase student 
retention, and to increase personal 
health for students and myself!” – Lisa

•  “This workshop has had an amazing 
impact in a short amount of time!” – Teri

For more information, visit http://
www.befit2learn.com.

Hospital, Community  
and National Leadership

In response to the declining health and 
physical fitness of America’s youth, the National 
Dairy Council (NDC) and the National 
Football League (NFL) launched a unique in-
school nutrition and physical activity program 
called “Fuel Up to Play 60.” Examples of their 
reach in Florida include over 3,100 enrolled 
schools serving 2.5 million students, incentives 
for program activation on campus and the 
opportunity for qualifying Florida K-12 schools 
to apply for up to $4,000 in grant funding 
for wellness projects. Sponsored by the Dairy 
Council of Florida, the “Fuel Up to Play 60” 
program empowers students to lead the change 
and supports efforts such as increasing school 
breakfast participation, growing school gardens 
and providing equipment for in-class physical 
activity breaks. Check with your local dairy 
council or visit www.FuelUptoPlay60.com to 
see what resources are available in your state.  

 Nemours, a children’s health system with 
hospitals and subspecialty care clinics in Delaware 
and Florida, is working with partners across the 
country. Some of their initiatives include, “Let’s 
Move! Child Care” and the “National Early 
Care and Education Collaborative” is a joint 
effort of CDC, Nemours, and Healthy Way 
to Grow (a partnership between the American 
Heart Association and Nemours). These 
efforts help child care providers make changes 
in nutrition, provide breastfeeding support, 
physical activity, and screen time policies and 
practices and are essential to ensuring that our 
nation’s youngest children continue to live, 

learn, and play in environments that support 
their health. In central Florida, the Nemours 
Florida Prevention Initiative (FPI) works with 
child care sites to embed physical activity in their 
programs by providing educational resources 
and training, as well as through developing 
wellness policies. FPI Director, Lloyd N. Werk, 
MD, MPH, reports, “The best way to help 
children learn how to make healthy choices in 
later life is to practice them early. Integrating 
physical activity and moving throughout the 
day helps to lay down lifelong habits as well 
as enhances the learning environment.”

As part of a grant from the Richmond 
Memorial Health Foundation, Bon Secours 
provided funding and support to integrate 
physical activity and learning integration tools 
into 115 elementary schools. For example, 
children are directed by their teacher to 
jump to the correct number on their mats in 
one lesson called “Surf and Multiply by 7.”  
Children jump, clap, sing, and have fun all 
while learning academic content. Charlotte 
Perkins, chief performance management office 
for Bon Secours Virginia Health System and 
chief architect of movin’ mania stated that 
the program was a community wide effort 
and commitment to building a healthier 
generation. They were honored to provide 
teachers with a tool to help them incorporate 
movement into their regular academic day. 

Conclusion
There are many successful programs and 

those shared are just a few that are making a 
difference in children’s health and learning. 
The research to support the integration of 
physical activity and learning is significant.

Dr. John Ratey, Associate Clinical 
Professor of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical,

and author of Spark states, “What makes 
you move also helps you think!” Another 
researcher, Dr. John Medina (Brain Rules, 
2008) states, “to improve your thinking 
skills, move! Our brains need regular 
movement for learning and attention. 
Humankind’s unique cognitive skills were 
forged in the furnace of physical activity.” 

So, for optimal brain functioning, let’s 
keep our children moving and learning!

Debby Mitchell, Ed.D. is a retired associate 
professor from University of Central Florida and 
President of GeoMotion Group, Inc. For more 
information, visit www.geomotiontv.com.
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This Back to School season, while students 
search for familiar faces and faculty, one 
thing may prove to be entirely unfamiliar: 
the snacks and beverages sold in vending 
machines, a la carte lines and student stores. 

On June 27, 2013, the USDA published 
its interim final rules for “competitive foods” 
(all snacks and beverages sold during the 
school day outside the National School Lunch 
Program) called, “Smart Snacks In School.” 

The primary purpose of the Smart Snacks in 
School rules is to implement the competitive-
foods-focused sections of the Healthy, Hunger-Free 
Kids Act of 2010 and to ensure that competitive 
foods are consistent with the most recent Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans, which would hold 
snack foods to the same standards as foods sold 
as part of reimbursable federal meal programs.

The first national changes to USDA’s 
competitive food guidelines in more than 30 
years, the Smart Snacks In School rules apply to 
all schools that participate in the National School 
Lunch Program and go into effect on July 1, 2014. 

Smart Snacks In School have two sets of 
requirements for snack foods, one sets limits on 
ingredients and the other sets limits on nutrients. 

Ingredient Standards
Any competitive food sold must be a:
a. Fruit;
b. Vegetable;
c.  Dairy product;
d.  Protein-rich food (meat, beans, 

poultry, seafood, eggs, nuts, seeds);
e.  Whole-grain rich food (first 

ingredient is a whole grain or product 
is 50% whole grains by weight); or

f.   Combo food that has at least 
¼ cup fruit and/or vegetable

*Exception until July 1, 2016: A food is allowed 
if it contains a minimum of 10% of the Daily 
Value of calcium, potassium, Vitamin D or fiber

Nutrient Standards
All competitive foods must meet each 

of the following nutrient limits:

Calories
a. Max 200 calories for snacks and sides
b. Max 350 calories for entrees 

(outside the school lunch program)
Sugar
a. Max 35% sugar by weight 

(some fruit exceptions)
Sodium
a. Max 230mg sodium for snacks 

(200mg after July 1, 2016)
Fats
a. Fat: Max 35% calories from fat (as 

packaged or served; some exceptions for 
reduced fat cheese and nuts apply)

b. Sat fat: Max 10% calories from fat 
(as packaged or served; some exceptions 
for reduced fat cheese and nuts apply)

c.  Trans fat: 0g as served

The Smart Snacks In School 
beverage rules vary per grade level:

Beverage Rules
All grade levels may sell:
Water or carbonated water; unflavored 

low-fat milk; flavored or unflavored fat-free 
milk and soy alternatives; and 100% fruit or 
vegetable juice. Size limits: 8 oz for elementary 
schools & 12 oz for middle and high schools.  

High schools may also sell:
Lower calorie flavored and/or carbonated 

beverages that meet the following rules:
•  5 calories per 8 fl oz,  or 10 

calories per 20 fl oz; and 
•  40 calories per 8 fl  oz, or 60 

calories per 12 fl oz. 
Note: caffeine only permitted in high schools

What are the gray areas?
Interpretation of these rules is up to 

each state education agency and there are 
a few rules in particular that we anticipate 
will be interpreted differently. 

•  What falls under “protein” and “vegetable” 
ingredients? Some state agencies may think 
that “potato flakes” constitute a vegetable 
ingredient (and thus a chip with this as the 
first ingredient would meet the ingredients 
section of the rule) and another agency 
may think that “soy protein isolate” would 
constitute a protein ingredient. This means 
that states, even though they’re adhering to 
the same national rules, could carry different 
products based on different interpretations. 
It should also be noted that these rules are 
not pre-emptive, meaning that states can 
strengthen the standards, but Smart Snacks 
In School serves as the foundation.

•  Enforcement. We know that state 
agencies will monitor compliance with 
the USDA’s standards through a review 
of local educational agency records as 
part of the state agency administrative 

USDA  
Clamps 
Down on 
School 
Snacks 
Leaves Some 
Loopholes
By Sean Kelly
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review. We also know that if violations have occurred, technical assistance 
and corrective action plans will be required. What this exactly translates 
into is hard to say. We know that last year, two high schools were fined 
$16-20k for USDA violations in Utah. According to The Salt Lake 
Tribune, Davis High in Kaysville and Box Elder High in Brigham City 
faced $15,000-$20,000 fines for violating competitive food rules.

•  What happens after July 1st? We know that the USDA won’t issue a final 
rule until after implementation begins so that they can take into account 
feedback during implementation. Therefore, we expect some tweaks/
changes in the final rule but not necessarily before July 1. What will 
these changes be? If you’ve watched how changes to the National School 
Lunch Program have panned out, you’ve seen how much of the changes 
were retracted after schools gave feedback that complying with the rules 
was not feasible. Will Smart Snacks In School have the same fate?

What could have been improved?

•  Fundraising exemptions. As the rules are written, there is little 
guidance on fundraising. Right now, it’s up to the discretion of each 
state education agency to set a “limited number” of fundraisers that 
will be exempt from the Smart Snacks In School rules. What exactly 
constitutes “limited number” has not been defined. That said, if state 
agencies fail to set a limit, the USDA will give them zero exemptions. 

•  Duration of rules. The Smart Snacks In School rules are only in 
effect during the school day, which means that schools can decide to 
sell non-compliant snacks and beverages on campus after school. 

•  Diet soda still ubiquitous. While regular soda will no longer have a place on 
school campuses, its diet version will. It would be great if the Smart Snacks 
In School beverage rules privileged items without artificial additives. 

While complying with new food legislation can be tough for schools, 
there is research to show how important these changes can be. Researchers 
from Michigan State University, Oakland University, Blue Cross Blue Shield 
of Michigan, and the Michigan Department of Education published a study 
in Childhood Obesity that showed when schools offered healthful snacks (as 
part of their competitive foods offerings), students responded by consuming 
more fruits, vegetables and whole grains in their diets at home, too.

Last words 
Overall, the USDA’s Smart Snacks In School

 rules are evidence-based and practical rules that can truly transform 
how our students feel and perform in school. The rules allow schools to 
focus on selling nutrient-rich foods, such as fruits, vegetables, and whole 
grains, so that students get more of the nutrition they need and schools 
still have the ability to bring in ancillary revenue from vending. 

Schools that are looking to transition now to Smart Snacks In School 
compliance should reach out to a healthy vending company and work with 
their state agency. The key is to work with students and staff to transition 
competitive food and beverage offerings slowly rather than to surprise 
them on July 1st. While any change of this magnitude is going to require 
a concerted effort, the potential benefits are truly incredible: a school 
environment where all food and beverage options work in harmony with 
academics to ensure students have the best possible chance for success.

Sean Kelly is the CEO & Co-Founder of HUMAN Healthy Vending 
(http://www.healthyvending.com/SEEN)
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When that first school bell rings to kick off the day, 
are students ready to tackle a full day of learning? For 
many children, the grumbling in their stomachs may 
be louder than that shrieking bell or the teacher talking 
at the front of the room. A recent comprehensive 
study, “Hunger in our Schools: Share Our Strength’s 
Teacher Report,” found that three out of five teachers 
say they have children who regularly come to school 
hungry. Nearly 90 percent of principals surveyed say 
they see children arriving hungry at least once a week.   

In a time when school success is measured by its 
students’ performance, these statistics are alarming. 
That’s because starting the day hungry can have serious 
consequences on student achievement and behavior. 
An empty stomach directly impacts a child’s energy 
level and ability to concentrate. A majority of teachers 
questioned in the study say that hungry students show 
poor academic performance and often have discipline 
problems. Ninety percent of educators in the study say 
starting the day with breakfast is critical to academic 
achievement. The findings of “The Wellness Impact” 
report from the GENYOUth Foundation support 
these findings, showing a direct link between a quality 
breakfast and student wellness and performance.   

So what can be done about this problem? 
Children and their families should know about the 
free and reduced price breakfast programs. In the 
past that presented challenges because some students 
arrive so late that they’re actually unable to eat their 
breakfast in the cafeteria, or they might even feel 
stigmatized — eating while others socialize. Many 
school systems are tackling these obstacles and seeing 
success by allowing breakfast after the bell. With 
“Grab N’ Go” meals, “Breakfast in the Classroom” is 
integrated into the students’ daily routine. In North 
Carolina, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools (CMS) 
began offering free breakfast to all students this year 
and have seen a steady increase in participation.  

“Universal breakfast takes the stigma away that free 
breakfast is only for the economically disadvantaged,” 
said Amy Harkey, Director of Child Nutrition 
Operations for CMS. “Breakfast is for all and it jump 
starts everyone to begin their day of learning.”  

Eating breakfast at school has increased by 
nearly 30 percent year after year, and school officials 
expect that number to grow as more students and 
their families become aware of the program.

Brewer High School in Morgan County, Ala. 
is also enjoying success with its breakfast program 
by making it “cool” to be in the cafeteria. The 
lunchroom was remodeled to reflect a café style with 
booths, bistro type tables and stools, and even some 
flat screen TVs.  A “Grab N’ Go” breakfast vending 
machine was also added, thanks in part to a grant 
from the Southeast United Dairy Industry Association 
(SUDIA).  Students use their meal account number, 

What’s 
for  
Breakfast?

WELLNESS
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just like for hot breakfasts or lunches, but can 
get nutritious cold options like fruit, multi-grain 
bars, milk or yogurt. The vending machine has 
helped increase overall breakfast participation 
by over 50 percent. Additionally, the number of 
students opting for the vending machine has more 
than tripled since it was introduced in August.     

Grabbing healthy, easy-to-eat breakfast 
items and a carton of nutritious milk provides 
students an important building block for 
the day, and takes virtually no time out of a 
teacher’s lesson plan.  An average meal can be 
consumed in 15 minutes or less and during 
that time, teachers can take attendance, 
make announcements and collect homework 
assignments. After that, students are fueled 
up and ready to take on the day, and keep the 
stomach growling at bay, at least until lunchtime!   

In Kentucky, the Jefferson County Public 
School (JCPS) system, which includes the 
Louisville area, is seeing dramatic participation 
results. Nearly two-thirds of JCPS students 
qualified for free or reduced meals, but just 
a couple years ago, only a fraction were 

participating in breakfast. Nineteen schools 
received a “Breakfast in the Classroom” 
(BIC) grant because of their high numbers of 
students eligible for free and reduced meals.  

“Jefferson County’s BIC program enables 
all students in the school to eat free of charge, 
which helps level the playing field,” said Kathy 
Belcher, Senior Manager of School Health and 
Wellness with SUDIA. Early into the BIC 
program, educators noticed reduced tardiness, 
improved attendance and fewer discipline 
problems. “Breakfast is brain food! Starting 
the day with a healthy breakfast can boost 
attention spans, increase concentration and 
memory, all essential for learning,” said Belcher.  

Since the BIC program started in JCPS in 
2012, at least 10 more schools have signed up 
and the student participation rate for the initial 
19 schools now averages around 90 percent.

Many other schools that have implemented 
the BIC strategy are already reaping the benefits.  
According to the “Share Our Strength” report, 
more than three out of four teachers say there 
is noticeable improvement in student alertness 
during their morning lessons. More than half of 
the teachers say that attendance has improved 

since the program started. Fifty-five percent 
of teachers surveyed say they have noticed a 
decrease in the number of student visits to the 
school nurse for headaches or upset stomachs, 
and there is really no substitute for having 
students at their desks. The majority of teachers 
also said there have been a noticeable decrease 
in the discipline problems in their classrooms, 
and students’ focus can translate to higher 
performance. A teacher at Mooreland Elementary 
in Knox County, Tenn. said since implementing 
“Breakfast in the Classroom” two years ago, 
“The school has an overall calm about it that it 
never had before.” Twenty-two schools in that 
district now participate in the BIC program.

The changes won’t happen overnight, but 
so far the results and participation growth are 
encouraging. As more school systems get involved 
and the word about breakfast gets around to more 
students and parents, we can all look forward to 
a lot less grumbling when the bell rings.  

To learn more about school breakfast programs 
or to find out how your school can get involved, 
go to the Southeast United Dairy Industry 
Association’s website at www.southeastdairy.org. PARENT-IMPLEMENTED  

LANGUAGE  
INTERVENTION

BREAKFAST
continued from page 96
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Every day, educators, therapists, and parents work 
tirelessly to help children on the autism spectrum 
reach their potential in areas such as communication, 
interaction, academics, and daily life skills.  With 
new interventions for children with autism spectrum 
disorder emerging rapidly, one of the biggest 
challenges that professionals and caregivers face is 
deciding which type of intervention to utilize within 
classrooms, therapy settings, and in the home. 

 Parent-implemented intervention is gaining 
popularity as the treatment method of choice in 
many settings.  This form of intervention involves 
a professional teaching parents to apply specific 
language intervention strategies to their everyday 
interactions with their child in order to improve the 
child’s language development.  There is a growing 
body of research that shows that when parents of 
children with and without intellectual disabilities 
(including autism) are taught to implement these 
strategies, significant, positive changes in the 
children’s receptive and expressive language skills 
result.  Parent training programs, which constitute 
parent-implemented intervention are being offered 
within a growing number of school systems across 
the country as part of the parent-school collaboration 
required by Part B state performance indicators.

Parent-implemented intervention fits with family-
centered care in that its goal is not only improved 
developmental progress for the child, but enhanced 
family well-being. Studies show that an important 
outcome of family-centered care is an increase in 
parental knowledge, skills and sense of competency.  

Working with parents to help them become 
sensitive facilitators of their child’s communication 
development also fits with what is considered best 
practice in intervention for children with autism.  
It has been well-documented that treatment for 
children on the autism spectrum should be intensive 
and focus on skills that can be used functionally 
within day-to-day situations.  When parents are 
able to implement intervention at home and in 
other everyday settings, they can make the most 
of the teachable moments that happen at any time 
throughout the child’s day.  They are also able to 
teach the most fundamental skills within a functional 
context, facilitating generalization of skills.  

Programs that have been developed to teach 
parents how to support their children’s development 
are most effective when they are designed to meet the 
needs of adult learners.  Such programs accommodate 
the range of adult learning styles and also incorporate 
coaching and feedback as part of the learning process.  
The components of effective coaching include explicit 
teaching, facilitating parents’ self-awareness and 

PARENT-IMPLEMENTED  
LANGUAGE  

INTERVENTION
A FAMILY-CENTERED MODEL  

FOR BUILDING CAREGIVER CAPACITY  
IN CHILDREN WITH  

AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
By Lisa Drake
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awareness of their child’s efforts to communicate 
using video recordings that are reviewed together 
with the provider, and supporting the ongoing 
learning process through examination, reflection, 
discussion, and the refinement of their skills.

There are a number of parent-implemented 
interventions for parents of children with autism. 
Some of the ones which support a relationship-based 
approach include DIR/Floortime, which promotes 
development through child-led interactions, 
Relationship Development Intervention (RDI), 
which promotes flexible thinking in children with 
ASD, and More Than Words® – The Hanen® 
Program for Parents of Children with Autism 
Spectrum Disorder, which focuses on adding 
structure to the child’s everyday experiences to 
build interaction and communication skills. These 
programs have different formats and content but 
they all teach the parent to identify and interact 
with their child at their developmental level, help 
parents utilize activities that the child enjoys, and are 
rooted in the belief that the parent-child interaction 
is crucial to helping the child reach his potential.

When parents participate in a More Than 
Words® program, which is led by a Hanen-
certified Speech-Language Pathologist, they 
attend 8 sessions with approximately seven other 
families.  During each session, parents are taught 

practical, easy to understand strategies that they 
can start using right away.  Some of these strategies 
include learning how to wait for their child to 
take a communicative turn, adding a predictable, 
routinized structure to their child’s everyday 
activities and building communicative turns into 
these activities, accommodating the child’s sensory 
preferences in games like “Chase” and “Tickles” 
to encourage communication, adding structure 
and visual supports to increase understanding 
of language, and following the child’s lead to 
increase parent-child interaction.  Three times 
during the program, parents bring their children 
to individual video feedback visits with the 
Speech-Language Pathologist to facilitate the 
application of the techniques they have learned 
in the group sessions.  It is during these sessions 
that the Speech-Language Pathologist can ensure 
that the parents understand the techniques and 
strategies taught in the program and that they 
are effectively being applied within parent-child 
interactions so that the children can make positive 
changes in their ability to communicate.

Given that parents of children with ASD 
have been shown to be less satisfied with the 
services their child receives and to experience 
more stress than parents of children with other 
disabilities, it is important to provide this option 

to parents of children with autism. These parents 
are among those most in need of support from 
the professionals who work with their children.  
Investing in the education of parents can strengthen 
the relationship between home and school as 
parents and educators can truly be collaborative 
partners in the children’s education.  Most 
importantly, when the connection and shared 
knowledge between educators, therapists, and 
parents is strong, the best possible outcomes for 
children with autism can be achieved.   

“Parent-implemented 
intervention fits with 
family-centered 
care in that its goal 
is not only improved 
developmental 
progress for the child, 
but enhanced  
family well-being.”

Earn your Master’s Degree online from Clarion University
Clarion University not only offers high quality education, but it also offers  exibility for the working professional. 
With our online master’s programs and courses, we understand that  exibility is key for the working professional. 
This understanding allows a perfect  t for anyone with a busy schedule.
• Master of Education (M. Ed.) 
 Online Concentrations available: 
 • Reading
 • Science Education
 • Mathematics Education
 • Technology Education
 • Curriculum and Instruction
 • Early Childhood
• PA Reading Specialist Certi cate
For more information, visit Clarion Online: http://www.clarion.edu/263/
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By Jodi Sleeper-Triplett

You were talking to a fellow teacher 
about ADHD coaching last week and she 
told you that one of her students benefited 
from the coaching process.  He is more 
organized, uses his planner and works with 
his coach regularly to schedule all his life 
events from academics to sports and family 
activities.  Your colleague mentioned that 
the student’s mother stated that she is less 
stressed and likes having someone else work 
directly with her son. She can step back from 
the daily nagging and give her son space to 
learn and grow. The student is becoming 
more independent and empowered to move 
forward, step by step, to work on strategies 
to make schoolwork more manageable. 

Suddenly, a light bulb goes on in your 
head. “Wow, this sounds amazing - just what 
many of my students need!”    Before you 
rush off to find ADHD coaching resources 
for your students and send an e-mail blast 
to parents, hold on a moment. Let’s look at 
the details of the ADHD coaching process 
and how it may benefit your students. 

ADHD coaching is a relatively new field 
of practice, dating back to the mid 1990’s. 
You may be more familiar with life coaching. 
Think of ADHD coaching as a niche developed 
using the core concepts of life coaching as a 

foundation. ADHD coaching helps individuals 
to set goals, acknowledge strengths, increase 
self-awareness, develop social skills, and 
create strategies that enable them to be more 
effective in managing their day-to-day lives. 
ADHD coaches establish a pattern of frequent 
communication/accountability with students 
to make sure they are focused and working 
steadily toward their goals. Academic coaching 
is a subset of ADHD coaching which focuses 
on the whole child and all the life areas 
impacting the individual student’s success.  

How does coaching benefit 
students with ADHD/EF/LD?

By providing coaching to students, we 
have an opportunity to help bridge the gap 
between childhood and adulthood while 
simultaneously helping parents to step 
back and allow the maturation process to 
proceed at a pace that is right for their child. 
Oftentimes, parents have a difficult time 
accepting that many students with ADHD, 
executive dysfunction and learning disabilities 
are still in their preteens emotionally. Parents 
and other adults often expect these students 
to be mature enough to manage their lives. 
Yet, there is no “one size fits all” timetable 
for maturity. Coaches help to guide and 
support young people in getting ready for the 

future at their own pace. Through coaching, 
the student receives support in creating 
plans and setting goals in an environment 
of structure, support, and encouragement. 

When coaching students, the core focus is 
on academics, just as work is the core focus 
of coaching for most adults. We are coaching 
around the issues that are first and foremost 
for students. They are encouraged by the 
coach to give “equal time” to other life areas 
to insure a well-rounded, healthy and happy 
life. Let’s face it, none of us do well in our jobs 
without sleep and good nutrition. How can 
we expect our children to be any different? 

THE FUNDAMENTALS  
of ADHD Coaching for Students

“When coaching 
students, the core 
focus is on academics, 
just as work is the core 
focus of coaching for 
most adults. We are 
coaching around the 
issues that are first and 
foremost for students.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
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The Coaching Process
As in coaching with adults, the student sets 

the agenda for the coaching process, while the 
coach elicits information to clarify and identify 
the details of the student’s agenda and the plan 
for how to reach the student’s goals. Thus, when 
working with students, the coach is careful 
not to redirect the coaching toward an agenda 
that has been predetermined by the parents or 
one that the coach views as a better alternative 
for the student. Coaching is not a quick fix 
and it is not a process that changes anyone 
overnight.  Coach training programs are offered 
in a variety of formats and coaching models.  It 
is valuable for the prospective student to seek 
out a coach who has both life coach training 
(non-ADHD specific) and ADHD coach 
training, plus experience in coaching youth 
students.  Having a teenager of one’s own is not 
a qualification for being able to coach others.

It is the coach’s responsibility to listen 
carefully to questions and concerns that might 
get in the way of the student’s path toward the 
agreed-upon goals. For example, the student 
may set a goal to learn how to ski, only to 

find out that skiing is cost prohibitive at this 
time in his or her life. (Note that questions 
related to the feasibility of the students’ goals 
are posed during the coaching process.) The 
student chooses instead to put the goal of 
learning to ski on the back burner and to find 
a more affordable option (e.g., taking up ice 
hockey or running). In addition, the coach 
will listen for any hesitation that might be 
coming from the student due to lack of skill or 
knowledge of how to go after the selected goal 
and then respond by encouraging the student 
to explore what it might take to increase skill 
or knowledge in order to accomplish the goal. 

A typical coaching session lasts 30-45 
minutes. This can be an in-person meeting, a 
Skype session or a phone call, depending on 
the student’s availability and learning style. 
For example, if student is a visual learner but 
has many extracurricular activities, she may 
choose Skype coaching to see her coach without 
having to travel to the coach’s office.  The 
coach and student review the results of the 
past week – what worked, what did not; and 
plan ahead for the upcoming week. This may 

include breaking down homework assignments, 
planning the stages of a new project, discussing 
upcoming social events and how to juggle 
homework and personal time, developing self-
advocacy skills or reviewing organizational 
strategies for both school and home. The 
coaching plan that was developed at the start of 
the coaching relationship provides a framework 
for the goals and action steps each student 
chooses to focus on in their coaching sessions.  

In addition to the weekly session, students 
are requested to exchange emails and/or 
text messages with the coach on a regular 
basis to foster accountability and allow the 
coach to monitor progress.  Details of the 
coaching sessions are confidential, while 
students are encouraged to share their goals 
and progress with their parents. You are 
probably wondering what happens if a student 
is not following the coaching plan or his 
interim grades are less than acceptable.  

The key to the success of coaching is the 
trust and connection between the coach and 
the student.  When problems arise, parents 
are encouraged to talk directly to their student 
and if that does not work, reach out to the 
coach.  A good rule for parents to follow is 
to send an email to the coach and copy the 
student on the email.  The coach will do 
the same, and, with permission from the 
student (the parent for minors), teachers 
and professors may do the same. This keeps 
everyone in the loop when a problem arises 
and lets the student know that you and the 
coach are not communicating privately. 

Once a student decides to move forward with 
coaching, be patient with the process. It takes 
time to build new habits and develop skills for 
success.  Coaching is a month to month process 
with a recommendation of 6 months or longer 
to allow all the strategies to “gel”.  Parents are 
encouraged to be patient and allow the student 
to progress at a pace that fits his needs. There 
will be bumps along the way, not unlike those we 
experience in other new life endeavors.  With the 
added support of a coach, students will have a 
wonderful opportunity to pursue their goals and 
dreams with greater confidence and success.

Jodi Sleeper-Triplett, MCC, SCAC, BCC, 
is the leader in the field of ADHD youth 
coaching and the author of Empowering Youth 
with ADHD (2010). Her company, JST 
Coaching, LLC, provides youth coach training, 
coaching and workshops worldwide. For more 
information, go to www.jstcoach.com

Learn from the World-Renowned Leader in 
YOUTH COACHING AND ADHD

Training Available for  
K-12, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

INCREASE Student Performance  
with PROVEN Strategies for Success!

WHY JST?
go to www.jstcoach.com

TO FIND OUT!

www.jstcoach.com  703.548.3161  info@jstcoach.com
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BUILDING COMMUNITY 
WITHIN YOUR SCHOOL…
THE REST OF THE STORY
Both coaches, a successful businessman and 
his school teacher daughter, share insights 
on how creating stronger communities can 
help us all get a better “final grade.”

By Kathryn Schmidt and Ron Schmidt

In a recent New York Times article Nicholas Kristof tells a story from 
the 1950s about a kid who was a handful; he was a trouble maker, didn’t 
want to learn, never read, didn’t fit in and was disrespectful. He was 
from a large family, no electricity in the house, father was a farmer with 
a second grade education, he attended a small segregated school in the 
South and he was always mouthing off. He drove his teacher to tears.

So one day during senior year he cut class, and ended up in the library 
where he spotted a book by a black author with a risqué cover. Not 
wanting to jeopardize his reputation with his peers by being seen reading 
a book, he stole the book from the library rather than checking it out. He 
loved the book and sneaked it back on the shelf only to find another book 
by the same author. He continued this with four books by the same author 
and got hooked on reading. The student, Olly Neal, went on to college 
and law school and was appointed the first black district prosecuting 
attorney in Arkansas. And a few years later Neal became a judge. 

Driving hundreds of miles to help a troubled kid
At a high school reunion years later, Neal’s English teacher, 

Mildred Grady, filled Olly in on the rest of the story. She had 
witnessed him stealing the book but recognized his embarrassment 
in checking out the book, so she didn’t confront him. But what 
happened next was most remarkable. Examining the bookshelves 
she found no more books by the same author. So she got in her car 
and drove 70 miles to a Memphis bookstore to find another book 
by the same author. She ended up making this trip four times for 
Olly, the incorrigible, disrespectful kid. The kid that many thought 
didn’t have a chance, the kid that many would have given up on.

In a recent interview, U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan’s 
response parallels our story: “All of us can point to a great teacher 
who fundamentally changed the trajectory of our lives, and yet 
we know we don’t give teachers the recognition they deserve.”

My daughter is a first grade teacher and a grade school cheerleading 
coach, I’m a business owner and a youth baseball coach. We act both as 
coaches and teachers in our professional and athletic settings. Acting as 
a teacher and a coach in the classroom or in business has commonalities. 
Many people act as teachers to us, and they all can make a difference. 
We would like to share our thoughts and experiences on team building. 

Why did Mrs. Grady do this for Olly? She had no idea he would 
one day become a judge. He was from the poorest of families. Why 
do something for a kid who was incorrigible and who most likely 
would never have a chance? We know Olly never thanked her at 
the time. In fact, she could have turned him in for stealing. 

So what did she really do for him? She found a way to make 
Olly feel included.  He was finally reading, doing what most 
students had been doing for years. He now felt a commonality 
to the community of education; he felt part of the team, part of 
the big picture that now enticed him to go to college. Mrs. Grady 
figured out a way to give him a fair shot at life. Mrs. Grady became 
a leader in the classroom and in the bigger educational community, 
and as a result, helped shape a significant contributor to society.

The teacher – the coach
Opportunities for teaching abound, beyond the traditional 

classroom setting. My colleague and I were asked to coach cheerleading, 
something we had never done before. Twenty-two girls tried out 
and we decided all would make the team because we sought to 
create a feeling of inclusion by building community. While each 
girl had a variety of talents we gladly accepted; we only accepted 
one standard for behavior: Each girl needed to treat their peers with 
respect and dignity. If they didn’t, they lost participation time.  

As a cheerleader, the word “leadership” takes on a whole new 
meaning. Being a leader not only on the sidelines, but in the classroom 
and the community as well is a vital component of this role. Owning 
the title as a “cheerleader” is a fulltime job. Our goal was to instill 
the desire of becoming a positive role model for their school and 
community, on the court and off. It’s a lot to expect, but if the desire 
is there, each girl has the power and control to meet this expectation.

As a primary grade school student, each member of the team began 
to build tolerance and embrace their differences. We worked to help 

SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING
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the squad always bear in mind that leadership is the process of influencing your 
team members to work hard and be committed to team goals. To be a good leader, 
you must take part in helping your teammates attain those goals every day. 

Now think about the challenges of Olly’s times and today. Olly’s school was 
segregated, not unlike others throughout our country in the 1950s. His opportunities 
in the classroom were artificially restricted by the school he could attend. Then 
and now, for the benefit of the student, schools identify kids as gifted, cognitively 
delayed, or economically disadvantaged. These labels help schools to better meet 
the needs of every child, but they also have unintended consequences because 
these same labels can sometimes define boundaries and limit a student’s options.

The business owner – the coach
While I have been coaching kids for over 20 years, I have become a better 

coach in recent years when I didn’t have the talented kids that I did when I first 
started coaching. Through constantly affirming the belief that it’s important to raise 
everyone to a higher standard, our teams have been successful both in how they 
treat their teammates and competitors as well as making the championship series. 

Working hard with each player, and making all of them commit to the team 
and their teammates has been rewarding as a coach. Also remember the adage that 
“hard work beats talent when talent doesn’t work hard” can be said another way; 
“hard working teachers beat the odds when they build a school of inclusion.”

Successful communities of people – successful teams – successful schools – are 
built through effective relationships, by folks connecting with the humanity of 
others. The story of Olly and Mrs. Grady is an important example of building 
community – building the team. We do this by connecting and being accountable 
to all the players, the teachers, and to those we are educating, our students. This 
requires an attitude of being inclusive with all students and all teachers.
Making your  
“final grade” count

Clayton Christensen of Harvard Business School reflected on his life 
after a close call with cancer. He concluded “that the metric by which 
God will assess my life isn’t dollars but the individual people whose lives 
I’ve touched. He went on to say “that’s the way it will work for us all. 
Don’t worry about the level of individual prominence you have achieved; 
worry about the individuals you have helped become better people.”

So what metric did Mrs. Grady live her life by? And what can Mrs. Grady 
teach us about our lives? What small steps can you take to help others become 
better people? What “Memphis like” path have you pursued? What leadership 
can you show for building community? As Mr. Christensen recommends, “Think 
about the metric by which your life will be judged, and make a resolution to 
live every day so that in the end, your life will be judged a success.”

Kathryn “Katie” Schmidt, a public school teacher of seven years, currently 
teaches a K-1 split in the urban center of Louisville, KY. Her 13-year competitive 
gymnastic experience instilled in her the drive to succeed and a vision to oppose 
fear of the unknown as she leads in her role as the cheerleading coach for her 
school. Her coaching role provides her a means of mentoring and guiding her 
students to achieve their goals as they face obstacles with honesty and hope.

Ron Schmidt is a graduate of the University of Kentucky, University of Louisville, 
and the Weatherhead School of Business, Case Western University. A resident of 
Cleveland Heights, OH, for 30 years, consultant and business owner, he is also 
active in Rotary, Junior Achievement, an active board member of several community 
organizations, and a baseball coach. Schmidt is also a frequent keynote speaker at 
industry events and is published in industry publications. He is president of CBS 
Certified Public Accountants, LLC and Credit Union Business Solutions, LLC

The purpose of Sunny Crest Youth Ranch is to provide a 
safe, loving environment with the influence of core values, 

and physical, spiritual, academic and social support.

Sunny Crest Youth Ranch provides a loving, nurturing and 
secure environment for children who deserve a new start. 

Sunny Crest offers every rancher a safe place to learn from 
mistakes without fear of rejection and to practice the skills 

necessary to become a successful adult. Educational programs, 
mentoring, counseling/therapy and skilled adult intervention 
coupled with cutting edge methods create the Sunny Crest 

environment – a safe place to explore the opportunities young 
men need to meet the challenges life has presented them.

Provide a Secure,  
Loving and Nurturing  

Environment  
for the Boys  

That Need it Most

Contact us today for more information.  
We are ready to give your boy the loving,  

professional therapeutic experience  
he deserves to return to a more positive  

and purposeful direction.  

Call (517) 507-3144  
Visit www.sunnycrestyouthranch.org

Within this rich, working ranch environment, Sunny Crest offers 
the structured experience and activities at-risk boys need to 

develop in mind, body and spirit. An individualized treatment plan 
(ITP) for each rancher combines the appropriate educational and 

therapeutic programs under the supervision of skilled adults. 
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I was the girl who got called fat every single day. The girl who 
camouflaged her pain by laughing really hard and talking too loud, 
drowning out the demeaning comments. The girl fighting an internal 
battle to get up, get ready, and go to school every morning.

I was the girl who ate lunch alone on the bench in front of the 
cafeteria doors. The girl who had one friend, but lost even her when 
her boyfriend called me names too.

I had a simple, deadly, desperate plan to escape the social torment 
I’d been facing since the fifth grade: leave school, lie in the street on 
my stomach, and wait until a speeding car came along.

Then, as I passed the counselor’s office, out of nowhere, a voice 
spoke to me. It said, “You need to change your life. You are going 
through this so you can help other bullied children.” I dashed straight 
into the counselor’s office in desperate need of help.

The counselor was busy, but after taking one look at me a secretary 
sprinted to get him. I was soon inside his office, heaving, hiccupping 
and hysterical. I have never cried like that in my life. Tears streamed 
down my face as I hugged the trashcan, afraid of vomiting out my 
feelings. 

— Excerpt from “Never Again,” an essay by Elizabeth Ditty from 
“Bullying Under Attack: Stories Written by Teen Victims, Bullies and 
Bystanders”

If high school is “just high school” and kids are just being kids, 
then why try to enact change? Because to do otherwise may mean we 
lose a young person to suicide, and even one death by “bullycide” is 
one too many.

Guidance counselors, social workers, and psychologists who work 
within school communities must find ways to enact changes to keep 
students safe and generate teaching moments to end these cycles. As 
this young woman’s story shows — guidance counselors are a critical 
front line in our response to chronic bullying. And for this young 
woman, an astute staffer and a responsive counselor may have saved 

her life. However, as many counselors know 
from personal experience, sometimes teachers 
and counselors don’t get it right.

Too often, parents, counselors, policy 
makers, and educators struggle with whether 
or not teasing is part of coming of age, a rite 
of passage, or a normalized hazing ritual. 
Where do we draw the line? When does 
it qualify as bullying? The lack of a clear 
operational definition has meant that schools, 
parents, educators, and governments often 
have diffused and disorganized policies for 
dealing with bullying.

Sometimes adults are the strongest allies of 
children and teens who are bullied. At other 
times, they are ineffectual. Far too often, in 
hindsight it’s clear that the tragedy, trauma, 
and threat could have been averted or at least 
minimized if teachers and parents had their 
eyes open, listened, and drew together.

Guidance counselors can often serve as critical bridge builders in 
the battle against bullying, with the opportunity to observe and talk 
with students, interface with teachers and administration, and reach 
out to parents. They can employ school websites, parent-teacher 
nights, school assemblies, and human development classes to maintain 
this conversation and give children and families tools to combat 
bullying.

Counselors are also in the unique position to:
•  Teach parents to monitor signs that their child is being bullied, 

such as changes in behaviors and habits
•  Develop curricula to address the safe use of social media, text 

messaging, and other online spaces
•  Work with administrators on the development of school- or 

district-wide policies to address bullying
•  Foster parent programs on technology and bullying in general
        Create in-service training that draws from the science on 

bullying and allows teachers to detect and be frontline observers of 
inappropriate behavior among peers

Here are some useful resources for counseling professionals, 
students, and families:

www.stopbullying.gov
www.nasponline.org/resources/bullying
www.apa.org/topics/bullying
These websites are always evolving and include updates on the most 

current research and policy statements, as well as useful fact sheets for 
teens and families. 

One child lost to the scourge of bullying is one child too many. 
While it requires a community-wide effort to face down these issues, 
school professionals are key in developing effective responses.

Stephanie Meyer is editor of “Bullying Under Attack: Stories  
Written by Teen Victims, Bullies and Bystanders.”
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DIVERSITY

Cultural  
TRAINING

Cultural diversity is creeping up in every region, state, city, district and 
school in America. In some areas, this is occurring very fast, in some it’s 
occurring slowly. Regardless, the demographica changes of the American 
classroom are bringing cultural diversity to the forefront of many schools. 

Diversity is about people, the environment, how we think, 
values, morals, and how we view people unlike ourselves. Culture 
is the learned traditions, principles and guides of behavior 
that are shared among members of a particular group. 

White European descent has been the image of America for 
years. However, this is not a true image of America. America’s 
belief systems differ from religion, family dynamics and gender. 

Cultural diversity in the educational setting influences teaching 
and learning. Acknowledging cultural diversity forces the teacher 
to embrace multiple ways of teaching diverse students. A students’ 
culture influences how they are taught and how they learn. 

Students’ backgrounds reflect how they learn. Their learning 
styles, such as cognitive, affective and physiological traits that 
are indicators of how learners perceive, interact and respond 
to their learning environment is a result of their culture. 

Between the years of 2006 to 2018, the states of Tennessee, 
Georgia, Florida, South Carolina, North Carolina and Alabama 
will receive a 15.3 percent increase of a diverse population. 
Children from immigrant families will make up 19 percent of 
school-aged population. By 2050 52 percent of the population 
in American will be people of color and 24 percent Hispanic. 

This is a huge demographic shift from 20 years ago. This increase 
is due partly to technological advances of economic and industry 
changes. The U.S. is one of the leaders in the global market; we reach 
across waters via technology to conduct business. Keeping abreast of 
local industry will help schools make appropriate changes to the diverse 
student’s needs. Does the school system resemble the community? 

Although every community is different, there are some 
basic strategies all communities should follow who are 
facing diversity changes. It is not enough for teachers to go 
through a course on how to teach a diverse population. 

Cultural competence in the school setting involves the 
ability to acquire knowledge of educational related beliefs, 

By Genola B. Johnson, EdD 

see CULTURAL page 108

What Every 
Administrator 
Should Know
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attitudes and practices to improve student achievement. 
Educational diversity identifies and openly discusses cultural 

differences and issues and gain respect for individuals who are different. 
The use of cultural knowledge and sensitivity to defend the rights and 
values of other groups is important. Learn to understand verbal and 
non-verbal communication with diverse individuals and or groups. 

Not addressing and facing these issues puts children and 
families at risk of not getting the educational support they need. 
Understanding the school culture may or may not align with the 
culture of the student’s home. Learning and understanding a family’s 
codes of behavior, such as their norms, values, beliefs, customs and 
how they communicate is essential in teaching diverse students. 

The classroom teacher is the most invaluable component of what a school 
system has in the social development of its youth. The teacher is the major 
part of the child’s adjustment to the American culture. Providing professional 
development for the teacher to ensure they understand how important 
it is to enhance the students’ self image, pronounce the student’s name 
correctly, share and understand the student’s thoughts, ideas and feelings. 

Invite parents to participate in the school. Have a home/
school connection and be responsive to non-traditional family 
structures. Plan instruction to include cultural histories and 
ask students what they need to be successful in school. 

To have a more inviting and culturally diverse school, school 
systems should hire employees that match the demographics of 
the students they teach. Assess your employee demographics. 
If you have 20 percent Hispanic students within a school, 
hire 20 percent of the employees of Hispanic descent. 

Attracting a wider pool of employees that reflect the population the school 
serves communicates the fact that diversity is important. Employ diverse 
professional job candidates with varied backgrounds and demographics. 
Employees and students will have a favorable attitude toward their 
workplace and school when initiatives are more demographically diverse. 

Schools are always concerned about public relations and test scores; 
the above-mentioned dimensions affect performance, motivation, 
success and how we model for our students a respectable society. 

When hiring for new staff, do you insist on a diverse pool of 
candidates to reflect your student population? Do you have focus 
groups, look policies, and know your own biases? Do they have a seat 
at the table and actually have input in the decisions being made? 

As an administrator, are you modeling being comfortable with 
people of diverse backgrounds? Do you know their goals, their 
motivations and how they like to be recognized? Do you know how 
to professionally give negative feedback to someone who is culturally 
different from you? When you have hired an employee, do you explain 
the unwritten rules? Are you continually monitoring policies, practices 
and procedures to ensure they do not impact different groups? 

Conduct employee attitude surveys, have mentoring programs 
and conflict management training. Are you listening to constructive 
feedback from staff on how to improve? Is immediate action taken 
when staff you supervise show disrespect for others in the workplace, 
for example jokes and offensive terms? Are assignments and 
opportunities for advancement are assessable to everyone? 
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Provide diversity training and communicating 
with staff is very important. Ensuring diversity 
training and maintaining it in the forefront 
of a workplace, schools can save time, money 
and be efficient. If these practices are ignored 
or are not addressed the loss of productivity 
and the inability to retain qualified people 
will constantly be a problem. Complaints and 
legal actions, loss of investments, recruitment 
and training add to this problem. 

School districts are always watching their 
budgets. It costs to recruit, interview, order 
background checks, request drug screening and 
create pre-employment assessments. Once the 
employee is hired, they have to be trained. Even 
if it is someone who is familiar with the job, 
they need to be trained to that particular school’s 
culture. After insurance, benefits a school district 
could spend are about $60,000 for a $45,000 
employee. It could take a school system about 
one year to break even in hiring this employee. 
This is not something you want to do every year. 

Mentioning the high cost of hiring an 

employee, retaining an employee is even more 
difficult. It may not be costly, but it is difficult. 

Implement diversity training, develop a 
hiring strategy and learn to leverage others 
strengths to help keep mutual respect for 
all employees. Modeling good behavior and 
enforcing cultural sensitivity management is an 
investment employers cannot afford to ignore. 

Cultural diversity training for all staff 
facilitates better communication and promotes 
tolerance. Diversity training helps to instill value 
of all parties involved. An effective diversity 
training should have measurable objectives, align 
with the organization’s policies, values, missions 
and goals, include programs such as professional 
development and mentoring, focused on the 
larger vision and goals of the organization, i.e., 
increasing employee retention, and emphasis 
cross cultural communication skills. 

A workplace is better when all members 
appreciate the value in diverse skills, 
education and experiences. Encourage open 
communication, teamwork and fostering 
annual events such as staff retreats; informal 
gatherings and fellowship help to break down 
barriers and improve staff morale. These 

events help develop interpersonal relationships 
and create a culture of inclusiveness. 

Evaluating focus groups, the history of 
complaints, reviewing and updating policies, 
reviewing the organization’s values, culture and 
expectations of professional conduct will help 
schools move into a more diverse organization. 

In order for school systems to mirror their 
communities, they will need to be ready 
to accept diversity. All stakeholders should 
understand the differences that make people 
unique and valuable in an organization. 

Educators are in the business of shaping 
our society academically and socially. 
Our students will learn from our actions. 
Showing them how to work with people 
who are different from ourselves will help 
them be better global citizens.

Dr. Johnson has over 20 years in education 
teaching elementary, middle, and high school 
overseas as well as an administrator in high school. 
She currently serves as Executive Director of Georgia 
Educational Learning Center, Inc. Her biweekly 
blog can be found at www.instrucology.com. For 
more information, visit www.gaelcllc.com.
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A  
Safe  
Haven?

Prevention  
and Deterrence  

Have Limits
By Dennis Lewis

SCHOOL SECURITY

(Editor’s note: This is part one of a two-part series.) 
Acts of lethal violence at public facilities 

continue to make headline news.  Perhaps 
psychologically the most troubling fact is that 
a number of these incidents occur at schools. 
The impact on the minds of the public is not 
only greater because children are usually victims 
but also because our society views schools as 
the safest of havens for students and staff.  

Limitations
Regardless of the best efforts made, security 

experts, school personnel and the general public 
should recognize that prevention and deterrence 
do have limits. Most would consider airports 
the safest and most secure of public facilities. 
Resources related to weapons detection systems 
are designed and installed with the strictest 
security in mind. Every phase of airport security 
is checked, double-checked, and routinely 
updated. Yet, over the last year at several 
airports, there have been breaches of security, 
acts of violence, and in a few rare instances, 
loss of life. This realization has clear and glaring 
implications for those charged with ensuring a 
safe and nurturing school climate for children.

Educators must re-evaluate and redouble 
their efforts in enhancing school safety and 
security specific to school violence. Identifying 
and implementing strategies to prevent acts 
of school violence are especially difficult due 
to the sporadic nature of incidents and the 
suicidal mindset of most perpetrators.   

Whether at airports, theaters, shopping 
malls, or schools, one denominator seems to be 
common more times than not. Most perpetrators 
give warning signs related to what he or she is 
planning. It may be subtle or it may be more 
direct. Whether telling classmates to stay away 
from school or displaying an unusual fascination 
with violence-filled entertainment or writings, 
perpetrators often leak information in some 
manner.  Unfortunately, it may only be in the 
aftermath of a tragedy that the warning signs 
appear to be significant. It’s at that point people 
wonder how it could have been overlooked.

Closing the Gap
Educators looking for additional 

strategies to close the gap between current 
efforts and the limitations dictated in part 
by the need to keep school looking like 
school should consider the following:
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•  Train all Staff.  All staff should receive training on potential warning 
signs of individuals that may pose a threat. Because the conduct of 
the perpetrator may be such that the signs are subtle or embedded 
in day-to-day behavior, hints of what he may be contemplating 
can be difficult to discern. A good starting point for educating staff 
is to utilize the late 1990s research of the F.B.I.’s Critical Incident 
Response Group headed by former agent Dr. Mary O’Toole. Their 
published research, “The School Shooter – A Threat Assessment 
Perspective,” details many of these indicators and warning signs. Dr. 
O’Toole’s team of behavioral specialists clearly communicates not 
every child exhibiting these traits and characteristics will become 
the next perpetrator of school violence.  The recognition of these 
behaviors though should give rise to further inquiry and concern. 
In the minds of the authors of this article, the best prevention 
strategy for school violence is a well-educated and trained staff.

•  Reporting Protocols. Examine and verify that the school and/or district 
have a well-defined internal and external protocol for reporting threats 
and concerns. School staff typically views the glass as “half full.” Though 
staff constantly looks for the positive in their students, they need to 
be directed to report behaviors that may be a cause for concern. Any 
serious threat of violence or indication of such should be immediately 
reported. The reporting by the school should also include notification 
of law enforcement or other appropriate community agencies. In 
many states the reporting of certain levels of threats of violence is 

mandated. Protocols for reporting should be contained in all faculty 
and/or employee handbooks and periodically reviewed with staff.  

•  Threat Assessment Teams.  Organize building level Threat Assessment 
Teams across the district. This strategy is recommended as a part of 
the F.B.I. research as a way to analyze the threat by gaining insight as 
to whether the student is merely making a threat or actually posing 
a threat. Research, and what we know to be true, is that the vast 
majority of adolescents making a serious threat of violence do not 
actually pose a threat. The problem is that a few will, in fact, transition 
to posing a threat, and there must be a way of trying to identify 
those individuals in advance. Threat Assessment Teams provide a 
systematic process for examining the big picture related to what is 
known or discoverable about the young person. When used properly, 
teams can also devise and recommend intervention strategies.   

•  Educate Students. Educators should be encouraged to visit with 
students in the context of a current event discussion in the aftermath 
of one of these tragedies. As a part of the age appropriate dialogue, 
students should be encouraged to confide in an adult when they 
know of a classmate or other individual exhibiting behavior 
or communicating in a manner that may foreshadow violent 
behavior.  Because we live in a world of instant communication, 
most students are aware that school violence can occur any place 
at any time. They should be reminded of their responsibility 
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to the school, the community, themselves and their classmates.

•  Communicate With Parents. No parent wants to fathom his or her 
child capable of committing an unspeakable act of school violence. 
With that said, constant communication with parents is an integral 
part of a school’s prevention efforts. Warning signs don’t just occur 
at school or in isolation. Parents will oftentimes dismiss warning 
signs, but an astute educator asking the right questions can often 
elicit information that further supports the school’s concern.

•  Document. Document. Document. School personnel should 
thoroughly document their investigatory actions and responses to 
threats of violence made by a student or students regardless of whether 
it was direct or indirect. As a society, people naturally want to assign 
blame in the aftermath of an act of violence, and school personnel may 
have to explain what they did, why they did it, and when their actions 
occurred. Should the act of violence result in litigation, it may come 
down to the reports and documentation created at the time the incident 
unfolded which supports the reasonableness of the school’s response.

•  Debrief. While documentation is important in the face of litigation, it is also 
a useful tool for debriefing. It helps to reflect and refine a school’s response to 
an act of violence or other type of emergency situation. Schools should always 
take the opportunity to review their own efforts in the aftermath of a school 
tragedy. The world of school security is fluid, and what may be a best practice 

azz
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now can be nullified by future events.  
The most important thing all educators 

can do is to make sure that every child has 
an adult in the school building he or she 
can connect with in a positive and trusting 
manner. All the education and training 
in the world on this subject matter will 
be for naught if those within the school 
community do not communicate with 
each other. The gap can be narrowed 
and the limits minimized with good 
communication. The end result will 
be a safer and more secure learning 
and working environment for all.  

In the fall edition of SEEN,  look for the 
companion article on response strategies for 
an act of extreme violence once the event 
begins to unfold.  What can school staff do 
in order to delay entry to the perpetrator, 
impede his progress once in the school, 
and how staff can protect students.

Dennis Lewis is a cofounder of Edu-
Safe LLC, a school safety staff development 
organization providing consultation, 
training, and safety assessments and can 
be contacted at edusafe@edu-safe.org. 
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BUILDING  
FOR SUCCESS  

- a district-wide  
global school model

If you’re thinking about globalizing your 

district, there’s no time like the present. Talk 

of preparing students for the 21st century 

ignores the fact that, in reality, we’re already 

14 years in. We need to provide students 

with a variety of modern skills to ensure 

they are competitive in our increasingly 

interconnected world. Developing students’ 

language skills, increasing their global 

knowledge and enhancing their cultural 

experiences should be critical objectives 

of K-12 education around the world.
What’s in it for the district?

Apart from the obvious student-focused 

benefits of providing a global education, 

global schools and districts reap other 

benefits as a result of their forward-thinking 

strategy. Global schools provide parents with 

an attractive alternative to traditional school 

models and can even help increase student 

enrollment. This fall, a public school in 

Edgecombe County, North Carolina, will 

reopen as Martin Millennium Academy, 

a K-8 global school offering language 

immersion beginning in kindergarten. 

Within two days of the enrollment period 

opening, 180 students signed up - many 

coming from charter and private schools.

Language immersion programs, an 

important component of any global school 

model, are also beneficial to districts. Dual 

language immersion has been proven to 

help close the achievement gap and reach 

underachieving subgroups. Furthermore, 

student test results show that high student 

achievement in language immersion holds 

true regardless of demographic setting. 

W. H. Owen Elementary, a Title I school 

in Cumberland County, N.C., recently 

reported that students enrolled in their dual 

language immersion program are exceeding 

state averages on third- and fourth-grade 

tests in reading and math, and are scoring 

approximately 30 points higher on end-of-

grade tests than their non-immersion peers.
So where do we start?

In order to give students a truly global 

education, we must begin with teachers. Pre-

service teachers need comprehensive training 

in global education to be prepared to meet 

the needs of today’s students. This training 

can start at the college level and can continue 

throughout a teacher’s career with globally 

themed professional development. Schools 

are also wise to host visiting international 

teachers from around the globe to provide 

their students with authentic opportunities 

for global learning. International teachers 

bring a unique language and cultural 

dynamic to any classroom. The face-to-face 

interactions students experience intrigue 

and inspire them to ask questions and spark 

interest in learning more about the world.

All teachers need support and 

encouragement from their principals. 

Therefore, principals must support the global 

mission of their schools and advocate for 

their teachers. Principals can learn how to 

develop and lead global schools through 

professional development specifically 

created for administrators. International 

experiences and coaching also help to 

shape a globally minded principal.
Globalizing curriculum may sound like a 

GLOBAL EDUCATION
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daunting task. However, global learning should not be an add-on to core curriculum 
- it should be the core curriculum. All subjects at every level should be global. Global 
themes and concepts need to be woven throughout the K-12 learning experience. 
We should also offer students the option of stand-alone electives enabling them to 
focus on a specific global topic or area of interest. Lastly, we also need to stress the 
importance of language learning starting in kindergarten. As the world becomes 
more interconnected, the value in language skills becomes ever more apparent.

Developing a district-wide plan
Global school strategies vary from district to district, but 

there are several important pieces that must be in place to 
ensure a successful transition from traditional to global:

•  Create a detailed plan, monitor progress and provide incentives 
for schools to get on board with implementation. 

•  Establish learning targets and global competence indicators for all 
students and measure teacher success by student outcomes. 

•   Use technology and project-based learning to develop and 
train teachers to integrate global content and activities aligned 
with Common Core and other national standards. 

•  Integrate global content into all coursework using digital curricular 
resources and provide teachers a community for identifying best 
practices, recognizing achievements and sharing resources.

•  Provide recognition, such as digital badges, to reward teachers 
who demonstrate completion of professional development and 
successfully implement what they’ve learned in the classroom.

•  Institute a pathway to global-ready designation for teachers 
who meet professional development milestones. 

•  Encourage teachers to connect their classrooms 
with other classrooms around the world. 

•  Recognize and reward schools and principals that undertake 
this work of creating global school environments and connect 
them with a network of similar schools worldwide.

Where does this leave us?
Because global education and language learning are not standard components 

of the U.S. K-12 curriculum, districts across the country are, often unknowingly, 
allowing their students to fall behind their peers (domestically and internationally). 
The pace of globalization is increasing and the demand for global competency 
is growing - cross-cultural and linguistic skills are critical today and won’t be 
any less critical in the coming years. We have an obligation to prepare our kids 
for the present and, more importantly, for what’s to come. There’s no better 
place to start than K-12 education - and there’s no better time than now.

David Young is CEO at VIF International Education. 
For more information, visit www.vifprogram.com.

“All teachers need support 
and encouragement from their 
principals. Therefore, principals 
must support the global mission 
of their schools and advocate for 
their teachers.” 
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All Children Deserve  
a Quality  
Reading Education

Imagine learning to read without books. 
Imagine instructing children to read without 
books and with limited materials. These are 
realities of many teachers and children living 
and learning in Guatemala. In the United States, 
teaching children to read is also a perplexing 
endeavor. Providing a quality reading education 
so all children learn to read, whether Mayan 
children or children living and learning in U.S., 
is a complex process. Yet, extraordinary teaching 
and learning through quality reading education 
is occurring in these areas to make important 
differences in children’s reading experiences. 

Providing Quality Reading 
Education in Guatemala     

Yearly, a team of U.S. reading educators travel 
to Guatemala to offer hands-on literacy workshops 
to Guatemalan teachers. The team is guided by 
Marcie and Jerry Mondschein who started the 
project after a business trip to Guatemala. During 
the trip, Marcie, a U.S. reading educator, received 
an unplanned opportunity to provide literacy 
workshops to Guatemalan teachers because the 
teachers were on strike. Now, the Mondscheins 
along with many reading educators continue to 
offer workshops to Guatemalan teachers that bring 
important change to many Guatemalan children’s 
literacy experiences. And, change is evident. Today, 
when visiting in Guatemalan classrooms, you 
see many quality reading instructional practices 
such as students working in collaborative groups 
and students creating flip books, KWL charts, 
and Venn Diagrams to demonstrate learning.     

Making Differences in Guatemala’s 
Reading Instruction  

Many Guatemalan teachers have limited access 
to books, materials, and training in methods 
that teach children to analyze, critically evaluate 
information, and make decisions. Volunteers 
traveling to Guatemala offer hands-on reading 
instructional activities to assist teachers to 
immediately transfer learning to practice. During 
my first year with the team, I provided a workshop 
that trained teachers to use pictures and everyday 
experiences to create class stories that children 
could read. For example, a teacher engages children 
in an experience. Then, children talk about the 
experience as the teacher writes what the children 
say on paper. Next, the papers are combined into 
class books and reread to develop important skills 
in reading like decoding, fluency, vocabulary and 
comprehension. Importantly, these books are 
reread in class and taken home to read to family 

By Tammy Ryan, Ph.D.

GLOBAL EDUCATION

members and friends. Another workshop involved 
teachers in using non-rhythmic poems such as 
acrostic poems, If I Were poems, List poems, and 
patterned sentences to teach children to read and 
write. These activities are important because they 
support and enrich the Guatemalan teaching 
environment through a Language Experience 
Approach, “What I think about, I can talk about. 
What I say, I can write (or someone can write for 
me). What I can write, I can read (and others can 
read for me, too). I can read what I have written 
and I can also read what other people have written 
for me to read” (Van Allen, 1986, pp. 51-52). 

Providing Quality  
Reading Education in Florida   

Issues with access to quality reading education 

occur even closer to home. Near Jacksonville 
University (JU), where I teach all courses leading 
to the State of Florida Reading Endorsement, 
many children live and learn in some of the city’s 
lowest income areas. Children who reside in low 
socio-economic conditions often have limited 
early literacy experiences that research shows 
correlates to later reading achievement. Further, 
many of these children have limited access to 
books, positive role-models and experiences with 
academic vocabulary necessary to achieve in school. 

Offering Quality Reading Experiences  
Quality reading education brings positive 

change to teaching and learning. During the spring 
semester, I partner with a local Boys and Girls 
Club to offer tutoring services to K-5 students. For 
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one hour a week School of Education students 
and I travel to the club to offer “sidewalk literacy” 
experiences. We find that when activities appear 
school related, many children become unmotivated. 
Most often this disengagement occurs because 
children lack confidence in their reading and 
writing abilities and lack success in completing 
school related tasks. In the process, School of 
Education reading endorsed students enrolled in 
a reading methods course experience firsthand 
the complexities of urban literacy issues while 
immediately transferring reading theory to practice.

The key to engagement is applying reading 
theory and best practices through play. For instance, 
lessons involve children sitting on the basketball 
court while listening to a story read aloud by a JU 
student. When the story ends, children use sidewalk 
chalk to draw a comprehension response to the 
story. Another lesson involves kindergarten and first 
grade students in playing Red Light Green Light. 
Students walk until they hear words that do not 
rhyme. Then, they remain still until they hear words 
that rhyme again. These rhyming activities help 
strengthen important phonological awareness skills. 
Other lessons involve students bouncing a basketball 
on alphabet letters written in chalk on the sidewalk 
to spell sight words. Such experiences support 

children in developing important reading skills 
while preparing pre-service teachers to understand 
the challenges associated with urban literacy.  

Making Powerful Reading Differences 
During the fall semester, club members come to 

Jacksonville University to receive tutoring services 
as part of a reading assessment course. Bringing 
club members to campus is an important learning 
experience because most of these children are the 
first in their families to walk and study on a college 
campus. Once or twice a week the club shuttles K-5 
students to the campus for tutoring services offered in 
the School of Education’s Reading Lab. JU students 
administer various diagnostic reading assessments 
and use results to plan reading lessons based on club 
member’s strengths and areas of need. Importantly, 
going to college becomes a weekly conversation 
and a natural routine back at the club that makes 
powerful differences in (re)shaping children’s 
outlooks about the importance of reading to learn.         

Reading Teachers Make 
Important Differences 

A skilled teacher makes an important difference 
in children’s reading outcomes, not a program or 
a curriculum. To prepare more highly-qualified 

teachers of reading, the School of Education at 
JU opened a Master of Education in Reading 
Education degree program. The program is 
offered online so a Cohort of global educators 
can work together to study the process of reading, 
reading theory, instructional methods, and use of 
assessments to differentiate instruction. Cohorts 
co-construct knowledge through video-taped 
peer coaching, supervised reading practicums, 
and ongoing research projects. Preparing skilled 
reading teachers makes the difference because these 
teachers open the world of learning to children 
so the children can better achieve in all subject 
areas to accomplish important life goals.

 
Tammy Ryan, Ph.D, is an Assistant Professor 

of Reading Education in the Teacher Education 
Program at Jacksonville University. Her areas of 
research include using digital technologies to enhance 
vocabulary development in the primary grades and 
teacher effectiveness. She has published articles and 
book chapters on effective reading practices and 
uses of reading lab experiences to transform teacher 
practice. She has 15 years of classroom experience and 
presents yearly at national, international, and local 
conferences. For more information, visit http://www.
ju.edu/soe/. She can be contacted at tryan2@ju.edu. 

Education Applications
• Graphic Arts

• Campus Signage (Indoor & Outdoor)

• Fundraising

• Fabrication for Technology Departments

• School Trophies, Awards and Much More!

 Expand your educational 
curriculum today!

For more information contact us today at:
888-437-4564  •  sales@epiloglaser.com  •  epiloglaser.com/seen

Laser Systems Starting at $7,995
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Take your career to the next level
Whether your focus is on teaching or educational leadership, 
Lynn University has the right graduate program for you:

• M.Ed., Exceptional Student Education – Learn from our expert faculty and gain a deeper understanding 
of special education and methodology.

• M.Ed., Educational Leadership – Enhance your leadership skills to better serve your students 
and community. 

• Ed.D., Educational Leadership – Prepare for top-level leadership opportunities through our program 
created in conjunction with the Carnegie Project on the Education Doctorate.

Our graduate programs in education are designed to meet the needs of working professionals like you. 
Enroll with no entrance exam required. Earn your master’s degree in one year or your doctorate in three.

To apply or learn more, contact our Office of Admission at admission@lynn.edu 
or call 561-237-7900.

561-237-7900 | 1-800-888-5966
lynn.edu

Lynn University does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, gender, religion, nationality, ethnic origin, disability and/or age in administration of its educational and admission policies, scholarship and loan programs, athletic and/or other school-administered programs.

Lynn University is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award  baccalaureate, masters and doctorate degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097 or call 404-679-4500
 for questions about the accreditation of Lynn University.

Edu Ad_Palm Beach Bus ad  4/7/14  9:28 AM  Page 1
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By Caroline McCullen
As a world leader in analytics, 

SAS has built a reputation for 
not only helping businesses lead 
and succeed in their respective 
markets, but also working hard 
to ensure future generations are 
prepared to handle the growing 
demands for STEM-related careers.  

Incorporated in 1976 to 
provide analytic software to 
customers across industries, 
from pharmaceuticals and banks 
to schools and government 
agencies, SAS has nearly 14,000 
employees and offices in more 
than 50 countries. Co-founder 
and CEO, Jim Goodnight retains 
a passion for public education 
that only deepens with time. To 
him, an educated workforce is 
critical to our economic recovery. 

North Carolina’s skills gap is 
real. If current trends continue, the 
state could face a 46,000 worker 
shortfall by 2022. SAS takes this 
threat personally. A dearth of talent 
in science, technology, engineering 
and math (STEM) would challenge 
the company’s success, especially 
when 85 percent of SAS employees 

have a bachelor’s degree or higher. 
SAS supports numerous K-12 

initiatives that promote a quality 
education for every child, with a 
special focus on the underserved 
population. Every graduate needs 
the appropriate skills for success 
in our competitive global economy. 
But first, schools must attract and 
retain the best teachers. SAS 
firmly believes in appropriately 
supporting and compensating 
teachers, especially new teachers 
and those in hard-to-staff 
subjects like math and science. 

SAS is partnering with Triangle 
High Five, a regional initiative 
including the five public school 
districts in North Carolina’s 
Research Triangle. The program 
helps math teachers master 
effective instructional practices 
and address disparities in student 
achievement related to race and 
income. More than 800 math 
teachers attend the annual Math 
Summit, hosted by SAS. The two-
day professional development 
event provides strategies for 
addressing the new Common 
Core State Standards in Math.  

SAS also works to improve 
reading, math and technology 
fundamentals in public schools. 
“SAS Programming for High 
School” helps any U.S. high school 
educator acquire and teach relevant 
technology skills. SAS programming 
skills give students a distinct 
advantage in future education and 
careers. The company supplies 
course materials, SAS software 
and teacher training at no cost.

Since 1997, the company has 
been creating software to engage 
and excite students about learning. 
Today, SAS® Curriculum Pathways® 
provides free online interactive 
resources in the core disciplines for 
K-12 students. SAS Mobile Learning 
apps include SAS Read Aloud, SAS 
Flashcards, SAS Data Notebook, 
and more. The tools have become 
indispensable to teachers battling 
shrinking budgets nationwide. 

 Additional efforts to close the 
STEM skills gap include SAS’ 
support of Communities in Schools, 
Flipping the Classroom initiatives, 
Computer Science Education 
Week, Computing in the Core, 
and Digital Learning Day. Tapping 
into its analytics expertise, SAS 
also collaborates with Ready by 
21, analyzing community data to 
align resources and programs that 
prepare students for productive 
work and life by age 21. 

 A strong education system 

benefits all citizens and businesses. 

It is the bedrock for economic 

growth. But schools should not have 

to go it alone. SAS encourages 

the business community to 

reach out to schools. Find ways 

to engage and inspire the next 

generation. The next homegrown 

success story is waiting. SA
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By Doug Terfehr 

Nearly 30 years ago, Pizza 
Hut made a commitment to 
instilling a love of reading into 
children around the country 
when it launched the Pizza 
Hut BOOK IT! Program. What 
started as a personal passion 
for our company at the time, Art 
Gunther, BOOK IT! has grown 
into a program that is in more 
than 38,000 elementary schools, 
620,000 classrooms, and reaches 
14 million students each year. 

So, how did we get to this point? 
It’s pretty cool. Back in 1985, Art 
had a son who was struggling with 
reading. But, he loved pizza. So, 
he told him to work hard at his 
reading and if he did, they could 
go to Pizza Hut – just the two 
of them – to celebrate. And, the 
BOOK IT! Program was born. The 
founding idea that pizza + praise + 
family = a great time and a bright 
future has been the driving force 
behind the program ever since. 

BOOK IT! motivates children 
to read by rewarding their 
reading accomplishments with 
praise, recognition and pizza. 
The program has its base in the 

classroom and is simple for a 
teacher to use, flexible because 
goals match reading ability, and 
fun because achieving a goal is 
a great reason to celebrate!  

The Pizza Hut BOOK IT! 
Program runs every school year 
from October through March. The 
teacher sets a reading goal for 
each child in the class that can 
vary based from number of books 
read to number of pages or even 
number of minutes. A tracking 
chart for the classroom and a 
free online Minute Tracker are 
available to teachers to help them 
keep track of each student. BOOK 
IT! can also be used with the 
reading curriculum or as support 
for comprehension or intervention 
programs. For children not reading 
independently, the goal can be 
set where a parent or others read 
to the child. As soon as a child 
meets the monthly reading goal, 

the teacher gives him or her a 
Reading Award Certificate to 
take into the nearest Pizza Hut. 

Pizza Hut is proud of our 
BOOK IT! readers! The restaurant 
manager and team congratulate 
BOOK IT! for meeting their 
monthly reading goals and reward 
them with a free, one-topping 
Personal Pan Pizza and a new 
“Passport to Reading” booklet and 
sticker on their first visit. On each 
subsequent visit, they get another 
stamp (sticker) for their Passport 
to Reading, another Personal 
Pan Pizza, and more kudos!

Since 1985, the Pizza Hut 
BOOK IT! National Reading 
Incentive Program has been 
dedicated to the mindset that, 
to make a difference, you really 
have to Read Your Heart Out. Our 
work is more than just a corporate 
mission. It’s a personal challenge 
to turn “have to read” into a “want 
to read” day. This time-tested 
incentive can speak for itself. As 
the largest and longest-running 
corporate supported reading 
program in the country, BOOK 
IT! is now fostering its second 
generation of program alumni. 
Need more convincing? Let the 
statistics speak for themselves.

BOOK IT! has now gone beyond 
the classroom and has a summer 
program for students to continue 
their love of reading outside of 
the classroom and materials are 
also available for home schools. 

For more information, visit www.
pizzahut.com/bookit or keep up 
with BOOK IT! via its social media 
outlets @BOOKITprogram and 
Facebook.com/BOOKIT1985.  

Doug Terfehr Director, Pizza Hut 
Corporate Social Responsibility.
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“Be awesome!  

 Be a book nut!”      
 — Dr. Seuss

GIVING BACK
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ExPERIENTIAL LEARNING

Bootleggers,  
Pirates  
 & Legends  
 All Come to Life  
   in Berkeley County 

Educational  
   travel 
    Experiential       
 learning

If you’re looking for a new type of adventure, come to Berkeley County. 
Berkeley County is rich with history, natural beauty, and culture. Berkeley 
County, settled in the late seventeen hundreds by English and French 
Huguenots, has had a rich history with Revolutionary War heroes and all in 
between from plantation life to bootlegging.  

Visitors can visit Francis Marion National Forest where General Francis 
Marion the “Swamp Fox” is known for creating guerilla warfare. While on 
your hike and discovering where these legendary soldiers camped, you will 
spot some of the flesh eating plants.  No they are not the man-eating plants 
of Madagascar that have been known to eat a small child. We guarantee 
you will return with all your limbs intact. These are the plants of the South 
Carolina Lowcountry that lure small insects to digest and supplement the 
plant’s nutrient requirement. Your guide can also show you the plants that 
were used for wounded soldiers to stop the blood, and to make the general’s 
afternoon tea. 

Visit Mepkin Plantation, home of Henry Laurens, president of the 
Continental Congress.  Mepkin Plantation, was later purchased by Henry 
Luce, creator of Time-Life magazine and his wife Clare Boothe Luce, writer 
and diplomat. Mepkin Plantation, is now a Trappist monastery known as 
Mepkin Abbey which overlooks the Cooper River where visitors can enjoy 
the scenic beauty and stroll in the formal gardens or visit the gift shop full of 
unique and eclectic artist pieces.

If you enjoy plantation life or colonial times, Cypress Gardens or Old 
Santee Canal would be great places to visit. Old Santee Canal is located 
on 195 acres and the first true canal in America. The park, which sits on 
the historic Stony Landing Plantation, was an important site for trade and 
transportation since colonial times. Embrace the opportunity to stand on the 

Berkeley County  
Always An Adventure!

Seeking Something Unique?

From customized student outings and exciting events to adventurous 
attractions and popular festivals, come see why students from around 
the nation visit Berkeley County, South Carolina seeking diverse 
and unique educational experiences. And, we’re just minutes from 
Charleston.

Berkeley County, South CarolinaDiscover 

843-761-8238
visitberkeleycounty.com
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Look Inward.
Rosa Parks Museum and Children’s Wing 
Step back in time and experience the sights and sounds that forever changed 
our country. This state-of-the-art, interactive museum features multi-media 
presentations and hands-on exhibits honoring the historic decision of one woman.

Rosa Parks Museum ticket prices: 
12 years and under $5.50; over 12 years $7.50

W. A. Gayle Planetarium
One of the largest planetariums in the Southeast, the W. A. Gayle Planetarium 
offers a spectacular variety of out-of-this-world shows, exhibits and programs.

Gaze Skyward.

www.troy.edu

Mon. - Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Sun. and Holidays - 
Special engagements only

(334) 241-8661
252 Montgomery St.
Montgomery, AL 36104

Mon. - Thur. 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Sun. - 1 show only
Sat. and Holidays - 
Special engagements only

(334) 241-4799
1010 Forest Ave.
Montgomery, AL 36106

very ground which once served as an early Native American trading post, 
the first semi-submersible torpedo boat, CSS Little David, was built on 
these grounds.  

You will find a 19th century plantation house, four miles of boardwalk 
that brings you face-to-face with nature, brilliant at any time of the year, 
and where the canal bed can actually be seen at Biggins Swamp. The 
parks’ impressive 11,000 square foot Interpretive Center tells the story 
of the engineering feat of digging a canal from the state’s midlands to 
the Cooper River. Cypress Gardens, along with their azaleas and black 
water swamp, has recently opened the Heritage Room, which features 
unearthed artifacts from Dean Hall Plantation, which dates back to the 
1700s. The Heritage Room also features the largest collection in the 
United States of Colonoware, a low-fired pottery, locally made by both 
free and enslaved African Americans.

Bootleggers, pirates and legends all come to life with our storytellers 
and historians. If these stories don’t peak your interest then maybe you 
would enjoy stories of ghost and Gullah on unique locations throughout 
Berkeley County!   

Add any of these great story telling options or adventures to your visit 
to Berkeley County and other attractions and events in nearby Historic 
Charleston, South Carolina or fun filled Myrtle Beach, South Carolina.  
The possibilities of a fantastic, historical, scenic getaway in Berkeley 
County are unlimited.  

For information on Berkeley County, S.C.,  
call 843-761-8238 visit www.visitberkeleycounty.com.

SUMMIT CAMP & TRAVEL
PROGRAMS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS WITH ATTENTION, SOCIAL OR LEARNING ISSUES

Summit Camp is synonymous with excellence in special camping.

For brochure call 973-732-3230 or 800-323-9908 or e-mail info@summitcamp.com
322 Route 46 West, Suite 210 • Parsippany, NJ 07054  www.summitcamp.com

Growth, Independence, Maturity, Increased Self-Esteem, Lasting Friendships

SUMMIT CAMP
Since 1969, Summit 
Camp has offered 
structured and nur-
turing support, ex-
cellent supervision, 

social skills development and friendships 
through a full camp recreational program. 
Activities are designed to foster fun and 
new talents, increased self-assuredness, 
trust and the ability to find their own 
voice among peers. Summit Camp offers 2, 
3, 5, & 8 week camp sessions for children 
and teens ages 8-19 at Honesdale, PA.
SUMMIT TRAVEL
Professionally supervised trips are 
designed to enhance daily living skills, 
growth through group living and decision 

making, transition adaptation and foster 
problem solving skills and independence. 
Summit Travel offers trips for young 
people ages 15-19.
DESTINATIONS FOR 2014 INCLUDE:
• 19 day British Isles
•  14 day Washington DC, Gettysburg, 

Toronto, Montreal
• 19 day Capitals of Europe
SUMMIT WEEKENDER
Weekender offers events from October to 
May for young people ages 11-19 who 
would benefit from a directed weekend 
experience designed to foster peer 
socialization and independence. The 
Weekender takes place regionally at a 
winterized camp, conference center or fun 
tourist sites.
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The world’s mosT magical aquarium  
is far more than a field trip – it’s an educational experience. 
With programs aligned with Georgia Performance Standards, 
students journey beyond the classroom to explore the 
mysteries of the aquatic realm, including through our 
new special exhibit, “Sea Monsters Revealed: Aquatic 
Bodies.” Visit us in Atlanta, GA. GeorgiaAquarium.org  
404.581.4121  |  WHERE IMAGINATIONS GO TO PLAY.  |  
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Our philosophy is simple. We want to provide 
our guests with a best-day-of the-year experience. 
As the leader in regional entertainment, Cedar 
Fair offers the most extensive collection of 
properties throughout the U.S. and Canada 
including 11 amusement parks, four water 
parks, five hotels, and five campgrounds. 
Cedar Fair’s dedication to providing the best in 
family friendly entertainment and guest service 
keeps guests coming back year after year.

Yes. we are known for our thrills, 
but our product offers a broad and deep 
portfolio of student and youth programs 
that can fulfill educational, performance, 
competition and celebration group needs.

Looking for top performance and 
competition? Cedar Fair parks have long been 
known for both performance and competition 
programs. Whether it is our nationally 
renowned Festival of Music or a Performance 
in the Park, we can accommodate your band, 
choir, orchestra, or dance troupe at a broad 
array of performance venues, many of which 
are best in class in the outdoor entertainment 
industry. Several of our parks have hosted 
music competition for years with nationally 
known adjudicators and  composers on hand 
to judge and provide your groups feedback. 
Some of the largest cheer competitions call 
our parks home and have for years.

When it comes to “edutainment” no one 
does it better than Cedar Fair. Every Cedar 
Fair park can make your students’ trip a 
valuable educational experience and see their 
learnings put into practice. Our “Thrill U” 
curriculum immerses you in physics, science, 
and math in a way only our style of park 
can. And “Dino’s Alive!” allows students 
to travel back 65 million years and walk 
with the dinosaurs while fulfilling critical 

A  
Best-Day-of-The-year 
Experience 

educational criteria. Cedar Fair offers a fully 
accredited curriculum for grades K-12.

If it’s career development that 
you need, Cedar Fair Parks provides 
programs in youth leadership as well as 
amusement park management, marketing, 
engineering and much more!

Time to celebrate? No celebration 
would be complete without a season or year 
ending trip to a Cedar Fair Park. Teams and 
tournaments love to have their opening and 
closing ceremonies with us and thousands of 
students have celebrated their advancement 
to middle school, high school and beyond 
with a special outing to one of our parks.

Chances are, if your group is looking for it, 
Cedar Fair has it and we have more programs 
coming on line all the time. No matter which 
Cedar Fair park you select, you can expect 
a “best-day-of-the-year” experience. Cedar 
Fair and our entire family of amusement 
and water parks want to be your one stop 
shop for all your student programs!

ExPERIENTIAL LEARNING
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Educational Adventures in the 
Great Outdoors

800.787.3982
AceRaft.com/Educate

Whether you’re looking to enhance  
a classroom lesson or prepare  
your students to face real-world  
challenges, the great outdoors will 
energize them into action unlike  
any other experience. Whitewater 
rafting and zip-lining to rock climbing 
and mountain biking.

New River  
Gorge, WV

Whether you’re looking to enhance  
a classroom lesson or prepare  
your students to face real-world  
challenges, the great outdoors will 
energize them into action unlike  
any other experience. Whitewater 
rafting and zip-lining to rock climbing 
and mountain biking.

New River  
Gorge, WV

ACE-4-Seen Mag-2014.indd   1 2/26/14   2:55 PM

ExPERIENTIAL LEARNING
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Famous scientific researchers such as Jacques Cousteau and Charles Darwin 
knew first-hand that when you become aware of your environment — by touching 
it, seeing it and interacting with it — so much more can be learned. Experience has 
the power to transform passive awareness into responsible action. 

Flowing north from Blowing Rock, North Carolina, the New River is one of the 
oldest waterways on the world and has carved a steep and rugged canyon through 
southern West Virginia. The 53-mile New River Gorge National River is home 
to one of the most diverse biospheres on the continent. From the lush, riparian 
ecosystem of the river and its banks up to the craggy canyon rim environment, the 
gorge is as diverse as it is complex. 

That’s where the 1,500-acre ACE Adventure Resort comes in. Their guides are 
experts on the great outdoors and the neighboring New River Gorge environment. 
They know how to have fun and inspire kids to learn. Teachers who have used 
their programs know that a day spent with ACE develops important social skills, 
inspires creative problem solving and helps their students to see the world through 
new “glasses.”

As stewards of environmental responsibility and sustainability, ACE has 
developed life science field trip curriculums in Hydrology, Ecology and Geology. 
Each curriculum explores the natural elements of the New River Gorge, how 
humans impact these systems and how everyone can contribute to its protection. 
Customizable for grades nine to 12, the full day activity incorporates a science lesson 
with a guided outdoor adventure. Every curriculum integrates STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering, Math) disciplines into a cohesive teaching and learning 
approach while exploring the natural elements and impacts of this environment.

But the staff at ACE also knows there has to be something more to set the 
stage for learning. That’s why each program incorporates an outdoor activity — all 
having one theme in common — experiencing an outrageously good time! Kids 
have so much fun in ACE’s outdoor playground; they don’t even realize how much 
information is really being absorbed.  

The geology program includes interactive lessons that examine the erosion 
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and evolution that has exposed formations and our planet’s 
geological character in this thousand-foot gorge. Part two of 
the day takes on a different sort of discovery. Students climb 
and rappel the very cliffs evolution spent millions of years 
compressing into rock. It is a tactile experience that drives 
home how the planet seems so unchanging but is in fact 
evolving all the time.  

The hydrology curriculum incorporates a day of whitewater 
rafting. In this floating classroom, students learn how water, 
the landscape and human activity are interconnected. They 
explore why water is a precious resource and how they can 
become part of the solution to its preservation.

As part of the ecology curriculum, zip lining helps to 
explore the ecosystems that exist along the rim of the New 

River Gorge. Students learn how plants, animals and non-living factors play critical roles in their environment. 
Among other activities that teach self-awareness and human impacts, students participate in an ongoing 
national project to identify and record the biodiversity of the Gorge.

As advances in technology and communication increase, educators are addressing how to augment 
traditional schoolroom and textbook style of teaching. STEM educational experiences have been pivotal in 
redefining the way educators frame their lessons. ACE has embraced STEM principles through their experiential 
outdoor curriculums, creating dynamic situations that engage kids. Their programs immerse students into the 
experience, allowing them to make the great connections between theory and practical application. 

Recognizing how students are motivated and engaged is key to the success of ACE’s educational experiences. 
They know how to have fun in the great outdoors while inspiring kids to understand what it really means to live 
on this planet and be a part of its future. 

For more information and to plan your visit www.aceraft.com

NEWSEUM newseum.org/education  •   202/292-6650

“ENGAGING, GREAT TOPICS, INTERACTIVE.  
A GREAT PLACE TO BRING STUDENTS.”

– Teacher, Gunston Middle School, Arlington, Va.

· Discounted Newseum admission for school groups
· Free lesson plans designed to meet standards of learning
· Free online resources — primary source documents with Common Core lesson plans 
available at newseum.org/digitalclassroom

· Fun and engaging history, civics and media literacy classes for grades 3 – university



AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER  
FOR TODAY’S STUDENTS  

AND TOMORROW’S LEADERS

Where can students enjoy an out-of-this-
world experience while being provided a hands-
on educational program that engages them in 
multiple areas of science, technology, engineering, 
and math?  Blast off from the University of 
Tennessee at Chattanooga’s Challenger STEM 
Learning Center in its simulated space missions: 
Welcome aboard! 

Director Perry Storey is focused on the 
Challenger Center’s goal of inspiring young 
students to pursue careers in STEM.  “The 
research is very clear on this issue: We need to 
engage students as early as possible in their 
educational development to curb their potential 
hesitation regarding STEM-related courses 
and career fields. Too often students have had 
negative experiences in math and science areas, 
leading them to develop an attitude that they 
cannot be successful in these subjects.  At the 
Challenger Center, we want to provide a positive 
educational experience that will stay with them 
for a lifetime.”  

A trip to the Challenger Learning Center 
brings classroom lessons to life. The simulated 
environment is created from computer 
technology, real science data, hands-on activities, 
and STEM-related content.  Complete with a 
simulated space shuttle, a mission control room, 

and an orbiting space station, students become 
astronauts, scientists, engineers, researchers, and 
journalists—all sharing in the thrill of discovery.  

A BRIEF HISTORY
On January 28, 1986, the seven crew 

members of the Space Shuttle Challenger/
STS-51L “Teacher in Space” mission set out to 
broaden educational horizons and to advance 
scientific knowledge. Their mission exemplified 
mankind’s noblest and most wondrous qualities 
– to explore, discover, and teach.

In the aftermath of the Challenger accident, 
the crew’s families came together, firmly 
committed to the belief that they must carry on 
the spirit of their loved ones by continuing the 
Challenger crew’s educational mission. In April 
1986, they created the Challenger Center for 
Space Science Education.

The first Challenger Learning Center opened 
in Houston in August 1988. Today, there are 
more than 40 Learning Centers in the U.S., 
Canada, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 
Collectively, these centers reach more than 
400,000 middle-school aged students and 
40,000 teachers each year. Since 1986, the 
Challenger Center has impacted more than 4 
million students. It maintains strong partnerships 

with NASA, other federal agencies, universities, 
and the aerospace industry, keeping curriculum 
current to meet National Science and Common 
Core Standards. 

THE UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIP
The UTC Challenger STEM Learning Center 

was the first center in the nation integrated with 
a university campus and was the special project 
of Dr. June Scobee Rogers who is the widow 
of the Challenger Space Shuttle Commander 
Dick Scobee and is the founding Chairperson 
for the National Challenger Center for Space 
Science Education in Washington D.C.   Dr. 
Rogers, who lives in Chattanooga, has not only 
been a driving force from day one behind the 
Challenger Centers but is also very proud of 
the fact that she has taught in every grade-level 
classroom from kindergarten through college.  
Therefore, having this program formally 
aligned under the College of Education, has 
formed a strong relationship with the UTC 
Teachers’ Preparation Academy and is a perfect 
partnership to help move STEM Education 
forward. The Challenger programs reach 
students and several hundred teachers each 
year in a service area that includes Tennessee, 
Georgia, Alabama, North Carolina, and South 

ExPERIENTIAL LEARNING
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AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER  
FOR TODAY’S STUDENTS  

AND TOMORROW’S LEADERS

Carolina.  Since opening it has served over 150,000 students with its 
quality STEM programs.

Mr. Storey points out that a visit to the Challenger Center not only 
helps young students envision a future in STEM careers, but also exposes 
them to UT Chattanooga and encourages them to plan for their future.  
“The majority of the young students we serve will be first generation college 
students, and with STEM jobs requiring post-high school education, we 
want each student to “Dream big—and reach for the stars.”  

Programs Provided
• Ages kindergarten through ninth grade
•  Space Missions: “Rendezvous with Comet Haley,” 

“Return to the Moon,” “Voyage to Mars”
•  Hands-On EVU’s Classes: “Moon Maneuvers,”  

“Mars Rovers,” “Pop Rocket and Construction”
• Virtual Mission to local classrooms: “Tennessee River in Crisis”
• STEM Summer Camps
• Teacher Professional Development Programs 
• Team Building Programs and Retreats

PLAN YOUR LIFTOFF TODAY 
by contacting the UTC Challenger STEM Learning Center: http://

www.utc.edu/ChallengerCenter, (423) 425-2191, perry-storey@utc.edu.  

UTC Challenger STEM Learning Center

www.utc.edu/challengercenter

Programs include simulated space 
missions that reinforce and introduce 
students to real-world applications of 
STEM principles, summer camps, 
professional development 
workshops, and team building 
sessions for businesses and other 
community organizations.  
 Contact us today to arrange a visit 
for your school or organization.  
Ask about our new 
program, “Tennessee 
River In Crisis” a virtual 
field trip involving our 
quality STEM curriculum.  
423-425-4126

The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga is an equal employment opportunity  
/affirmative action/Title IX Section 504/ADA/ADEA Institution.

The UT Chattanooga 
Challenger STEM 
Learning Center 
was created as a  
living memorial  
for the crew of 

the Space Shuttle 
Challenger and it’s 
special educational 

mission.

*Offer valid to student groups of 15 or more. Please book 30 days prior to visit. Offer valid on regularly scheduled operating days Mar. 16 – Oct. 26, 2014 . Additional savings available when purchased with a meal.  
 Restrictions apply. Prices, products and park schedule are subject to change. Please verify park schedule prior to booking. © 2014 SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved.

Twisting, turning, learning good fun
Get ready for one unforgettable class trip. With thrilling rides like the roller coaster 
Verbolten®, up-close encounters with amazing animals, inspiring shows and more, 

Busch Gardens offers a natural habitat for fun — and enrichment. You can even wow 
your kids with our dynamic Launch Into Physics program, inspired by our coasters. 

Book Today. 
 Space Is Limited.
Single-Day Admission

$45*

per person

TO BOOK YOUR GROUP, CALL (800) 343-7946 
 OR VISIT BUSCHGARDENS.COM/BGWGROUP   

(Save $27)
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Prepare for a wave of excitement when you announce that students 
will be learning alongside sharks, jellyfish, stingrays, starfish, seahorses and 
thousands of colorful fish during their next lesson!  

SEA LIFE Charlotte-Concord Aquarium is a one-story, 26,000-square-
foot indoor aquarium at Concord Mills, the largest shopping and 
entertainment destination in the Carolinas. This one-of-a-kind experience 
puts students up close and face-to-face with over 5,000 amazing 
underwater creatures. Featuring more than 20 spectacular displays of 
diverse marine life, this North Carolina location also includes a geography 
lesson by incorporating creatures associated with the region. At SEA LIFE, 
visitors travel from the fresh waters of the Catawba River in the Blue Ridge 
Mountains to the salt waters of the Atlantic Ocean and beyond.

The stunning centerpiece in the aquarium is a huge tropical ocean tank 
with an acrylic walk-through underwater tunnel. The aquarium also offers 
an interactive touch pool, viewing windows, enlightening talks, feeding 
demonstrations and other ways for visitors to be immersed in marine life.  

SEA LIFE focuses on quality of experience rather than scale, taking 
visitors on a seamless journey under the sea to entertain and teach both 

young and old. Conservation is at the heart of SEA LIFE, and visitors 
will see strong evidence of their “Breed, Rescue and Protect” activities 
around the world, including new projects developed locally. Interactive 
information aims to educate and inspire children on the future of our 
oceans and how they can make a difference.

With an additional 10,000 square-feet planned for future expansion, 
the Concord Mills location Grand Opening was Merlin’s sixth SEA LIFE 
center to open in the United States and made history as Merlin’s 100th 
attraction to open worldwide. SEA LIFE is the world’s largest aquarium 
brand with more than 15 million yearly visitors. 

Conveniently located at Exit 49 off of Interstate 85 and inside Concord 
Mills along with over 200 retailers, SEA LIFE Charlotte-Concord 
Aquarium is situated at the hub of visitor activity in Cabarrus County. 
Precious time during educational field trips is maximized to the fullest with 
13 lodging options located less than a mile from the attraction, including 
indoor water park resort Great Wolf Lodge. At Great Wolf, students and 
educators get a break from lessons as they race down slides, play a game of 
MagiQuest or take a trip to the arcade!  

Dive in to  
North Carolina’s 

piedmont at  
SEA LIFE in  

Cabarrus County

GO COASTAL  
in Concord

ExPERIENTIAL LEARNING

Photo courtesy of the Cabarrus County Convention and Visitors Bureau - www.visitcabarrus.com
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Learn more about all that Cabarrus County, NC has to offer.

An underwater exploration is just the 
beginning of the academic journey. As “Where 
Racing Lives,” Cabarrus County offers exclusive 
opportunities to experience the science and 
technology of motorsports with field trips 
to Charlotte Motor Speedway. Then, learn 
the techniques of panning for gold while 
underground mine tunnels at Reed Gold Mine 
become your new classroom. Though the 
destination was built on speed, students will 
learn at their own pace in Cabarrus County!

We’re here to help  
with your homework! 

For planning assistance including more 
information on activities, learning opportunities, 
meals and other details, contact Carrie Hendrickson 
at the Cabarrus County Convention and Visitors 
Bureau — Carrie@VisitCabarrus.com, 704-456-
7969 or VisitCabarrus.com. For more information 
on pricing, perks and previews for educators, go to 
VisitSeaLife.com/Charlotte-Concord and navigate 
to the Schools and Groups page. 

To schedule a meeting or request more information: 
Call 1.800.742.2304  •  Visit piccadilly.com/foodservice

To make your tour group reservation, 
contact Fiona James at (800) 535-9974 ext. 8330, 

email groupreservations@piccadilly.com 
or visit piccadilly.com for booking and meal packages.

Even on a field trip, you’re never far from home at 
Piccadilly. With so many homestyle classics, there’s 
sure to be something for everyone. Plus, bus drivers 

and tour coordinators eat free with groups of 20  
or more. How’s that for extra credit? 

Travel light
but never hungry

Customized Solutions  
with Students in Mind

Full Cafeteria Management

Back-of-the-House Operations

Specialty Catering

Events and Functions

Piccadilly Food Service Offers
Customized Solutions for:

PICC13-21 SeenMagGroup v1.indd   1 2/6/13   1:36 PM
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The Southern Museum of Civil War and 
Locomotive History, located in Kennesaw, Ga., 
offers educational opportunities for students of 
all ages.

Through tours and programs that can be 
tailored to meet teachers’ needs, the museum’s 
offerings reinforce classroom learning by 
connecting information from textbooks and 
lesson plans with rare artifacts.

“The hands-on interaction with artifacts 
supports in-class work and helps students retain 
more information,” said Dena Bush, director of 
operations for the Southern Museum. “Tours 
and programs can be tailored to any age — early 
education, grade school, high school and college 
students — and field trips meet Georgia state 
curriculum standards.”

 The centerpiece of the Southern Museum is 
the General, a historic locomotive that James J. 
Andrews and a group of Union spies stole in April 
1862 — an event known as the Andrews Raid or 
the Great Locomotive Chase. On display a few feet 
away from the historic engine is one of the first 
Medals of Honor ever awarded, given to Sgt. John 
M. Scott for his participation in the Andrews Raid.

“The best way to bring history to life is by 
exploring the historic events and stories both in 
and out of the classroom,” said Ken Hoo, early 
childhood educator at the Southern Museum. 
“With our exhibits and programming, we want 
to spur thoughtful conversation to help teachers 
and students alike understand, contextualize and 
learn from the past.”

Other permanent exhibits include:
•  The “Glover Machine Works: Casting a 

New South” exhibit features the only fully 
restored belt-driven locomotive assembly 
line in the country. The original Glover 
Machine Works was located in nearby 
Marietta, Ga., and helped rebuild the 
South after the Civil War.

•  The 8,000-square-foot Jolley Education 
Center is home to many of the museum’s 
educational programs for children and 
parents. Opened in 2008, the Education 
Center offers a range of engaging and 
interactive learning stations for families to 
explore and is home to Georgia’s French 
Gratitude Train, a gift from the French 
following World War II.

•  The “Railroads: Lifelines of the Civil 
War” exhibit showcases the importance of 
railroads during the Civil War. The exhibit 
usesa mix of photographs and artifacts to 
help tell the story.

To help teachers and students take a close-
up view of history, the Southern Museum has 
several field trip options that feature interactive 
exhibits and lesson plans. All programs can be 
tailored for age appropriateness and customized 
to meet specific school requirements.

Museum Highlights Tour
In the most comprehensive tour, students 

explore the permanent exhibits at the Southern 
Museum and learn about the strategic and 

economic importance of railroads during the 
Civil War and afterwards.

Industrialized America
Students learn about the significance of 

industry in the years leading up to, during 
and following the Civil War as they become 
acquainted with the function of railroads and 
other industries in the redevelopment of the 
economic and social structure of the New 
South beginning with Reconstruction and 
into the 20th century.

A Nation Divided
Investigate the causes and consequences of 

our divided nation while touring galleries that 
display examples of original weapons, civilian 
items, uniforms, and much more. Guides 
discuss the life of a Civil War soldier and 
present a firearms demonstration.

The museum also offers add-ons such as 
a walking tour of Kennesaw for students at 
no extra charge. For more information, visit 
southernmuseum.org.

The Southern Museum is located 20 miles 
north of Atlanta at exit 273 on Interstate 75. 
Admission is $7.50 for adults, $6.50 for seniors, 
$5.50 for children ages four to 12, and free for 
children three and under. Admission for group 
tours of 10 or more is $5 per person. For more 
information, call 770-427-2117 or email 
education@southernmuseum.org.

Georgia’s Southern  
Museum Offers  
Teachers, Students 
Unique Educational  
Experience

ExPERIENTIAL LEARNING
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Educational opportunities for students of ALL ages: 
 Reinforces classroom learning by connecting historical  

information with actual artifacts 

 Supports in-class work with hands-on interaction to help 
students retain more information 

 Tours and lectures can be tailored to any age – early  
education, grade school, high school and college students 

 Dynamic field trip options meet Georgia state curriculum 
standards 

Georgia’s Southern  
Museum Offers  
Teachers, Students 
Unique Educational  
Experience
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No trip to New York would be complete without a visit to Madison 
Square Garden. Your class can experience the grand re-opening of the All 
Access Tour, following the arena’s unprecedented, three-year, top-to-bottom 
transformation. Beginning today, this 75-minute tour will be open daily 
from 10:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and will allow guests to experience the newly 
transformed arena, while being immersed in The Garden’s rich history 
throughout the building. Madison Square Garden is a “must-see” when 
visiting New York City and the All Access Tour gives guests access to “The 
World’s Most Famous Arena” like never before. 

For over 130 years spanning four different buildings, Madison Square 
Garden has been a staple of New York City, delivering the very best in sports 
and entertainment. With the new All Access Tour, guests will get to explore 
the arena, which hosts an average of 260 events and four million patrons each 
year, and have the opportunity to walk where legends have walked. Guests 
will also experience the new amenities that have resulted from The Garden’s 
$1 billion transformation — from the Chase Bridges to the VIP areas to the 
locker rooms. 

Melissa Ormond, president, Madison Square Garden Entertainment 
and Dave Howard, president, MSG Sports said in a joint statement: “In 
October 2013, the completion of Madison Square Garden’s unprecedented 
three-year, top-to-bottom transformation marked one of the most important 
moments in The Garden’s history. Now, with the brand new All Access Tour, 
guests will have a backstage pass, allowing them a behind-the-scenes look 
at the significant enhancements that have been made to every aspect of this 
historic arena. This includes several new exhibits throughout the arena that 
commemorate some of the most enduring and unforgettable moments in 
The Garden’s history.” 

The All Access Tour will offer an innovative and exciting look at  
The World’s Most Famous Arena including: 

•  A view of the transformed arena from the Garden floor where the 
biggest stars and MSG’s legendary athletes have performed 

•  Two spectacular new Chase Bridges, which offer a one-of-a-kind view 
of the action 

•  A look at The Garden’s more than 130-year history through the “Garden 
366” exhibit, a visual retrospective paying homage to one moment in 
Garden history for every day of the year, and “Defining Moments,” an 
exhibit featuring the 20 most iconic moments in The Garden’s history 
with commemorative photos, memorabilia and artifacts 

•  MSG VIP treatment with access to one of the 58 newly designed, 
luxury suites featuring state-of-the-art amenities and exclusive seating 

•  The Delta Sky360 Club which offers VIP guests exclusive views of the 
Knicks and Rangers entering and exiting the locker rooms through a 
glass corridor connected to the locker rooms 

•  A unique opportunity to see the New York Knicks and New York 
Rangers Locker Rooms* 

* Subject to availability 

Ticket Information 
Tickets may be purchased at the Madison Square Garden box office, 

online at all Ticketmaster outlets, or Ticketmaster by phone at 866-858-
0008. Tickets are priced at $26.95 for adults, $18.95 for seniors and 
students, $17.95 for children. Tickets for school groups of 20 or more are 
$18 per person for groups of more than 20. Group tickets can be purchased 
by phone at 212-465-6080.

New All Access Tour Provides A  
Behind-The-Scenes Look  
At The Newly Transformed  
Madison Square Garden

ExPERIENTIAL LEARNING
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All sales are final – no refunds or exchanges. Prices may not be combined with any other offer or discount. Tickets are sold on a first come, first served basis. Tour content, prices, dates, and times are subject to change without notice. A $25 shipping and handling fee 
will be applied to all orders requesting ticket delivery. There is no charge for tickets being held at the Madison Square Garden Box Office. ©2014 MSG Holdings, L.P. All rights reserved.

VISIT MSGGroupSales.com     CALL 212-465-6080     EMAIL Group.Sales@msg.com 

Get the ultimate insider’s look at The World’s Most Famous Arena® today! Explore exclusive VIP areas of the state-of-the-art arena and 
commemorate over 130 years of legendary Garden history. Tours Run Daily 10:30am – 3:00pm, 4 Pennsylvania Plaza (32nd St. and 7th Ave.)

GO BEHIND THE SCENES AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL®!
Get a backstage look at the Showplace of the Nation. Learn the history of the Great Stage, meet a Rockette®, plus much more!

TOURS RUN DAILY 11:00AM TO 3:00PM

1260 Avenue of the Americas at 50th Street

Visit: MSGGroupSales.com   Call: 212-465-6080   Email: Group.Sales@msg.com
All sales are final – no refunds or exchanges. Prices may not be combined with any other offer or discount. Tickets are sold on a first come, first served basis. Tour content, prices, dates, and times are subject to change without notice. A $25 shipping and handling fee 
will be applied to all orders requesting ticket delivery. There is no charge for tickets being held at the Radio City Music Hall Box Office. ©2014 MSG Holdings, L.P. All rights reserved.



Horry County (pronounced O-ree) is one of the largest counties in the Eastern United 
States at over 1100 sq. miles and is drained by two major river systems, the Waccamaw and the 
Pee Dee. This low, sandy land along the coastal plain of South Carolina supports dense stands 
of long-leaf pine which fostered the areas first economic growth in the production of Naval 
Stores. Today, the county’s major industry is tourism with the Grand Strand of Myrtle Beach 
attracting millions of visitors annually.

Probably no other individual feature of Horry County has been as important to the history 
and development of the area as the Waccamaw River. In 1734 Kingston Township was first 
surveyed with the town of Kingston (later to become Conway) as its center. The importance of 
Kingston was its access to the Waccamaw River and through Winyah Bay to the shipping lanes 
of the Atlantic. Rafting logs on the Waccamaw River required stamina and skill to snake the 

HORRY COUNTY  
OFFERS SCIENCE,  

NATURE AND HISTORY  
IN ABUNDANCE

ExPERIENTIAL LEARNING
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long rafts of freshly cut cypress and native pines to the great saw mills 
on the river. Rafters would live on the rafts, building shelters during 
cold weather and even cooking their meals on the floating logs.

Native Americans of the Coastal Plain
The first people of Horry County arrived centuries before the 

first European set foot on this continent. Their life-styles changed 
throughout the ages in accordance with the changing climate and 
resources but their heritage remains an invaluable contribution to our 
lives today.

There is no doubt that the first people to inhabit the coastal plain 
of South Carolina were the Paleo hunters who followed the herds of 
mastadon and other large game onto the marshy coastlands. It may 
have been as long as 20,000 years ago that these first peoples made their 
camp fires, sang their songs, nursed the sick and buried their dead next 
to the beach we now call the Grand Strand.

The Southeastern Woodland cultures dominated the Coastal Plain 
of South Carolina for 1200 years and it is the remnants of this culture 
that are most prominently found in the form of pottery remains. The 
pottery of the Woodland people was usually tempered with crushed 
rock or grit instead of vegetable fibers and was finished with several 
characteristic surface decorations.

Loggers and Locomotives
Traditional Logging

One hundred years ago, logging consisted of a physical struggle 
between men and animals and the natural environment. The abundant 
timber stands of the Coastal Plain encouraged the early industry of 
logging even though the swampy lowlands which interspersed the 
county proved a formidable obstacle for the loggers. Crews of 20 - 50 
men worked long and arduous hours bringing the lumber to the mill. 
Operations would set up camp in a heavily forested area and remove 
timber until the supply was depleted or until transportation became too 
costly. Until railways were built to transport logs, camps were situated 
with access to major waterways where logs were rafted together and 
floated to the mill.

Your Horry County visit begins with the Horry County Museum. 
Housed in the Old Burroughs School located at the corner of 9th Ave 
and Main, the museum features a variety of historical and regional 
exhibits. It is the perfect place to learn about the rich culture and history 
of the region. The museum offers a variety of programs throughout the 
year, as well as, seasonal events at the L W Paul Living History Farm 
located on Harris Short Cut Rd.

The museum is free and open to the public. Each month the 
museum has special programs available to the public so check back here 
for updates or keep an eye for posts in local media. For information on 
specific tours or programs, please contact the museum.

Farm hours are Tuesday - Saturday: 9:00 to 4:00. The farm is located 
at 2279 Harris Shortcut Rd, the corner of Harris Short Cut Rd. and Hwy 
701 N. in Conway, S.C. The Horry County Museum is open from 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday except on county holidays. For more 
information, contact the Horry County Museum at (843)915-5320 and 
visit www.horrycountymuseum.org.
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The L.W. Paul Living History Farm is a recreation of a 1900-1955 era one-horse 
family farm. The farm relives what life was like in Horry County during this period 
through demonstrations including plowing with mules, blacksmithing, grinding 
grits, making syrup, sawing lumber, cooking on a wood stove, smoking meat and 

other traditional agriculture and domestic techniques common to that period. 
Admission is free. Groups are welcome. Contact the Farm for a list of event dates. 
Open to the public Tue.-Sat., 9 am-4 pm  2279 Harris Short Cut Rd. • Conway, SC

(843) 365-3596 • www.horrycountymuseum.org

The Horry County Museum in historic downtown Conway offers visitors the opportunity 
to learn about the cultural and natural history of Horry County. Galleries include a wide 
range of topics, from prehistoric animals and people, to the impact of the Grand Strand 

on Horry County’s economy. Changing exhibit galleries feature items from the  
Museum’s textile and photograph collections. Group tours are available, and educational 
programs are offered year-round.  Tue.-Sat., 9 am-5 pm 805 Main Street • Conway, SC

(843) 915-5320 • www.horrycountymuseum.org

Visit Myrtle Beach, SC   
Where History Lives

The Myrtle Beach Area best known for 60 miles of sandy beaches,  
family fun activities, dinning and shopping is also rich in culture and history.   

To plan your group trip, go to VisitMyrtleBeach.com
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National Council for the Social Studies
94th Annual Conference

November 21-23, 2014
John B. Hynes Veterans Memorial 

Convention Center
Boston, MA

Boston’s rich history and vibrant neighborhoods come alive 
at the 94th NCSS Annual Conference.  Join NCSS in its 
first return to New England in more than 30 years for the 

world’s largest and most comprehensive social studies 
professional development conference.

Learn from over 400 presentations by the leading social 
studies researchers and practitioners, offering content-rich, 
classroom-ready resources, spanning all grade levels and 

covering all social studies subjects.

The conference will feature the new C3 Framework for 
Social Studies State Standards.  Learn all about the 

framework and get practical tips for using its inquiry arc in 
your classroom.

Highlights
A conversation with award-winning filmmaker Ken Burns

Historian Henry Louis Gates, Jr
Noted Lincoln scholar Eric Foner

Screening of Electoral Dysfunction,  
an irreverent look at voting in America

Reception at the new Edward M. Kennedy Institute  
for the United States Senate

Attend the 94th NCSS Annual Conference to gain new ideas, 
resources, and skills as the conference engages you in rich 
and varied learning opportunities.  Join more than 3,000 
of your peers from across the U.S. and around the world in 
historic Boston, to share the most current knowledge, 

ideas, research, and expertise in social studies 
education, and have a wicked good time!

Registration opens in June!
www.socialstudies.org/conference

2014 AAHPERD National Convention  
& Exposition - American Alliance  
For Health, Physical Education, Recreation, And Dance  
St. Louis, MO    
04/01/2014 - 04/05/2014

62nd Annual NSTA National Conference  
- National Science Teachers Association  
Boston, MA 
04/03/2014 - 04/06/2014

2014 AERA Annual Meeting  
- American Educational Research Association  
 Philadelphia, PA  
04/03/2014 - 04/07/2014

American Association of Community Colleges 
Washington DC 
04/05/ - 04/08/2014

2014 NSBA Annual Conference  
- National School Board Association  
New Orleans, LA  
04/05/2014 - 04/07/2014

46th NCSM Annual Conference-  
National Council Of Supervisors  
Of Mathematics 
New Orleans, LA  
04/07/2014 - 04/09/2014

CEC 2014 Annual Convention & Expo  
- Council for Exceptional Children  
Philadelphia, PA  
04/09/2014 - 04/12/2014

NCTM 2014 Annual Meeting & Exposition  
- National Council of  
Teachers of Mathematics  
New Orleans, LA  
04/09/2014 - 04/12/2014

NAfME National Association for Music Education 
St Louis, MO 
04/10/2014- 04/12/20142

2014 NSTA STEM Forum & Expo -  
National Science Teachers Association 2 
New Orleans, LA  
05/14/2014 - 05/17/2014

NAFSA 2014 Annual Conference  
& Expo - NAFSA: Association of  
International Educators 
San Diego, CA  
05/25/2014 - 05/30/2014

2014 ASEE Annual Conference & Exposition  
- American Society For Engineering Education  
Indianapolis, IN  
06/15/2014 - 06/18/2014
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Fusion 2014:  The NWEA annual  
education conference  Northwest 
Education Association   
Portland, OR   
06/25/2014 – 06/27/2014   
 
ISTE 2014 - International Society for 
Technology in Education  
Atlanta, GA   
06/28/2014 - 07/01/2014

ASCA Annual Conference 2014 - American 
School Counselors Association Lake Buena 
Vista, FL  
06/29/2014 - 07/02/2014

NEA Expo 2014 -  
National Education Association  
Denver, CO   
07/01/2014 - 07/02/2014

SNA Annual National Conference 2014 - 
School Nutrition Association  
Boston, MA 
07/13/2014 - 07/16/2014

SREB Southern Regional Education 
Board 28th Annual Staff Development 
Conference 
Nashville, TN 
July 16-19, 2014 
Opryland Resort and Convention Center

2nd Annual Common Core State 
Standards Networking Conference 
Nashville, TN 
July 14-16, 2014 
Opryland Resort and Convention Center 
 28th Annual  
Staff Development Conference 
Nashville, TN 
Opryland Resort and Convention Center 
July 16-19, 2014

61st Annual Conference  
For The Advancement Of  
Mathematics Teaching (CAMT 2014)  
Fort Worth, TX  
07/21/2014 - 07/23/2014

45th Autism Society National Conference 
And Exposition  
Indianapolis, IN  
07/23/2014 - 07/26/2014

EdSpaces 2014  
(Formerly School Equipment Show)  
Tampa, FL 
10/29/2014 - 10/31/2014

41st Annual Conference  
For Middle Level Education  
Nashville, TN  
11/06/2014 - 11/08/2014

65th IDA Annual Conference -  
The International Dyslexia Association 
San Diego, CA 
11/12/2014 - 11/15/2014

NAGC 61st Annual Convention & 
Exhibition - National Association for Gifted 
Children  
Baltimore, MD  
11/13/2014 - 11/16/2014

CareerTech VISION 2014 (formerly the 
ACTE Annual Convention) Association for 
Career and Technical Education  
Nashville, TN 
11/20/2014 - 11/22/2014

94th NCSS Annual Conference -  
National Council For The Social Studies 
Boston, MA 
11/21/2014 - 11/23/2014

2014 NSDC Annual Conference -  
National Staff Development Council 
Nashville, TN 
12/06/2014 - 12/10/2014

34th International Conference on Critical 
Thinking and Education Reform 
Foundation for Critical Thinking  
Berkeley, CA 
July 28 – 31, 2014   

Confratute Neag Center  
for Gifted Education 
Storrs, CT 
July 13 – 18, 2014    

2015 Joint Mathematics Meeting  
Mathematical Association Of America  
(MAA) And The American Mathematical 
Society (AMS) 
San Antonio, TX 
01/10/2015 -01/13/2015

ATE 2015 Annual Meeting - Association of 
Teacher Educators 
Phoenix, AZ 
02/13/2015 -02/17/2015

NASP 2015 Annual Convention - National 
Association of School Psychologists 
Lake Buena Vista,FL 
02/17/2015 -02/20/2015

AUTM 2015 Annual Meeting -  
Association of University Technology 
Managers 
New Orleans, LA 
02/22/2015 -02/25/2015

150th AASA National Conference On 
Education - American Association Of 
School Administrators 
San Diego, CA 
02/26/2015 -02/28/2015

JostensRenaissance
National Conference 2014

JourneyJourney
Jostens Renaissance  
National Conference  
July 11 – 13, 2014 
(Leadership Preconference July 10)
Omni ChampionsGate Resort – 
Orlando, FL
This year’s theme is The Joy of the Journey. 
Jostens Renaissance is the only premiere 
conference in the country that brings 
all educational stakeholders together to 
collaborate on improving school culture and 
climate. Discover how to make your school a 
place where students belong, not just attend. 
Educational topics to be addressed will include:

Social Media

Cyber Bullying and Bullying

Recognition

Leadership

Technology Integration
Jostens Renaissance® is about recognizing 
all students and staff for academic 
accomplishments, increased positive behavior, 
and overall improvement of school culture 
and climate. Jostens Renaissance results 
show increased grades, attendance, pride 
and graduation rates. The annual Jostens 
Renaissance National Conference provides the 
opportunity to learn more about making your 
school a place where students belong, not just 
attend. The national conference also serves as 
a networking opportunity with the best and 
brightest in education. Don’t miss the 2014 
conference, where you’ll learn more about how 
to get to started—or restarted!

This conference is for any educator looking to 
improve school culture and make a positive 
difference through recognition and inclusion. 
Teachers, administrators, students and parents 
are all welcome! 

For details and registration, visit 
www.jostens.com/renaissance. 
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2015 LDA Annual International Conference - 
Learning Disabilities Association 
Chicago, IL 
02/25/2015 -02/28/2015

CADA Annual State Convention 2015 
- California Association of Directors of 
Activities 
San Diego, CA 
02/25/2015 -02/28/2015

AACTE 67th Annual Meeting - American 
Association of Colleges for Teacher 
Education 
Atlanta, GA 
02/27/2015 -03/01/2015

ESS2015 - Eastern Sociological Society 
New York, NY 
02/26/2015 -03/01/2015

NABE 2015 - National Association for 
Bilingual Education 
Reno, NV  
03/04/2015 -03/06/2015

ACJS 52nd Annual Meeting - Academy of 
Criminal Justice Sciences 
Orlando, FL 
03/03/2015 -03/07/2015

 2015 ADEA Annual Session & Exhibition - 
American Dental Education Association 
Boston, MA  
03/07/2015 -03/10/2015

ACA 2015 Annual Conference & Exposition - 
American Counseling Association 
Orlando, FL 
03/11/2015 -03/15/2015

2015 AAHPERD National Convention & 
Exposition - American Alliance For Health, 
Physical Education, Recreation, And Dance 
Seattle, WA 
03/17/2015 -03/21/2015

CUE Conference 2015  
- Computer-Using Educators 
Palm Springs 
03/19/2015 -03/21/2015

ASCD 70th Annual Conference  
& Exhibit Show 
Houston, TX 
03/21/2015 -03/23/2015

2015 NASPA Annual Conference - Student 
Affairs Administrators In Higher Education 
New Orleans, LA 
03/21/2015 -03/24/2015

ITEEA 77th Annual Conference - 
International Technology  
Education Association 
Milwaukee, WI 
03/26/2015 -03/28/2015

TESOL Annual Convention & Exhibit  
(TESOL 2015) - Teachers of English to 
Speakers of Other Languages 
Toronto 
03/25/2015 -03/28/2015

ACRL 2015 - Association of College & 
Research Libraries 
Portland, OR 
03/25/2015 -03/28/2015

63rd Annual NSTA National Conference - 
National Science Teachers Association 
Chicago, IL 
03/26/2015 -03/29/2015

 2015 NAEA National Convention  
- National Art Education Association 
New Orleans, LA 
03/26/2015 -03/29/2015

Register today for 2014’s top literacy conference!

www.iraconference.org/seen
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DYNAMIC.     
DIVERSE. DISTINCT. 

visitnorfolktoday.com  |  1-800-368-3097

Norfolk provides the perfect interactive and experiential classroom for student groups 
of all ages. From teaching sustainability, engaging history and groundbreaking science 
to riveting theater and exquisite fine art, Norfolk takes hands-on 
learning to exciting new heights. Contact our sales team today 
to learn more.



Think Through Math is a groundbreaking differentiation 
system that creates personalized lesson pathways for  
every student, grades 3 – Algebra 1.
What makes Think Through Math so effective?

⊲    Web-based supplemental math instruction and practice that students 
use from home and school.

⊲    Adaptive, personalized lesson pathways that accelerate conceptual  
understanding and skill proficiency.

⊲    Instant tutorial support from certified, U.S. math teachers to ensure  
success–including Spanish-speaking teachers!

Designed to meet the rigors  
of the Common Core and  

aCCelerate students  
to grade level

thinkthroughmath.com/ell
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